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Preface

While the human life has been becoming easier day by day with
remarkable developments in technology, the dignity of humanity in the
world is supposed to improve, yet we witness that this is not always the
case. This situation may namely stem from lack of ethics and knowledge.
Yet, throughout history many intellectuals, philosophers or scholars
highlighted the importance of valuing other people’s life, dignity and
choices, stood against stereotyping, stigmatising, and discrimination
against others and worked to create closer bonds amongst people
through their teachings. Nowadays, there is still a high need for new
efforts in improving social and economic conditions of many. In this
perspective, the European Union’s Life-long Learning Program is a
praiseworthy activity. Among the primary objectives of all of the projects
gathered under the umbrella of Erasmus + are respect and love for
humanity, and the actions to improve the quality of the life of humanity
on national and international grounds.
The publishing of this book have been carried out with the outputs of
Erasmus+ KA-2 Strategic Partnership Project which is called “Integration
Through Learning” on-going for 2 years with the cooperation of 7
countries. 4 modules have been prepared by the project country
coordinators on the integration of individuals with disabilities through
education. These modules are; Ethics of the Disabled Module, Best
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Practices Examples, Resource Library and Training (Entrepreneurship)
Module.
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internationally.
Considering that everybody can be a subject of disability from birth to
the end of their existence on earth, serving in the cause of the disabled
may in fact be helping ourselves. We hope that this book contributes well
to disability works and awareness efforts in improving social and
economic condition of the disabled throughout world.
Asst. Prof. Suat ASKIN
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Integration of People with Disability into Public and Business Life Through Learning

Introduction
Our society is ambiguous when saying that individual differences are a gain, but
then focuses on medical studies and researches, in order to portray everybody
as “normal” as possible.
UN Convention on the Right of Persons with Disabilities (2006) is one of the
most important documents for the society for at least two reasons: the first
one is that this document uses in many articles general terms like “every
human being…”, “no one shall be…” or “all persons…”, so it includes every
human being; the second reason is that the UN convention involves each one in
every moment of the life, because an individual who is considered “normal” at
a given time can become - for a period or for the rest of his/her life - a person
with a disability.
Even if the aim of this Convention seems to be “only” a request of rights, when
reading it, we discover that it says something more, maybe something we’ve
never thought about: for every kind of disability what is really
disabling/incapacitating is the environment, not the person. From the very
beginning, the UN Convention says that the full and effective participation in
society of persons with a disability is hindered by various kinds of barriers and it
suggests the definition of some key-concepts like “communication”,
“language”, “discrimination on the basis of disability”, “reasonable
accommodation”, “universal design” in order to clearly focus on the fact that
the barriers can often be in everyday life of society rather than in the disabled
person.
In particular for a really democratic access and participation, good support is
given by the seven principles of “Universal Design”: as is the case of the
environment, products and communications are not always easy to access and
not only for persons with a disability, the design has to be changed so that
services are usable by all people.
From the UN Convention and the Universal Design we don’t only understand
that an accessible environment for persons with a disability means an
accessible environment for all, but also that disability can be a gain, enrichment
for the society. In this framework, we can start to see disability not as a loss,
but as a gain: the difference in the way of being in the world can be a source of
cultural enrichment, exchange and creativity for each person in every place.
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Maybe this is the real challenge of our society in order to be equal, but
respectful of the identity of everybody. The concept of complying with mass, be
like others, cannot bring us to a real democratic way of life and cannot combat
stereotypes, prejudices and discrimination, thus it cannot promote awareness
of the skills of every human being.
And now… enjoy the reading of our Disability Etiquette Module! And your
journey begins!

References:
- UN Convention for the Rights of Persons with Disabilities:
http://www.un.org/disabilities/convention/conventionfull.shtml
- Universal Design:
http://universaldesign.ie/
- UNESCO, Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity:
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001271/127162e.pdf
- International Classification of Functioning:
http://psychiatr.ru/download/1313?view=1&name=ICF_18.pdf
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Disability Awareness Test 1
Check Yourself - 1
Sometimes we feel uncomfortable interacting with people we perceive as
different from us, for example, with people with disabilities. Take this short
quiz to see how well you know the disability etiquette. Don’t worry if you don’t
know the correct answers – you will find them in our DEM training materials.
We hope that these materials will help you feel more comfortable in your
interactions with people with disabilities, in the labour and educational context.

Question 1.
As you are meeting or being introduced to someone, as the person reaches out
to shake your hand you notice that he/she has a prosthesis. You should:
a. Withdraw your hand and continue to introduce yourself.
b. Offer your right hand as you would with anyone.
c. Offer your left hand.

Question 2.
When meeting someone who is deaf and is accompanied by an interpreter you
should:
a. Maintain eye contact with the person who is deaf.
b. Maintain eye contact with the interpreter.
c. Look back and forth between them.

Question 3.
You see someone using a wheelchair or a cane who appears to be struggling.
You should:
a. Move on and leave them alone.
b. Offer to assist the person.
c. Assist the person without asking.

Question 4.
You are conversing with a person who has trouble speaking. You are only able
to understand a few words and phrases. You should:
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a. Pretend you understand what was said.
b. State what you understand and ask the person to repeat the rest of the
information.
c. Smile and walk away as fast as you can.

Question 5.
When talking with a person who uses a wheelchair, it is preferable to pull up a
chair, if available, and converse at eye level.
a. True
b. False
The above questions were reproduced from Baum, et al., 2004
The most important thing is to make attempts to get to know the individual as a
person regardless of his or her disability and use your own feelings and
judgment as you would with anyone else you meet.

DISABILITY IS NOT A BRAVE STRUGGLE OR ‘COURAGE IN THE
FACE OF ADVERSITY.’ DISABILITY IS AN ART. IT’S AN
INGENIOUS WAY TO LIVE.
NEIL MARCUS
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Part 1:
Recognising Stereotypes:
From Stereotyping to Understanding Disability

1.1

Stereotype perceptions
disabilities

about

people

with

Everyone forms opinions or assumptions about a person based on first
impressions. The assumptions can be based on someone’s appearance, the
way people dress, talk, or move. Sometimes these assumptions can be
accurate, but very often they are not. It is important to remember that our
assumptions can be false and we should not let our first impressions influence
how we treat someone.
Assumptions that are made about a person or group’s character or attributes,
based on a general image of a particular group of people are called
stereotypes. This image is formed by isolating or exaggerating physical,
intellectual, cultural, occupational, or personal features, which seem to
characterise the group.
Stereotypes are discriminatory because they take away a person's
individuality. When someone is avoided socially, not hired, harassed on or off a
job, based on negative thoughts or stereotypes of a group, they are being
discriminated against.
In different countries of the European Union,
stereotypes lead to unfair treatment, like employment discrimination.
Discrimination is inappropriate behaviour with a person based on a
predetermined opinion, attitude, stereotype that we have of a particular
person or group of persons. It can also happen when the community places
expectations or criteria on people with disabilities, which are not placed on
others.
Although under the current legal framework of GREECE (Law 3699/2008 –
“Special Education and the Education of People with Disabilities or Special
Educational Needs”, people with disabilities have the same degree of
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protection as all others, in practice the level of protection from violence or
abuse is not the same. This also applies to the degree of access to services such
as education and health. For example, students with a hearing impairment
cannot attend lectures at the university where there is not a sign language
interpreter. The visually impaired students find it difficult to meet their
obligations when there is no proper infrastructure or there are no textbooks
accessible, in recorded or electronic form. Furthermore, there are differences
between the forms of protection that can be provided by people to people with
various kinds of disabilities. People with mental disabilities and serious
behavioural problems due to a developmental disorder, such as autism, are
more vulnerable to this. Particularly vulnerable are also people who are living
in closed type institutions.1
In ITALY, one of the most difficult moments in the life of the disabled
person and his family, comes when the protective environment provided by the
school comes to an end. The fate of the young disabled adults who leave the
education system can be summarised in one word: they disappear. When they
reach school leaving age, persons with a disability disappear in their homes,
with very little opportunity for social integration and the exercise of their right
to equal opportunities. In the labour world, the inclusion is still too low. Only
31.4% of disabled people over 24 years have got a job (CENSIS report 2014).
And the majority of those who work (over 60%) are still framed with nonstandard employment contracts. In most cases, they work in social
cooperatives, often without a real contract, but with forms of sheltered work
and internships. In over 70% of cases they do not receive any compensation,
earn minimum wage or, receive a lower wage than what is rightfully theirs.
Also, disabled workers often hold jobs at lower levels than those they could
have, what is consistent with their qualifications and degrees.
In a study on discrimination in the LATVIA labour market, 353 people
with disabilities of which 57.2% were economically inactive, 17.5% were
currently looking for job, and 25.3% were employed, were interviewed. They
were asked to evaluate whether they have faced discrimination in their daily
life, 45.7% of respondents reported that they have not faced discrimination,
22.6% that they have experienced discrimination and 31.8% could not answer
the question.
1

https://www.european-agency.org/sites/default/files/gr-policy-summary-report.pdf
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Employed respondents were asked if they have faced discrimination in the
working place. 16.6% of employed persons with disabilities admitted that they
have experienced discrimination at their working place, one-third of the
discrimination cases were repeated 3-5 times, but one in five of the cases of
discrimination has encountered 6-10 times a year.
In MALTA, 23% of the interviewed stated that discrimination against the
disabled is widespread while 64% stated that it is rare, according to the
Eurobarometer on discrimination (2012). In the first ten years of operation, the
Equal Opportunities Act sector within the National Commission for the Persons
with Disability (KNPD) investigated almost 1,000 complaints, amounting to an
average of 100 complaints per year. Physical accessibility is the reason for most
of the complaints. Other social hindrances regarded education, employment,
and accommodation/housing, the provision of goods and services, and
insurance.2
In POLAND, some significant areas where cases of discrimination take
place can be distinguished. With respect to the most crucial thematic fields of
the project, only two of them will be described in this section: the first group
related to architectonic barriers and the second one related to the labour
market.
Architectonic barriers. - For several years, solutions in Polish law requiring
investors to build customised utilities have been available. However, the cases
of lack of enforcement of building regulations are quite significant. There are
still many buildings which are unsuitable for people with disabilities.
Frequently, adaptation of buildings to accommodate persons with disabilities
ends at the entrance to them. Moreover, an insufficient number of internal
adjustments is noticeable, for instance: different floors which are connected
only by a staircase. In addition to that, often there are no accessible facilities.
The same situation happens in areas of public communication, especially in the
field of rail services. According to findings of Supreme Audit Office from 2011,
around 85.1% of railway stations do not provide appropriate facilities for
people with disabilities.
Labour market. - As in many other European countries, the position of disabled
people in Poland is complex and quite difficult. A detailed situation is presented

2

http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_393_fact_mt_en.pdf
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on the basis of analysis carried out by The Central Statistical Office (GUS)
Labour Force Survey in Poland (BAEL) – average data for 3rd quarter of 2014 for
people in the working age bracket. The data describing the position of disabled
people, aged 16 and over in the labour market are as follows: activity rate –
18,3%, employment rate – 15,9%, unemployment rate – 13,4%. In comparison
to total economic activity in Poland (activity rate – 56,5%, employment rate –
51,9%, unemployment rate – 8,2%) the situation of people with disability is
poor and requires more systematic interventions as well as initiatives related to
change of social attitude towards this group of people. However, it should be
mentioned that the status of disabled people in the labour market has
improved gradually in recent years. This improvement can be related to the
financial support received by the entrepreneurs who decided to employ a
disabled person.
Another problem is a high percentage of people working in the sheltered
workshops. At the end of December 2013 there were 84 447 disabled people
employed in the open labour market and 166 767 employed in the sheltered
workshops (data presented by State Fund for Rehabilitation of Disabled People
– PFRON)3
In SPAIN, employment is one of the areas in which discrimination
towards people with disability occurs and persons who have severe physical
disabilities are even more disadvantaged. Also, people with intellectual
disabilities, deafness or congenital disabilities experience lower possibilities for
employment (Fundación ONCE, 2011).
Another discrimination factor is lack of accessibility to public and private
buildings, which do not comply with legislation on accessibility to housing (Law
49/1960, of 21 July on Horizontal Property and Law 15/1995, of 30 May, on
limits of ownership of property for the removal of architectural barriers to
people with disabilities). These are some of the most frequent causes of
discrimination towards people with disability, according to the Human Rights
and Disability Spain Report 2012 made by CERMI. 4
According to ‘The Research on Measurement of Disability Discrimination’
made by the Republic of TURKEY Prime Ministry Administration for Disabled
People in 2010 which was sponsored by the European Community Programme
3
4

http://www.niepelnosprawni.gov.pl/niepelnosprawnosc-w-liczbach-/rynek-pracy/
www.convenciondiscapacidad.es
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for Employment and Social Solidarity –PROGRESS (2007-2013), disabled people
face a considerable amount of discrimination in employment, education,
healthcare, resting and participation in leisure time activities, independent
living, participation in society and social life, participation in political life, access
to justice and access to information. According to the findings of this study,
across Turkey, 36.3% of disabled people are illiterate, 14.9% are literate but not
graduated from any school, 33% are elementary school graduates and only
6.6% are secondary school graduates. Unemployment among the disabled is
45.2%. Moreover, 22.6% of the disabled in work get paid less than the legal
minimum wage limit or get paid less than other workers on average wage.
Therefore, they and their families face severe poverty. They are also found to
be more discriminated in healthcare sector. Although 81% of disabled persons
always or often vote only 4.1% of them think that political parties produce
active policies to address their problems. With regards to access to the Justice
System, 1/3 of those interviewed either always or often faces discrimination
while discrimination was reported by 49.4% in resting or leisure time activities.
Last but not least 57.6% often or always face discrimination in participation in
society or social activities.
These numbers provided by organisations from different EU countries suggest
that discrimination against individuals with disabilities does exist throughout
the world.
Let’s examine some of the stereotypes we have about people with disabilities:
 Unable, or assumed to be unable, to do things
 Childlike
 “Special"
 Tragedy: “victim” or “sufferer”
 Worthy of sympathy and charity
 Either hero or burden on society
For example, these stereotypes describing people with mental illnesses are
negative: dangerous, hospitalised, and unstable. Still, there are also positive
qualities that can also be associated with this group: a. statistics show that the
incidence of violence in people who have a brain disorder is not much higher
than it is in the general population, b. mental illness can be a treatable
disability.
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Like other stereotypes, disability-based stereotypes originate from personal
experiences with family and society influences. We still remember the time
when people with disabilities did not integrate with society on a daily basis
being segregated from the community: children with disabilities studied at
home or didn’t study at all, adults with disabilities worked at special centres.
Without this exposure, it was quite difficult to learn, work, or interact with
people with disabilities. Now we understand the importance of studying and
working together. Therefore, this generation is more likely to have the
necessary experiences and knowledge to study, teach, hire, manage, and work
with and for people with disabilities.

DISABILITY IS A MATTER OF PERCEPTION. IF YOU CAN DO
JUST ONE THING WELL, YOU'RE NEEDED BY SOMEONE.
MARTINA NAVRATILOVA
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1.2 Disability Language: General Language Tips
So far as language both shapes and reflects social reality, the words we use
about disability have a significant impact on the way disability is perceived. The
words we use should be positive not negative, and should never be offensive,
because the discriminatory language, for example, labels such as “cripple”,
“mongoloid”, “retarded”, is both a symptom of, and a contributor to, the
negative attitudes and the unequal social status of people with a disability.
Moreover, tone is important: people with disabilities are not victims or braver
than people without disabilities, that’s why patronising or sentimental words
are not necessary.
GENERAL GOOD PRACTICE
1. Put the persons first, their disability – impairment – is only secondary.
Their disability does not tell you who they are, what they are like or
how they feel. You must get to know them as a person to find these
things out. Say “person with a disability” rather than “disabled person”.
2. Avoid using outdated terms such as “handicapped”, “invalid” or
“crippled”.
The terms ‘able-bodied’, ‘physically challenged’,
‘differently abled’ and ‘sufferer’ are also strongly discouraged.
Make up the difference between “disability” and “handicap”: when
someone loses a leg in an accident, this disabling condition will remain
throughout the person’s lifetime. It may be a handicap in, e.g. walking,
riding a bicycle or working as a waitress, but not while playing card
games, cooking a meal or working as a computer operator.
3. When we speak of persons with a disability, we do not refer to the
disability as a disease. Disease describes a contagious condition. Most
persons with disabilities are as healthy as anybody else.
4. Avoid saying ‘normal’ to describe people without disabilities, which
implies that people with disabilities are not normal.
5. Address a person with a disability directly, not through a third person.
6. It is acceptable to use idiomatic expressions when talking about
people with disabilities.
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For example, “It was good to see you” and “see you later” to a person
with vision impairment – they use these expressions themselves all the
time!
Here is the table of the inappropriate language used to describe disabilities and
correct terms to use.
INAPPROPRIATE
LANGUAGE
BLIND

CORRECT TERMS
 Person who is blind or has a vision
impairment
 People with significant vision loss can be
totally blind or have low vision.

DEAF AND DUMB

 Person who is deaf or has a hearing
impairment
Note: Historically, the term “deaf” was used
together with “dumb”, but today it would be
highly offensive if used to describe a person who is
deaf and is unable to speak.

SPASTIC

 Person with cerebral palsy
Note: The condition of cerebral palsy is usually
caused by birth trauma, either during or shortly
after birth. The damaged nerve fibres cause the
muscles to spasm, hence the jerky movements.

EPILEPTIC

 A person with epilepsy

SLOW LEARNER/RETARDED

 Person with an intellectual disability

CONFINED TO A
WHEELCHAIR/WHEELCHAIR
BOUND
DISABLED TOILETS

 Wheelchair user

DISABLED PARKING

 Accessible toilets
Note: Accessible toilet is a special toilet designed
to accommodate people with disabilities,
providing more space and bars for users to grab
and hold during transfers.
 Accessible car parking
Note: Accessible car parking offers people with
disabilities close proximity to an entrance and
space to transfer in and out of their vehicle and
wheelchair.

Some examples of inappropriate and appropriate vocabulary in different
languages include:

14
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Appropriate

Inappropriate
MALTA
Blind
Deaf
Disabled
Retarded

Għami
Trux
Inkapaċitat
Ritardat

Deaf

GREECE
Κωφάλαλος (deaf-mute)

Blind
People with Down
syndrome
People with mental
disorders

Person with
disability
Person with visual
impairment
Mute

Αόματοι (people without
eyes)
Μογγολάκια (mongoloid)
Τρελοί (crazy)

SPAIN
Discapacitado, anormal,
incapacitado, 14nvalids14,
minusválido
Ciego, invidente, cieguito,
cegato, corto de vista,
tuerto
Mudo.

Deaf

Sordo, sordomudo; sufre
una pérdida

Person with
physical
impairment
Person who uses a
wheelchair

Mutilado,
14nvalid,paralítico, cojo,
tullido, lisiado
Confinado/postrado en
una silla de ruedas.

Nieqes mid-dawl
Nieqes mis-smiegħ
Persuna b’diżabilità
Persuna b’diżabilità mentali

Ο εκ γενετής κωφός που δε
μπορεί δικαιολογημένα να
μιλήσει
Οι τυφλοί
Τα άτομα με σύνδρομο Down
Τα άτομα με ψυχικές
διαταραχές

Persona con discapacidad

Persona ciega, persona con
discapacidad visual, persona
con baja visión
Persona sin habla, persona que
utiliza comunicación
aumentativa. Persona sorda,
persona con discapacidad
auditiva
Persona con discapacidad física
Persona con movilidad reducida
Persona usuaria de silla de
ruedas
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Inappropriate

People with
disabilities
People with
disabilities
People with
disabilities
Blind
Deaf
Dumb

Person with
disability
Person with visual
impairment
Deaf, hearing
impaired
Person with
learning difficulties

TURKEY
Sakat (invalid, faulty,
deformed, handicapped,
defective)
Özürlü (faulty, defective)
Eksik (deficient,
incomplete)
Kör (blind, dull)
Sağır (Deaf)
Ahraz (Dumb, mute)
LATVIA
Invalīds, kroplis, cilvēks ar
īpašām vajadzībām, cilvēks
ar speciālām vajadzībām
Akls
Kurls, kurlmēms
Traks, daunis, idiots,
muļķis
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Appropriate

Engeli olan birey

Engeli olan birey
Engeli olan birey
Görme engeli olan birey
İşitme engeli olan birey
Konuşma engeli olan birey

Cilvēks ar invaliditāti

Cilvēks ar redzes traucējumiem,
neredzīgs
Cilvēks ar dzirdes traucējumiem,
nedzirdīgs
Cilvēks ar intelektuālās attīstības
traucējumiem

In ITALIAN, inappropriate language is “Handicappato” or “Invalido”.
These two terms refers to the disability and not to the person. “Handicappato”
is different from “person with a handicap”: the first term is an offensive term
and it is not used by professionals because it says nothing about the disability,
whereas sometimes the second term can be used by medical professionals to
say that a patient has a deficit. At times, people use the term
“in15nvalidwrongly to refer to a person with a disability, however invalid
means a person who cannot work because of advanced age, disfigurements,
physical or mental diseases.
The correct term to use in Italian is “persona con disabilità” (person
with disability): this term refers first to the person and only after it refers to a
disability, but only for our information. Another word used to refer to persons
with a disability is “persona diversamente abile” (person with a different
ability).

16
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In LATVIAN, there are many different terms used to refer to people with
disabilities. Some of them are very rude, such as cripple, whilst others are not
nice to use. For example, many use the term “in16nvalids(invalid) which in
English also means worthless. In the legislation, the terms used are “persons
with functional disorders” and “persons with disabilities”. The use of these
terms is encouraged. One other term in Latvia which is very often used is
“people with special needs”, but we think that every person has his/her special
needs, for example: for some individuals to wake up, it is necessary for them to
drink a cup of coffee and that is their special need. This is why we encourage
the avoidance of the term.
In POLISH, the most desirable term is “osoba niepełnosprawna”
(“disabled person”) or “osoby niepełnosprawne” (“disabled people”). It is
better to avoid such term like “niepełnosprawny” (“disabled”) which does not
refer directly to the person. Moreover, some other expressions are considered
as obsolete and inappropriate.
These terms include: “upośledzony” (“handicapped”) and “kaleka” (“invalid”).
Jargon and euphemistic terms are also regarded as disrespectful. One of the
most pejorative is “sprawny inaczej” (“differently capable”).
Epithet “przykuty do wózka” (“wheelchair-bound”) can be viewed negatively as
well. It is better to say “osoba korzystająca z wózka” (“the person using a
wheelchair”). A wheelchair gives a person with a disability mobility and allows
full participation in social life and for this reason it should not be regarded as a
“binding“ factor. It is worth mentioning that each person has a right to possess
his/her own preferences, hence it is always better to ask as soon as even a
shade of uncertainty arises.5

1.3 Integration Versus Inclusion
Speaking about people with disabilities, we often hear the words
“integrated/integration” or
“included/inclusion” to describe the social, educational or labour setting they
experience. Sometimes these terms are used interchangeably, referring to
5

Beata Maciejewska: Jak pisać i mówić o dyskryminacji. Poradnik dla mediów. Mikuszewo:
Stowarzyszenie Inicjatyw Niezależnych „Mikuszewo”, 2007
Praktyczny poradnik savoir-vivre wobec osób niepełnosprawnych. Polish adaptation done by
Office of the Government Plenipotentiary for Disabled People, Warszawa, 2013
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children or adults with disabilities being “integrated into a regular
environment” and “included into a regular environment.” There are, however,
significant differences between these two terms. Knowing them can help us
provide an inclusive environment that will help people with disabilities learn
and study.
Integration models assume that there is something wrong that must be fixed in
order to fit into the present system. The support system and adaptations that
occur are put into place to force a person with disability into a classroom
setting.
Inclusion is the process whereby every person, irrespective of age, disability,
gender, religion, sexual preference or nationality, who wishes to can access and
participate fully in all aspects of an activity or service in the same way as any
other member of the community. Successful models of inclusion in the
educational sphere believe that ALL people are different, and ALL people can
learn. There is nothing about a person that needs to be “fixed” in order for
him/her to fit into a system. Inclusion is about all persons having the right to
belong. It is the practice of developing a barrier free environment so that all
persons have access to being a part of society.

“ORDINARY PEOPLE IN ORDINARY PLACES,
DOING ORDINARY THINGS…”
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In SPAIN, people with disabilities are being increasingly mainstreamed,
both in education and employment. Major actions taken in our country are
derived from the Law 51/2003, December 2, equal opportunities, nondiscrimination and universal accessibility for persons with Disability. 6
One good example of labour inclusion of people with disabilities in SPAIN is an
enterprise Amersam in Reus (Tarragona province) where more than 90% of
employees have physical and sensory impairments. This is a profitable
enterprise which provides integral control of public buildings, parking areas,
markets and educational centres. 7
Throughout the years, several initiatives, policy measures and schemes
were launched in MALTA in order to foster the full inclusion of disabled people
into society. For example, the Employment and Training Corporation has set up
the Inclusive Employment Services Division, which carries out the Job Bridge
pre-employment programme, based on the Supported Employment Method. It
is targeted for jobseekers with intellectual disability between the ages of 16 to
25 and who have completed compulsory education. The structured programme
caters for the acquisition of skills in three main areas: Employability Skills, Social
Skills, Independent Living Skills. During the programme, jobseekers are
provided with various job tasters and participate in on-the-job experiences. The
maximum duration that the jobseeker can participate in this programme is 12
months.8
In GREECE, a Grant Program for the ergonomic layout of the workplace
for people with disabilities is being implemented on national level. 9
In ITALY, school inclusion and labour inclusion are foreseen by law.
Inclusion is guaranteed to the person with disability in every school level, from
kindergarten to University. In university an example of social inclusion is the
project “Enjoy the Difference” promoted by the University of Turin, providing
residential service for disabled students enrolled at the university, within abled
student apartments.10
6

http://sid.usal.es/idocs/F3/LYN5979/3-5979.pdf.
www.amersam.com.
8 http://etc.gov.mt/Page/91/job-bridge.aspx.
9 http://www.dikaiologitika.gr/eidhseis/ergasiaka/30126/pente-nea-programmata-tou-oaed-to2014.
10 http://www.senzamuri.org/enjoy-the-difference/
7
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Social inclusion is guaranteed also in the labour market, through services
devoted to help disabled people to find a job and the companies to find the
most appropriate place or work for them.
In LATVIA, there are not so many good examples of labour inclusion of
people with disabilities but still there are some of them. One good example of
labour inclusion of people with disabilities is Rimi grocery store chain, where
people with disabilities work in the same environment as those without. This
grocery store chain employs around 80 people with disabilities.11
One of the most interesting initiatives in POLAND is a project
coordinated by the Foundation for Regional Development, entitled: “Individual
cooperation with coach 2014-2017” which offers disabled students and
disabled graduates of higher education individual support of a coach,
vocational courses, career consulting and other activities in order to facilitate
their transfer to the labour market.12 Another example is a civic monitoring of
the Convention of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities with the aim of
detecting cases of infraction of the law.13
In TURKEY, on public transport and coaches, people with disabilities pay
at least 1/3 reduced rates or may use them free of charge, depending on the
local authority policies. Nationally, businesses that employ more than 50
workers have to employ at least 3% disabled persons with 40% disabilities or
more by law. 14

11

http://www.rimi.lv/rimi-rup/dialogs
http://www.firr.org.pl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=763:indywidualnapraca-z-coachem-2014-2017&catid=9&Itemid=146&lang=pl
13 http://monitoringobywatelski.firr.org.pl
14 http://www.engelliler.biz/forum/diger/132278-2014-yili-engellihaklari. html
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1.4 Concept of Disability in Different Countries
A significant part of the population of different European countries is identified
as having a disability:
In SPAIN, data from the Survey on Disability, Independence, and
Dependency Situations (Encuesta de Discapacidad, Autonomía personal y
situaciones de Dependencia) show that 8.5% of the Spanish population have a
disability (3.847.900 people), among them 40 % men (1.547.300,00) and 60 %
women (2.300.500,00). 15
In MALTA: 30183 out of a total population of 417432, corresponding to
7.2% (2011), according to the 2011 Census suffer from a disability. 16
In GREECE: 12% of the population, which amounts to around 1 million
people.17
About 3 million people with severe disabilities live in ITALY. If we include
milder forms of disability the number goes up to 6 million people, which is
more than 10% of Italians. Considering the aging population, the occurrence of
accidents at work (every year between 20,000 and 30,000) and disabling
accidents (about 20,000 new people with disabilities each year), in Italy the
approximate number is over 40,000 new subjects per year. 18
In LATVIA, statistical data of 2011 shows that 7.2% of the Latvian
population (14 8 91 people) has a disability. Although more up to date data is
not available, it is estimated that more than 7.2% of the population suffers
from a disability.19
In POLAND, the most recent data collected in the National Census of
Population and Housing (“Narodowy Spis Powszechny”) conducted in 2011
indicates that there are 4.7 million disabled people in Poland (4 697 500), which
means that disabled people constitute 12.2% of population in Poland. 20
15

http://www.ine.es
http://www.knpd.org/Issues/research.html
17 http://noesi.gr/book/amea-kai-posoi-einai
18 http://www3.istat.it/dati/catalogo/20100513_00/arg_09_37_la_disabilita_in_Italia.pd
19 http://www.lm.gov.lv/news/id/3580
20 http://stat.gov.pl/cps/rde/xbcr/gus/lu_nps2011_wyniki_nsp2011_22032012.pdf
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In TURKEY, 12 % of the population are identified as having disabilities. 21
This group is growing steadily. That is why it is important that educators,
students and society in general become more aware of the options available to
people with disabilities.

1.5 What is Disability?
According to the World Report on Disability of the World Health Organisation,
"disability is an umbrella term, covering impairments, activity limitations, and
participation restrictions. An impairment is a problem in body function or
structure; an activity limitation is a difficulty encountered by an individual in
executing a task or action; while a participation restriction is a problem
experienced by an individual in involvement in life situations… Disability is the
loss or limitation of opportunities to take part in the normal life of the
community on an equal level with others due to physical and social barriers.
Under the Equality Act 2010 (UK), a person is considered to be disabled if they
have “a physical or mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term
adverse effect on their ability to perform normal day-to-day activities" The
Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (DDA) defines a disabled person as someone
who has a physical or mental impairment that has a substantial and long-term
adverse effect on his or her ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities.
According to the United Nations definition given in the Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities , disability is any restriction or lack (resulting
from an impairment) of ability to perform an activity in the manner or within
the range considered normal for a human being.
In MALTA, "disability" means a long-term physical, mental, intellectual or
sensory impairment which in interaction with various barriers may hinder one’s
full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others. Art. 2 of
Equal Opportunities (Persons with Disability) Act, Act I of 2000 , as amended by legal
notice 426 of 2007; and Acts II and XXIV of 2012. 22
In GREECE, students with disabilities and special educational needs are
defined as those for which all or a certain period of their school life shows
significant learning difficulties due to sensory, mental, cognitive, developmental

21
22

http://www.tuik.gov.tr/PreIstatistikTablo.do?istab_id=512
http://www.justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=8879
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problems, psychological and neuropsychological disorders, according to the
multidisciplinary evaluation, influence the process school adaptation and
learning. Students with disabilities and special educational needs among
especially those mentally disabled, sensory visual disabilities (blind, partially
sighted with low vision), sensory hearing disabilities (deaf, hard of hearing),
physical disabilities, chronic incurable diseases, speech- language disorders,
learning difficulties such as dyslexia, dysgraphia, dyscalculia, illegible,
dysorthografia, attention deficit with or without hyperactivity, pervasive
developmental disorders (autism spectrum), mental disorders and multiple
disabilities. (Law 3699/2008” Special Education and education of people with
disability or special educational needs”, paragraph 1 and 2).
In ITALY, disability is certified in an official document written by a team
of professionals that works in the hospital and in health services: the
neuropsychiatrist is the professional that must always be consulted; the other
professionals who must also be consulted depend on the kind of disability
being diagnosed. For example, to certify deafness, in addition to the
neuropsychiatrist, there must be an audiometrist and a speech therapist. The
most important law in Italy to define disability is Law 104/1992: “Outline law
for the assistance, the social integration and the rights of persons with
handicap” .
In LATVIA, disability law definition is “disability is a permanent or
persistent, very severe, severe or moderate degree of functional limitation
which impacts a person’s mental or physical capacity, working capacity, selfcare and social inclusion. The criteria of disabilities and loss of work capacity as
well as the duration and the proceedings are determined by the Cabinet of
Ministers.
A person who has a disability is issued with a document certifying the disability.
The model document issuing and accounting procedures shall be governed by
the Cabinet of Ministers.
From 01.01.2015 in Latvia there is a new procedure for the determination of
disability.
Persons from 18 years until the official retirement age evaluate the functioning
of the restriction and the degree to determine what percentage of loss of
ability exists:
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a) I disability group, if the loss of ability is 80-100 per cent - a very severe
disability,
b) II disability group, if the loss of ability is 60-79 per cent - severe
disability,
c) III disability group, if the loss of ability is 25-59 percent - moderate
disability;
For persons under 18 years of age, a disability shall be determined without
grouping. 23
In POLAND, disability can be described by a specific model as well as a
legal term.
The most important models are:
 Medical model, in which disability is defined as a long-lasting state by
which illness or other limitations, being the result of a physical
condition intrinsic to the individual (it is part of that individual’s own
body), may reduce the individual's quality of life, and cause clear
disadvantages to the individual. The disability criterion is defined by
theoretical biological standards: a healthy organism.
 Social model is regarded as a sum of conditions which society creates
to disable people. The social model of disability identifies systemic
barriers, negative attitudes and exclusion by society (purposely or
inadvertently) that mean society is the main contributory factor in
disabling people. In this model the disability criterion is based on
theoretical social norms: social inclusion and participation.
 Functional models are defined by specific function (speaking, walking,
hearing etc.). Disability is related to biological, social as well as
personal features. According to different models these aspects can be
isolated or correlated. The Disability criterion is described by
theoretical functional standards: activity, efficiency and fulfilment of
social roles.24
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According to legislative aspects, disability issues are raised in the following
acts:
 The Constitution of the Republic of Poland (art. 30, 32, 68 and art. 69).
 Act on vocational and social rehabilitation and employment of people
with disabilities enacted on 27th of August 1997 (Government Gazette
1997 No 123 pos. 776) and its amendments of 17th June 2014.
 The law on retirement pensions and annuities from the Social
Assistance Fund of 17th December 1998 (Government Gazette 1998 No
162 pos. 1118).
 The Charter of the Rights of People with Disabilities of 1st August of
1997 (Government Gazette 1997 No 50 pos. 475).
Under The Social Assistance Act disability indicates an inability to work or
classification for a disability group and the possession of a determined level of
disability in view of The Vocational and Social Rehabilitation regulations.
People with disabilities are defined by Polish law as people whose physical or
mental state permanently or temporarily impedes, limits or disenables the
fulfillment of social roles, in particular, the ability to perform the work,
provided they are granted a certificate of qualification by the authorities to one
of three levels of disability (severe, moderate, light) and the inability to work.
People with disabilities can obtain official recognition of their disability, so
called Ruling on Disability Level. Such document should be issued by the District
Assembly for Disability Issues. The document includes basic information about
the cause of the disability of the holder, the level of disability (high, moderate
or light), with indications of rehabilitation, treatment and equipment as well as
information on specific privileges, such as the right to use the facilities for
disabled people described in The Traffic Law.
The Ruling on Disability Level is required when a disabled person wants to avail
of special rights as an employee. In particular, it constitutes the basis for the
granting various subsidies to the cost of employment of disabled workers.
Furthermore, a similar ruling can be issued by doctors of The Social Insurance
Institution. Such judgment is necessary when applying for an invalidity pension,
as the first one is not sufficient to obtain social security benefits.
This duality of entities responsible for ruling on the level of disability is a
common cause of the confusion associated with the rights to benefits and
specific rights of people with disabilities.
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SPAIN follows The International Classification of Impairment, Disability
and Handicap (ICIDH) of 2001 and distinguishes three levels of consequences
derived from disability: bio-physio-psychological, personal and social. These
concepts correspond to impairment (deficiencia) understood to be a
permanent consequence of disease or accidents on a corporal, physiologic or
organic level; disability (discapacidad) - restriction or lack (resulting from an
impairment) of ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range
that is considered usual for an individual; handicap (minusvalía) - disadvantage
for a given individual, resulting from an impairment or disability that limits or
prevents performing a role that is usual for a person, depending on his/her age,
sex, social and cultural factors.
There are two main forms of income support for disabled people: contributory
incapacity pensions and non-contributory invalidity benefits. Though the law
governing both benefits is now consolidated in the General Law on Social
Security (Ley General de la Seguridad Social, LGSS), the definitions of disability
used in the two schemes differ considerably. In the contributory mode,
permanent incapacity (incapacidad) is the situation of a worker who, having
had appropriate medical treatment, presents or displays serious anatomical or
functional limitations, which are susceptible to objective determination and
foreseeably permanent, which diminish or annul his capacity to work
(capacidad laboral) (Art 136(1) LGSS). In the non-contributory mode, invalidity
(invalidez) is the result of impairments (deficiencias), which are permanent for
the foreseeable future, which may be physical or mental, congenital or not
congenital, which annul or modify the physical, mental or sensory capacity of
the person who suffers from them (Art 136(2) LGSS).
The General Law on rights of persons with disabilities and their social inclusion
becomes effective on December 4, 2013. 25
According to Article 3 of 5378 numbered law of TURKEY of 1/7/2005
called “The Disabled Law and The Law That Alters Some Other Laws and
Directives in The Power of Law” the disabled were described as “Congenitally or
acquired later, any persons who lost any of their physical, mental, spiritual,
emotional or social abilities at various degrees for any reasons which hamper
their involvement in communal life or meeting their own daily needs that make
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them needy of protection, care, rehabilitation, consultation or support
services.”
As a summary, while the degree and type of disability varies from person to
person, people with impairments may experience the following:
 loss of hearing may mean that people can find it difficult to hear in
environments with background noise, such as offices, sporting venues,
shopping malls;
 loss of sight may mean that people –with or without glasses - are
unable to work on a computer, read a brochure or sign;
 speech difficulties may hinder a person’s ability to speak clearly;
 comprehension difficulties may bring about slowness at understanding
conversation or written information;
 a certain difficulty while gripping or holding small objects, coins or
cards;
 being unable to walk, stand, or sit for long periods;
 difficulty in maintaining concentration, being disorientated and unsure
in unfamiliar surroundings or crowded environments.
As a consequence, people with disabilities can face barriers every day
while trying to access facilities or services, such as visiting educational facilities
or participating in meetings and events.

NOT EVERYTHING THAT IS FACED CAN BE CHANGED, BUT
NOTHING CAN BE CHANGED UNTIL IT IS FACED.
JAMES BALDWIN
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1.6 Types of Disability
Disabilities can occur at any time in a person’s life.
A congenital disability/disorder, is a condition present at birth and often
before birth that may be hereditary, the result of a problem during pregnancy,
or may occur due to any injury to the foetus prior to or at the time of birth. One
of the examples of such disorders can be gigantism. Congenital Anomalies, for
the purposes of the register, are defined as 'structural, functional, metabolic,
behavioural and hereditary defects present at birth'...”Any medical condition,
deformity, disease, illness or injury present at birth, whether diagnosed or
not.26
An acquired disability or environmentally determined disability is a state or
disability that occurs after birth. Acquired disabilities are not inherited. These
disabilities, such as acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), spinal cord
injury, multiple sclerosis, anaemia, thrombocytosis, cancer, etc. can occur at
any time without regard to gender and ethnicity. They can result from an injury
or disease occurring during life e.g. a disability resulting from an infection such
as meningitis. Ageing can also bring about certain degenerative conditions,
arthritis impaired vision and hearing etc.
Severely disabled person" means a person who still has a reasonable
expectancy of life and who is incapable of supporting himself through full-time
employment or self-occupation, or who will be rendered so incapable when of
age to do so, owing to a permanent disability…” 27
In some countries, e.g. in MALTA, a broad concept of disability includes a
number of categories, such as a person with hearing impairment, a person with
mobility impairment, a person with visual impairment, a person with
intellectual impairment, a person with mental health issues, a person with
specific learning difficulties, a person with epilepsy, a person with chronic
illness, a person with multiple impairments, a person with hidden
impairments.28 Also, there exists Chronic Medical Condition: a medical
condition which a. fails to respond to medical treatment; b. is ongoing or
consistently recurring; c. requires palliative treatment; d. requires long periods
26
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27 Camilleri, Joseph M. & Callus, Anne-Marie (2001): ‘OUT OF THE CELLARS - Disability, Politics
and the Struggle for Change: The Maltese Experience’.
28 Uncrpd Disabled People’s Advisory Committee (Dpac), 2013. P. 2.
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of medical supervision; e. has no known cure; f. leads to permanent disability;
g. is caused by changes to the body which cannot be reversed; h. requires you
to be specially trained or rehabilitated; non-communicable-diseases (associated
with obesity, unhealthy lifestyle and ageing); and cancer (Malignant
neoplasms).29
Let’s have a closer look at principal types of disabilities.
A sensory impairment or disability is an impairment characterised by problems
with receiving information through one or more of the senses – sight or
hearing. This includes blindness, deafness, and a combination of deafnessblindness.
 Hearing Disability
Persons with hearing disabilities include people that are completely or
partially deaf. Deafness refers to a degree of hearing loss that makes it difficult
or impossible for a person to understand speech. Many people with a hearing
impairment are unable to perceive sounds, including speech, in a way for it to
have meaning for ordinary purposes. Others can be hearing impaired by
background noise, cross talk and certain sound frequencies that limit accurate
transmission of information. Moreover, hearing is necessary for learning and
controlling speech and that is why when hearing is impaired, impaired speech
will result.
Deafness can be evident at birth or occur later in life through several biological
causes, for example, meningitis can damage the auditory nerve or the cochlea.
It can range from mild-to-moderate impairment to severe and even profound
hearing impairment.
The most significant limitation of people with hearing impairments from birth is
that the disability leads to them not having the capacity to acquire and transmit
the spoken language. It could be could be difficult for a deaf student to be
engaged in spoken conversation, listen to information or enjoy television,
movies, or music.
People who are partially deaf can often use hearing aids to assist their hearing.
For example, people who have severe or profound deafness can use cochlear
implant, which is surgically implanted. People who are hearing impaired can
use sign language as a means of communication. Hundreds of sign languages
29
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are in use around the world. In linguistic terms, sign languages are as rich and
complex as any oral language, despite the common misconception that they
are not "real languages".
 Vision Disability
There are millions of people who suffer from minor to serious vision disability
or impairment. Injuries can also result into serious problems or diseases like
blindness and ocular trauma, to name a few. Common vision impairment
includes scratched cornea, scratches on the sclera, diabetes related eye
conditions, dry eyes and corneal graft.
People who are blind or have low vision will have limitations in reading, for
example, for people with visual impairments it will be difficult to view working
materials, boards, overheads, videos and other visual presentations. Besides
they will be limited in locating places or materials in classrooms or offices. In
addition, visual perceptual problems such as discriminating figure or ground,
sequencing, or reading similarly shaped letters or words may preclude
comprehension of printed test materials.
 Mobility and Physical Disability
Physical disability affects the mobility of a person and can be either an in-born
or acquired with age problem. It could also be the effect of a disease. It can be
permanent and temporary, for examples, people who have a broken bone also
fall into this category of disability.
This can be partial or complete loss of movement and includes upper
extremity disability, lower extremity disability, and manual dexterity and
includes paralysis, quadriplegia, cerebral palsy, poliomyelitis, muscular
dystrophy, arthritis.
Physical impairments can be painful and can limit mobility, endurance,
coordination, strength, or speed. Some people with a physical disability have
difficulty walking; others can stand but cannot walk; there are people who are
able to walk but need to conserve energy by using a wheelchair occasionally
because of fatigue. Limitations may include physical access to classrooms,
offices, and rest rooms or use of standard height desks or chairs. Sometimes
upper extremity limitations (involving the use of hands or arms) can impact the
student's ability to reach and manipulate objects.
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 Cognitive or Developmental Disability
Developmental disability is any physical or mental condition that begins before
the age of 18 years, causes the child to acquire skills at a slower rate than
peers, and impairs the child’s ability to function normally in society. This can
include mental disability, spina bifida, cerebral palsy, epilepsy and autism.
Autistic disorder, Asperger syndrome, Rett syndrome, childhood disintegrative
disorder can be also considered developmental disorders.
Learning Disability is a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological
processes involved in understanding or in using spoken and written language,
which may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, speak, read, write,
spell or do mathematical calculations. Children with learning disabilities may
have problems with learning for a variety of reasons, including hyperactivity
and dyslexia.
It can range from mental retardation to cognitive deficits too mild or too
specific (as in specific learning disability) to qualify as mental retardation.
Intellectual disabilities may appear at any age. Mental retardation is a subtype
of intellectual disability, and the term intellectual disability is now preferred by
many advocates in most English-speaking countries.
Some people with learning disabilities display challenging behaviours (selfinjuries, physical or verbal aggression and material destruction). ‘Behaviour that
challenges’ describes actions that often result from the interaction between
individual and environmental factors. It includes aggression toward others, selfinjury, stereotypic behaviour (such as rocking or hand flapping), disruptive or
destructive behaviour and withdrawn behaviour. It can also include violence,
arson or sexual abuse, thereby bringing the person into contact with the
criminal justice system. The most widely used definition of such behaviour is
‘culturally abnormal behaviour(s) of such intensity, frequency or duration that
the physical safety of the person or others is likely to be placed in serious
jeopardy, or behaviour which is likely to seriously limit use, or result in the
person being denied access to, ordinary community facilities’. Such behaviours
increase the likelihood that restrictive and aversive management strategies will
be used and can result in people being excluded from services and from
ordinary community life. 30
30
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 Mental Disorder or Illness
Mental illness (psychiatric disorder) is a disorder of the functioning of the mind
causing severe disturbances in the performance of major life activities such as
thinking, feeling, and learning, communicating and sleeping, among others. This
includes schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, depressive disorders, and phobias as
well as mood swings, eating disorders (anorexia, bulimia), personality
(antisocial), obsessive-compulsive, post traumatic, dissociative disorders, etc.
 Intellectual Disability
Intellectual disability is characterised by significantly sub-average intellectual
functioning, existing concurrently with related limitations in two or more of
the following adaptive skill areas: self-care, communication, home living, social
skills, community use, self-direction, health and safety, leisure and work. It
usually manifests before 18 years of age. This includes autism, Down syndrome
and Tourette syndrome.
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Part 2:
Providing Equal Opportunity
Teaching people with disabilities - Studying
with people with disabilities - Working with
people with disabilities

2.1 Communication and Interaction (Basic tips for
communicating with people with disabilities)
Basic Tips for Communicating with Persons with Disability
The right to communicate is something many of us take for granted. Speaking
and understanding, reading and writing are skills that most of us use every day.
We communicate to express our feelings, thoughts and opinions, to ask
questions, and to give information. We do this with lots of people and for many
different reasons. For example, we might ask for things we want in a store,
discuss our medical concerns with a doctor, order a meal in a restaurant,
interact with a bank teller about our finances or call a taxi company to book a
ride. Communication is the foundation of much of our lives and a basic human
right.
Individuals are sometimes concerned that they will say the wrong thing, so they
say nothing at all—thus further segregating people with disabilities.
Some “attitudinal barriers” can be broken by interaction between people. Some
tips for interacting with people with disabilities include:
 Try listening with an open mind to what the person with the disability
is saying without prejudicing your thoughts about what he or she can
or cannot do.
 It is natural to feel uncomfortable when you first begin to interact with
people with disabilities. It is OK to admit that. Try to keep your focus
on the “person” and not the “disability.” Soon you will be completely
comfortable in the situation.
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Ten Commandments of Communicating
I. Speak directly to the person, rather than through a companion or sign
language interpreter who may be present.
II. Offer to shake hands when introduced. People with limited hand use
or an artificial limb can usually shake hands and offering the left hand
is an acceptable greeting.
III. Always identify yourself, and others who may be with you, when
meeting someone with a visual disability. When conversing in a
group, remember to identify the person to whom you are speaking.
When dining with a friend who has a visual disability, ask if you can
describe what is on his or her plate.
IV. If you offer assistance, wait until the offer is accepted. Then listen or
ask for instructions.
V. Treat adults as adults. Address people with disabilities by their first
names only when extending that same familiarity to all others. Never
patronise people in wheelchairs by patting them on the head or
shoulder.
VI. Do not lean against or hang on someone's wheelchair or pet a
service animal. Bear in mind that people with disabilities treat their
chairs as extensions of their bodies. And so do people with guide dogs
and help dogs. Never distract a service animal from its job without
the owner's permission.
VII. Relax. Don't be embarrassed if you happen to use common
expressions, such as "See you later" or "Did you hear about this?"
that seem to relate to a person's disability.
VIII. Listen attentively when talking with people who have difficulty
speaking and wait for them to finish. If necessary, ask short
questions that require short answers, or a nod of the head. Never
pretend to understand; instead, repeat what you have understood
and allow the person to respond.
IX. Place yourself at eye level when speaking with someone in a
wheelchair or on crutches.
X. Tap a person who has a hearing disability on the shoulder or wave
your hand to get his or her attention. Look directly at the person and
speak clearly, slowly, and expressively to establish if the person can
read your lips. If so, try to face the light source and keep hands, drinks
and food away from your mouth when speaking. If a person is wearing
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a hearing aid, do not assume that they have the ability to discriminate
your speaking voice. Never shout at a person. Just speak in a normal
tone of voice.
There are some more basic tips which will help in communicating with persons
with a disability, regardless of their type of disability, which J. Cohen describes
in his Disability Etiquette Tips On Interacting with People with Disabilities
 Be sensitive about physical contact. Some people with disabilities
depend on their arms for balance do not rush to help it may throw
them off balance. People with disabilities consider their equipment
part of their personal space avoid touching their wheelchair, cane or
other compensatory equipment.
 Think before you speak. Always speak directly to the person with a
disability and not to their companion or assistant. Talk to a person with
a disability just like you would to any other person, they want to be
treated the same way as everyone else. Respect their privacy.
 Don’t make assumptions. People with disabilities are the best judge of
what they can or cannot do. Do not make decisions for them about
participating in an activity.
 Interact in a natural way. Act naturally, just as you would with
anybody else. Talk to each other looking directly at each other.
Communication with a person with a disability is not difficult, it may
just take a little longer, depending on the type of disability.
 Be polite. Show the person the same respect that you expect to
receive.
 Be considerate. Be patient, be understanding and take time. Try to
understand the person’s needs and problems. Be aware that there are
different factors, which need to be taken into account when
interacting with persons with specific disabilities.
 Accept people with disabilities as individuals. People with disabilities
may have in common a disability, but the consequences of their
disabilities will vary considerably e.g. degree of impairment, duration,
individual coping strategies and styles, personality traits. Don't
generalise about all people with disabilities from your knowledge of a
few.
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IT IS ABILITY THAT MATTERED, NOT DISABILITY...
MARLEE MATLIN
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2.2 Communication Options for People Who are Deaf
or Hearing Impaired
Unlike the stereotype of the "deaf and dumb" speaking with a guttural voice
and using their hands to gesture in the air incomprehensible arabesques, deaf
people use a wide range of language and communication tools, sometimes
exclusively, sometimes in mixed arrangements, changing their behaviour
according to the context and to their educational and rehabilitative history.

Oral and written language
One of the ways in which deaf people communicate is the spoken language,
oral and written, of the country where they were born and live. The spoken
language is taught early to all deaf children, through a combined system of
hearing aids and/or cochlear implants and rehabilitation and learning. Speech
therapists and teachers will work together in order to help the deaf child to
develop his skills in the spoken language, that is basically learned in contexts of
formal education, with methods and results partially similar to those that
hearing people have when learning a foreign language.
This is the reason for their incomplete knowledge of the spoken language. In
fact, deaf people are often in difficulty relatively to the two key factors for
language acquisition: to receive a complete language input and the age of
exposure.
Because of hearing impairment, the input in spoken language is often too poor,
which means the input in language, not the complete set of environmental
sounds. Many deaf people have, in fact, residual hearing, at least on some
frequencies and to a certain volume. But what are important are exclusively the
sounds of a language, because these have an impact on the quality of language
acquisition. The other sounds, hearing them or not, change little in terms of
language acquisition.
The time factor affects language acquisition to the extent that the deaf child
starts learning the language at a time that is different (and delayed) compared
with the time when hearing children are exposed to the mother tongue, which
is from birth or even earlier.
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As a result, delayed acquisition and reduced input often lead deaf people
having difficulty with spoken language, in the oral and in the written form, in
comprehension and production.
To understand oral language, deaf
people rely on lip reading, which many
of them use with excellent results, even
if we have to remember that it is
extremely laborious and requires a huge
attentional level. Lip reading also
requires some setting issues: to be
physically near and in visual contact with
the other person, in a well-lit place, so
that the mouth of the interlocutor is
clearly visible (e.g. an unshaven beard
could make lip reading difficult).

Fingerspelling
A second possible way to communicate
with deaf people is fingerspelling, a
manual alphabet. It works as a spelling
of the written language, made with different shapes of the hand. It is a kind of
manual writing.
Fingerspelling is made with your right hand (or your left if you are left handed),
in the space in front of your chest. Fingerspelling is a kind of International
alphabet, because most of the countries use a similar version, formally defined
by the International Congress of the Deaf held in Rome in 1951.

Sign Language
Sign Languages are proper and natural languages and are used by Deaf
communities all over the world, even if they are not used by every deaf person.
Using the capital letter D in the word Deaf, you are indeed focusing on sign
language persons.
So we can affirm that Sign Languages are the natural languages Deaf
communities developed in order to meet their cognitive, expressive and
communicative needs. Yet for centuries a logo centric prejudice has reigned,
according to which the only true language is the oral one, and many negative
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prejudices have spread against sign languages, which are now deeply rooted in
the common feeling.
One of the most common misunderstandings is that sign language is universal:
on the contrary, every country and sometimes every region has its own sign
language, for instance, in Spain there are two sign languages (Lengua de Signos
Española and Lengua de Signos Catalana), in Italy there is the Italian Sign
Language, etc.
So, sign language is not universal, but does an international sign language exist?
- Actually, yes.
In 1951 during the Congress of the World Federation of the Deaf the creation
of Gestuno was proposed. However, as was the case with Esperanto for spoken
languages, Gestuno remained largely underused, and is considered as a kind of
utopic language. Just as English is recognised as an 'international' language,
American Sign Language is recognised as the 'international' language amongst
deaf people. In fact, ASL is the most common and prestigious sign language and
used for communication between deaf people who use different sign
languages.
A second prejudice is that signs are very similar to gestures used by hearing
people: yet they are very different, from several points of view. First of all they
have different histories, which only sometimes overlapped. Then gestures for
hearing people are a kind of support and strengthening of communication,
while signs are true language. Again, signs are not very iconic, that means that
only a small amount of signs represent the object in a realistic way. Most signs
are arbitrary, just like the words of spoken languages. In fact if all signs were
iconic, non-signers would understand sign language, while it is a common
experience of hearing people not to be able to understand Deaf signing! And if
all signs were iconic all deaf people would use the same signs, that is not true,
and we have seen above.
As a true language made of signs and not of gestures anchored to the object’s
physical reality, sign language is able to express even abstract concepts: it is
therefore a mistake to think that the vocabulary of sign language is made up
exclusively of signs having a concrete referent. Actually, sign languages can
express any concept, abstract or concrete. You can use sign language to buy
fruits in the market, as well as to translate a lecture of philosophy at university.
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It was long thought that sign languages had no grammar, that is, that they did
not have their own morphology and syntax. Prejudice probably strengthened,
especially in Europe, by the absence of a flexional system similar to that of oral
languages: sign languages do not use articles and prepositions, there is an
apparent difficulty in distinguishing names from verbs, and the word order of
the sentences seems to be relatively free. Things, however, are very different.
In fact all this does not prove that sign language has no grammar, but instead
shows that they have a very different grammar and typologically far from IndoEuropean languages.
The consciousness that sign languages were real languages having similar
structures and equal dignity with oral languages is due to the pioneering work
of American linguist William Stokoe, who in 1960 in his book "Sign Language
Structure" first demonstrated that sign languages have grammatical structure
of a basis comparable with spoken language.

TIPS TO COMMUNICATE WITH DEAF PEOPLE
It is important to remember that Deaf people have huge difficulties in receiving
external information through sound and they depend a lot on their sight to
understand what other people say. For this reason, it is important to keep in
mind some general suggestions in order to improve our communication
competences with deaf people:
 Catch the attention of the deaf person before talking: a slight flick on
the shoulder or on the arm or a sign in the air in his/her direction to
catch the eye.
 Put yourself in front of the deaf person and stay near while you are
talking.
 When you are speaking to someone who is deaf accompanied by an
interpreter, maintain eye contact directly with the person who is
deaf, not with the interpreter.
 Pay attention that no object is between you and the deaf person
during the conversation, so that the view is not obstructed.
 Make sure that the deaf person sees clearly the face and the mouth
of the person that is talking.
 Do not chew, do not smoke or keep a hand in front of your face.
 Do not put yourself in places where a point of light is at your back, for
example a window, or in poorly lit places.
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 It is not useful to amplify the lip movements. In fact, this kind of
exaggeration instead of helping hinders comprehension! Also the use
of a louder voice is not useful while talking with a deaf person because
it changes normal lip movements.
 Use face and body expressions in order to pass on the message clearly.
 When it is possible, reduce background noises.
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2.3 Communication Options for People Who are Blind
or Visually Impaired
Visual impairment is subdivided into two groups: severe visual impairment
(blindness) and weak eyesight. People with severe visual impairment most of
the times depend on “Braille”. The System consists of a computer with screen
reader software and a white cane. Visually impaired people who have a socalled tentative vision are capable of reading and orientating themselves in the
surrounding environment with the help of glasses of high strength or
sometimes even with the help of a magnifying glass.
Visual impairment limits the ability of a person to orientate oneself in the
surroundings, such as: acquiring information and forming social contacts.
Therefore the environment must be adapted so as to stimulate inclusion with
other people in society. Visually impaired people must be allowed to feel
objects, since in these cases touch replaces vision. Thereby the understanding
of the form, features, location and functional use of an object is formed.
Independence of these individuals will be compromised if furniture and other
things in their place of residence are moved around frequently, as they usually
adjust and memorise their surroundings.

Guide
When people with visual impairment require guidance, they must take hold of
the upper arm of the person guiding them above the elbow and follow the
guide staying at a distance of half a step behind. One should remember that the
majority of disabled persons with visual impairment have normal hearing,
therefore always address them directly, rather than their guides.

Noise
Sound is very important, many people with visual impairment recognise
premises by the sounds they hear and other surrounding sounds such as::
sounds of footsteps, tapping of the white cane, clapping of hands, sound of
finger tapping,. The acoustics of a room depends on its size, form and objects
placed therein. Noise is not a desirable sound and therefore it is preferable to
avoid it. A room where the echo of a sound lasts for a long period of time
makes the perception of speech difficult and worsens the ability to specify
various obstacles standing in way.
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White cane
Many blind or visually impaired people make use of a white cane that is a tool
which shows that people who have it are blind or visually impaired.
 For a person who is visually impaired is important to be able to
orientate oneself in the surrounding environment, he/she requires
precise directions.
If a visually impaired person asks for directions there will be no use if
you wave with your hand in the necessary direction or say: “It is over
there, on that side!” one has to specify the direction or emphasise
where the obstacle is, such as: “There is a bench ahead of you” or “... is
one metre to the right from you.”
 You should definitely inform the blind person about your departure
otherwise the person may be left to speak on his own and it will not be
a pleasant discovery.
 Do not raise you voice when communicating with a visually impaired
person. “Visually impaired” is not equivalent to “hearing impairment”.
If the person also suffers from a hearing impairment, gently touch
his/her hand to attract attention and speak clearly and slowly. Do not
raise your voice, if a person hears better from one ear, guide him by
walking on the specific side of the person. If mutual communication is
not possible, maybe the person understands information that you
writein his/her hand: write capital letters with an index finger on the
palm of the person. It is a slow method of communication, but this can
be the only way to understand each other.
 Sometimes during a conversation with a person who is visually
impaired, people deliberately avoid using words like: “to see, to watch,
and blind”. Visually impaired people use and perceive the word “see”
to express their way of “seeing” — thus, to feel, to sense, etc. But it is
not desirable to use the word “blind” in a conversation — it arises
negative emotions to many people.
 When addressing a visually impaired person, say your name and
briefly describe who you are unless your voice is very well known to
the person. A person who is visually impaired would want to know who
he/she is talking to and the person will not like it if unknown people
are walking nearby quietly.
It is difficult for a visually impaired person to understand how close of
far away the person with whom he/she is having a conversation is if
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the conversation is taking place in the street surrounded by the noise
of transport or other noisy environments.
 If the visually impaired person is your colleague at work or a family
member, please ensure that the person is moving around safely in a
day to day situation, having easy access to the necessary objects and
being able to live independently. Therefore do not dismantle the usual
order by moving furniture or other objects without informing the
person who is visually impaired and, do not leave any objects in the
way or create additional obstacles.
 Very often a person would require assistance with some tasks. If the
person would like to know what is being said on the newspaper or in a
magazine, one must read all the headings and the person will decide
what he/she would like to hear about, the personal opinion of what is
interesting should not overrule the opinion of the visually impaired
person. If one is asked to read out a personal letter, confidentiality of
private correspondence should be highly valued.
 Sometimes people do not know how to warn their partner about a
sidewalk. Simply — when moving closer to the edge, one should notify
whether the person should step up or step down from the sidewalk.
Before stepping from an edge of a sidewalk or stepping on it, slow
down your pace and the partner will understand the situation based on
your movement. If the person does not realise that you have reduced
your pace, it would be better to notify the individual that the sidewalk
is approaching. One must act likewise when approaching a step or a
slope.
 When getting into a vehicle, put the guiding hand on the door-handle
and tell your partner whether the front of the vehicle is to the right or
to the left. Then, by following your hand, the blind person will find the
door-handle with the grip of the hand, while with the other hand the
person can hold on to the roof. In this way the person will be able to
open the door of the vehicle and get into the vehicle.
If one wants to open the door of the car, first notify to the visually
impaired person that the door is open and then put the guiding hand
on the roof of the vehicle so that the person would be able to adapt.
Afterwards, the blind person will find the seat and will sit down, closing
the door by himself/herself. When the journey is over, help the partner
open the door and get out of the vehicle.
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 When using public transport to get on and off the vehicle, the guide
should always go first. One must definitely warn the partner about the
height of the step. It is preferable to offer a seat to a person who is
visually impaired (by simply putting a hand on the backrest of a vacant
seat), because in case of a sharp brake of the vehicle, the person will
not always be capable of holding oneself.
 Blind or visually impaired persons can use guide dogs as assistants.
Guide dogs are specially trained to lead blind or visually impaired
persons to avoid obstacles. Practically, guide dogs act as the eyes of
their owner. Remember do not pet or feed guide dogs without the
permission of their owner.
If the person is visually impaired, day to day movement may be facilitated
through simple techniques, such as:
 correct choice of lighting;
 use of contrasting colours (it is easier to notice a white cup of coffee on
a dark tablecloth than milk poured into a glass and put on a white
surface);
 sufficiently strong glasses/ magnifying glass for reading;
 maintaining the usual order of objects for the person;
 so-called “signature card” — a stencil that will prevent the pen from
sliding from the necessary row when signing(a small rectangle cut out
of a piece of cardboard).
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I HAVE A DISABILITY, YES, THAT`S TRUE, BUT ALL THAT
REALLY MEANS IS I MAY HAVE TO TAKE A SLIGHTLY
DIFFERENT PATH THAN YOU.
ROBERT M. HENSEL, BORN WITH SPINA BIFIDA
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2.4 Communication Options for People Who have
Physical/ Movement Disabilities
When communicating with persons suffering from any type of disability, do not
make assumptions about what a person can and cannot do: for example,
people who use canes or crutches may lean on a door for support as they open
it or some users of wheelchairs can walk, the use of a wheelchair allows them
to move quickly and conserve energy.
The key is to treat people with disabilities as you would treat anyone. If you
see that a person with prosthesis reaches out to shake your hand, offer your
hand as you would do with anyone else. Remember, however, that each person
is an individual and how he or she will react to a particular situation may differ.
For example, in this situation, the person with a disability may extend his/her
prosthesis or may choose not to extend his/her hand at all.
These are some tips for people with physical disabilities based on the “key
concepts” stated by athlete and disability advocate Ric Garren:
 If a person uses a wheelchair or a cane, always ask him or her if he or
she would like assistance before you help, speaking directly to the
person in the wheelchair.
 If conversation lasts more than a few minutes, sit down or kneel so
that you are on the same level as the wheelchair user; if that’s not
possible, stand at a slight distance, so that the person is not straining
their neck to make eye contact with you.
 You may use common phrases that refer to mobility.
 When speaking to a person with cerebral palsy, look at the person and
try to concentrate all your attention on the person as they may have
difficulty speaking to you. Do not finish sentences for the person, let
them express themselves and say what they want. Do not be afraid to
ask the person to repeat a phrase or sentence, which you did not
understand.
 If a person falls or is off balance, simply offer assistance. A natural
tendency is to overreact, but you need not be overprotective of a
person with a mobility disability.
 Patting a person who uses a wheelchair on the head or touching the
person’s assistive devices may be viewed as insulting, as well as
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hanging or leaning on a person’s wheelchair because it is part of
theirpersonal body space.
 If the service counter is too high at your place of business to look over,
step around it to provide the service.
 If you call a person suffering from a mobility disability, allow the phone
to ring longer than usual to allow extra time for her or him to reach
the telephone.
 Offer to shake hands even if the person appears to have little hand
strength or movement. Some people who have non-functioning or
missing right hands prefer to shake hands with their left hand. Take
your cue from the individual. If the person does not have arms, it is
appropriate to gently grasp his or her shoulder in a collegial manner in
lieu of shaking hands.
 Do not physically lift or manipulate a person with a mobility disability
in any manner against his or her will.

ACCESS ISSUES:
 Transferring from a wheelchair to a chair, use the chair preferably
without arms or low arms so that they can easily slide onto the chair.
For some it may be easier to transfer to the chair but it may not be
comfortable for sitting in the chair without arm support. When a
wheelchair user transfers out of the wheelchair to a chair, toilet etc. do
not move the wheelchair out of reaching distance.
 Ask for instructions if you help someone down a curb ask for
instructions, otherwise you may dump them out of their chair. Each
wheelchair is different and each wheelchair user has their own
preference, do they want to be facing you or do they want to have
their back to you. You may accidentally dismantle the chair’s parts if
you lift it by the handles or the foot- rest.
 Pushing a wheelchair downhill, hold onto the wheelchair so that it does
nott move too quickly. Learn to control the wheelchair when going
down street kerbs.
 If there is more than one step, hold the wheelchair leaning back
towards yourself when climbing or descending steps.
 Beware of the limits of a wheelchair user. Place as many items as
possible within their grasp. And make sure there is a clear path of
travel to shelves and display racks.
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 When walking with a person who walks slower than you, walk
alongside and not in front of the person.
 Crowding the space of a person who uses a wheelchair can appear
threatening or offensive to some people. Giving the individual space
to move may reduce stress and concern.

I HAVE NOT BEEN HANDICAPPED BY MY CONDITION. I AM
PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED AND DIFFERENTLY ABLE.
JANET BARNES - RECOGNIZED AS THE LONGEST LIVING
QUADRIPLEGIC INCOMPLETE
(GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS)
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2.5 Communication Options for People with Mental or
Intellectual Disabilities
As Morris & Blatt (1986) wrote, people with disabilities feel they have been
excluded from discussions about their education, as from their childhood. This
results in anger when they reach adulthood.
Another controversial aspect is that of under-expectation. Mittler (1995) warns
that alternative means of assessment should not be allowed to lead to lowering
of expectations. This is not good for the self-definition of these individuals.
People become objects to themselves. In defining themselves, people attempt
to see themselves as others see them. So, in this way the disability also has an
effect on the person’s psychology, which determines their capacity to integrate
into society. The symbolic interactional theory develop the cliché beauty is in
the eye of the beholder. Human beings are social being which develop through
interaction with others. People who are in contact with each other share the
same situation and they may see things in a similar way.
Retarded can tell us what being perceived as slow and different means. Human
beings treat others on the basis of their perception of the meaning of such
conditions (self–fulfilling prophesy). So the “slow” adult may be as dependent
upon the definition given to his condition by those in positions to influence his
life as the “reality” of his condition.
Bogdan & Ksander (1980) said that there are no “true” counts of the number of
people with disability or “correct” definitions of mental retardation. Mercer
(1973) demonstrated that the reported number of mentally disabled retarded
persons in the population is more a function of age than any mental condition,
because the mentally disabled are not identified until they start school and
later disappear when the labelled group reaches adulthood.
Labelling a person suggests that he or she is understood as being like those in
the category. People with particular disabilities do not have specific
personalities or ways of thinking. For some people a disability dominates how
they see themselves, while for others it is just a personal opinion of what they
think about the person.
Disability has moral and political meaning, filled with judgments about good
and bad, normal and abnormal (Bogdan & Biklen, 1977)
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There are many stereotypes in the mass media.
In fact many of the so-called retarded do not possess the imperfections and
characteristics imputed to them (Sarason & Doris, 1969). Many can express
themselves and analyse their lives if we care to listen (Lorber, 1974)
The best for them is to participate in programs which allow them to define their
own involvement.

ATTACKING PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES IS THE LOWEST
DISPLAY OF POWER I CAN THINK OF.
MORGAN FREEMAN
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2.6 Reasonable Accommodations at Educational
Centres and at Work
As you can see, the title of this chapter is written in two different fonts. The
majority of us find a larger font easier to read. This example shows an
accommodation to those people who are experiencing vision problems. Most
reading material is provided in 10-12 point fonts. The first title is in 24 point
font, which is considered “large print,” and may be a form of reasonable
adjustment.
Many employers provide accommodations for their employees, such as flexible
work schedules, ergonomic office chairs, desktop calendars, changes to lighting.
All these accommodations make the job a bit easier and employees can be
more productive leading to a more successful business.
Legislation in different European countries requires employers to provide
reasonable accommodation for individuals with disabilities. So although
employers have been accommodating their workers for many years, the law
formalises this process for people who may need an accommodation to
perform the essential functions of their job.
These are basic activities that the average person in the general population can
perform with little or no difficulty: caring for oneself, performing manual tasks,
walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, concentrating, learning, working,
sitting, standing, lifting. A disability substantially limits some major life
activities, for example, persons who are deaf are substantially limited in their
ability to hear; persons who use wheelchairs are substantially limited in their
ability to walk; persons who have cerebral palsy may be substantially limited in
their ability to perform manual tasks.
Many celebrities, just like other people, have/had disabilities that we are/were
not aware of. Hidden or invisible disabilities may include emotional or
behavioural disorders, learning disabilities, chronic or episodic illnesses,
impairments of hearing, vision or speech, and all of them may cause a
substantial limitation.
When the functions of a particular job are being performed by a new employee,
with or without a disability, barriers may exist that prevent that person from
performing the job effectively. These barriers may, for example, include
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inexperience or may, in fact, be related to disability. In the case of disability,
reasonable adjustments can be made.
Reasonable accommodations are any changes in the work setting that enable
qualified workers to accomplish their tasks: Modifications to the job application
process; modifications to the work environment or the manner in which the
position held is customarily performed; or modifications that enable an
employee with a disability to enjoy equal benefits and privileges of
employment.
The term “reasonable” means plausible or feasible in this context. The
adjustments must be effective both for the employer and the employee and are
dependent upon the specific requirements of the job and the particular needs
of the employee.
The first consultant who should be asked about an effective accommodation is
the person who needs the accommodation!
It is important to focus not only on the medical aspect of the disability, but also
on how a disability affects an individual. This is especially significant when
determining reasonable accommodations for individuals with hidden
disabilities. Possible areas of functional limitations can be reading, writing,
mathematics; organisational skills, memory and time management; managing
the physical environment; working at full productivity; maintaining stamina;
interacting with coworkers; handling stress and emotions; concentrating on
work details; completing projects and meeting deadlines; maintaining
tasks/sequences and maintaining daily Information
Reasonable accommodations can be:
 Physical Modifications: changes to facility and to equipment
 Managerial Actions: providing a flexible schedule or an unpaid leave,
restructuring job tasks
 Provision of Services: qualified interpreters or readers, job coaches
There are as many different accommodations as there are disabilities. Some
examples include:
 Making existing facilities used by employees readily accessible and
usable by individuals with disabilities
 Job restructuring
 Part-time or modified work schedule
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 Adjustment or modifications of examinations, training materials, or
policies
 Reassignment to vacant positions
To determine reasonable accommodations, one should determine the
essential functions of the job, consult with the employee to determine his or
her abilities and specific needs, and identify potential adjustments in
consultation with the individual. If two or more possible accommodations exist,
consider the preference of the individual, and then select the method that best
serves both the individual and the business
Not all the accommodations can be considered to be reasonable. Some
examples of accommodation that are NOT REASONABLE include:
 Placing an applicant with a disability in a job for which he/she did not
specifically apply
 Placing an individual with a disability into a job if doing so would create
a direct threat to the health or safety of the individual or others
 Maintaining the salary of an employee reassigned from a higher-paying
job to a lower-paying job, if the employer does not do so for other
employees
 Eliminating essential functions of the job
 Lowering production standards
 Providing personal use items (e.g. prosthetic limb, eyeglasses, hearing
aids, wheelchair, hot pot or refrigerator)
 Creating a job
 Promoting an employee
 Bumping another employee from his/her job
Employers should be aware that if the accommodations do not enable the
person to do the job, or if work is not performed adequately, and all other
avenues for providing accommodations have been exhausted, the same
disciplinary actions taken with any employee should be enforced.

Enable the Disabled; Translate Disability into Ability;
Capability, a winning Opportunity-Indeed a Reality
Dr. Veena Kumari
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Part 3:
PRACTICAL EXERCISES/ACTIVITIES
Activity 1.
Person?

What is Your First Impression of this

Instructions: I am going to ask you some questions. Look at this photo and tell
me your initial impression of him/her.
 Where was he/she born?
 Does he/she work? What does he/she do?
 In what kind of house does he/she live?
 Is he/she married? Does he/she have children? If so, how many?
 Does he/she have any pets? If so, what kind?
 What sports does he/she enjoy?
 What is his/her favourite kind of food?
Extended practice: Have any of you ever been in a situation in which a person
made an inaccurate assumption about you based on their initial impression?

Activity 2. Stereotypes
Instructions: Describe some common stereotypes for the following:
 Teenagers
 Computer Programmers
 Top Models
 Teachers
 People from …. (country, city, etc)
If the group is quiet, list some responses (including negative and positive
stereotypes), for example: teenagers – lazy, irresponsible, disrespectful, loud,
act like they know everything
Do you know people from these groups who fit these stereotypes? Do you know
people from these groups who do NOT fit these stereotypes? Tell me about
some of these people. Where do stereotypes originate?
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Activity 3. Concept of Disability in Society: Films
Instructions: Think about a film you have seen or a book you read in which there
was a character with disabilities. Answer the questions.
 How is the character with a disability represented (heroic, “special”,
pitiful, etc.)?
 Does the character with a disability play a particular role in the story
(victim, villain, hero, etc.)?
 Why was disability used in this film? Did the disability itself serve a
purpose in the story?
 What was the overall message about disability?
 Can you think about more characters with disability? How are they
portrayed?
Possible answers:
Portrayed as villains: Captain Hook in “Peter Pan” - Missing his hand, Hannibal
in “Silence of the Lambs”, Hannibal - Mental illness
Portrayed as victims: The Beast in “Beauty and the Beast “- Physical
deformation, The Steadfast Tin Soldier in “The Steadfast Tin Soldier “– Missing
his leg
Portrayed as innocent and child-like: Forrest Gump in “Forrest Gump” - Mental
retardation

Activity 4. Disability Language
Instructions: Match the unacceptable term used to describe people with
disabilities listed under the “Instead of” column with the correct corresponding
term in the “Say” column.
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Instead of…

Say….

1. The disabled/handicapped

___ Person with a learning disability

2. Mute or dumb

___ Person without a disability

3. Suffers from, victim of

___ Person with autism

4. Learning disabled

___ Congenital disability

5. Autistic

___ Person with mental retardation

6. Normal

__ Person who uses a wheelchair

7. Handicapped parking

___ People with disabilities

8. Birth defect

___ Non-verbal

9. Retarded

___ Person has …

10. Confined to a wheelchair

___ Accessible parking

Activity 5. Famous People with Disabilities
Instructions: All the people named below have one or other disability (epilepsy,
paralysis, learning disability, visual impairment, hearing impairment, speech
impairment, polio, Parkinson disease, depression, quadriplegia, dyslexia). Try
and identify their disability.
 Agatha Christie, writer
 Beethoven, composer
 Christopher Reeves, actor
 Handel, composer
 Helen Keller, teacher/author
 Harrison Ford, actor
 Julius Caeser, Roman statesman, general
 Louis Braille, inventor
 Napoleon Bonaparte, military and political leader of France
 Albert Einstein, atomic physicist
 Stevie Wonder, singer
 Sylvester Stallone, actor
 Franklin J Roosevelt, former US President
 Billie Joel, singer
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 Tom Cruise, actor
 Goya, artist
 Quentin Tarantino, film director
 Hans Christian Andersen, writer
 Alexander Graham Bell, inventor
 Vincent Van Gogh, artist
 Abraham Lincoln, former US President

Activity 6. Lipreading A and B
Instructions for person A: Sit opposite your partner. Read out the following list
of words silently, without using your voice and without whispering. Allow time
after each word for your partner to write down what he/she thinks each word
is.
Say each word only once:
 Ship
 Jim
 Cheer
 Sheet
 House
 Mouth
Read out the following short sentences to you partner, again using silent
speech.
 Would you like tea or coffee?
 Do you take sugar?
 Do you prefer jam or marmalade?
 Here’s the milk for your cereal.
Now block your ears and try to lipread the list of words and short sentences
your partner reads out.
Instructions for person B: Sit opposite your partner. Read out the following list
of words silently, without using your voice and without whispering. Allow time
after each word for your partner to write down what he/she thinks each word
is.
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Say each word only once:
 Bad
 Man
 Tea
 She
 Pound
 Mount
Read out the following short sentences to you partner, again using silent
speech.
 It looks a bit cloudy.
 I think we’re in for a storm.
 It might be quite hot.
 It looks like the wind’s getting up.
Now block your ears and try to lipread the list of words and short sentences
your partner reads out.

Activity 7. Attitudes towards Persons with Mental
illnesses
Instructions: In small groups read the following statements and decide whether
you agree with them or not and why.
1. All persons with a mental illness are alike, or even the same.
2. It is difficult for persons with a mental illness to lead a normal life.
3. Persons with a mental illness are dangerous and aggressive.
4. Persons with a mental illness do not understand that they have an
illness.
5. Persons with a mental illness are usually of low intelligence, low
income, low educational level.

Activity 8. Reasonable Accommodations
Instructions: Determine reasonable accommodations for these persons.
1. Mary, who is applying for a position as a Data Process Entry Clerk,
requires a sign language interpreter for the interview. The supervisor
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has some concerns that the company will need to hire a full-time
interpreter for the employee to successfully perform her job duties.
Possible Solution: Provide the interpreter for the interview, analyse the job and
ask the applicant how he or she will perform the essential functions of the job;
provide an occasional interpreter for such activities as trainings or staff
meetings.
2. John uses a wheelchair and desires a job in the field of video and film.
John has several years of experience, but the only available position is
entry-level labelling and packaging film cartridges. He feels this
position is beneath his capabilities.
Possible Solution: No accommodation required. He either chooses to accept the
position or he does not.
3. Daniel, a Chef, is a paraplegic and uses a wheelchair needs to access
several different areas in the restaurant kitchen. His co-workers prefer
to continue standing as they cook.
Possible Solution: The restaurant could install adjustable height workstations.
They could also purchase a stand-up wheelchair, allowing the chef to remain in
his wheelchair but work at standing height when necessary.
4. Anna is a Radio Broadcast Announcer. She is blind and needs to read
the wire news which she receives over the phone lines connected to a
printer.
Possible Solution: The station could supply the announcer with a Braille printer,
which could be connected to the news wire. A switch would allow any user to
quickly move between the Braille and regular printer.
5. Rose has mild mental retardation. She has the basic skills necessary for
the job of Administrative Assistant, likes the work and shows potential.
When she finishes one task, however, she tends to stand in one place
and look around, unsure of what to do next. One of her co-workers has
noticed this and will periodically give her small assignments to keep
her busy.
Possible Solution: Prepare a daily checklist of duties that Rose can check off
after completing and which will act as a prompt to begin the next activity;
designate a co-worker as someone she can consult with when her supervisor is
not around to answer questions or provide instruction.
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Disability Awareness Test 2
Check Yourself -2
1. A disability is a sickness, something to be fixed, an abnormality to be
corrected or cured.
True/False
2. It is always obvious, if someone has a disability.
True/False
3. Most people with disabilities cannot work.
True/False
4. People with disabilities always need help to accomplish every day
activities.
True/False
5. It is better to speak with the companion or sign language interpreter
rather than directly with the person with a disability.
True/False
6. The words “retard” and “crazy” are harmless words.
True/False
7. You should not pet a service or guide dog while they are working,
because petting them will distract them from working.
True/False
8. Shouting at a person who is deaf will enable them to hear you better.
True/False
9. Words such as wheelchair bound, handicapped or special needs are
acceptable to use.
True/False
10. People with disabilities want to be respected and have the same
opportunities as people without disabilities.
True/False
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Final Considerations
Inclusion is a crucial term of this Disability Etiquette Module. But it is also the
crucial challenge of our century. Inclusion is a complex word, its soul does
include as a major concern the idea that all people should freely, openly and
without pity accommodate any person with a disability without restrictions or
limitations of any kind.
Easier said than done!
Which is why in 2015 we still need to think about a Disability Etiquette Module:
we have to further reflect and disseminate the ideas included (and signed by
our governments) in important documents, such as the Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
This international human rights treaty of the United Nations was adopted by
the UN General Assembly on 13 December 2006 that is nearly 10 years ago.
Through the DEM, following the tracks of the Convention, our work will be to
spread operational behaviours, out from the paper of a document in many
ways revolutionary and perhaps partly even utopic.
The reader of this module will be guided by other keywords which will steer
him along a pathway of new awareness towards disability: awareness first of
all! We must train our eyes to see disability through a different lens.
‘Stereotypes’: the more we increase our awareness, the more we are able to
fight and defeat senseless stereotypes. ‘Equal opportunities’: if we reduce
stereotypes, we are on the right track towards equal opportunities.
We hope that accessing this module will be for all of you a stimulus to question
yourself, because society will change only when one begins questioning.
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CHAPTER II
COMPENDIUM OF GOOD PRACTICE
CASES

RECOMMENDATIONS ON SMOOTHER
TRANSITION FROM EDUCATION TO THE
WORKPLACE
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INTRODUCTION
CASES OF GOOD PRACTICES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INTERACTION
WITH DISABILITY
To develop this module, we have started from the premise that a good practice
is one that achieves an objective targeted to a particular individual, but it can
be transferred to other cases. Best practices can change mentalities, laws and
inertia, thus complying with a broader aim - to improve the employability of
people with disabilities through learning. A case defined as a good practice
should be applicable in different regions and countries, while contributing to
organisations and society within the same country and beyond.
With reference to the module “Good Practice Cases and Recommendations”, it
is important to highlight the significance of having real and concrete
experiences from the various countries participating in the project. The
participating countries have similar laws regarding the employment of people
with disabilities in their country, and have been analysed by the entities that
are developing this module. The representatives from each country are
informed of the situation and most recent legislation of their countries putting
them in the position to make recommendations to their governments, through
their own products reflecting the information received from entities of other
countries.
For each good practice, a unified scheme has been agreed upon previously
among the partner countries. The scheme was based on the problems detected
(which also serves as justification for the program to be developed), the
objectives of the program, duration, scope, stages and timing, beneficiaries,
human and technical resources, results and evaluation: strengths and
weaknesses, innovative factors, opinions, level of achieved objectives, etc.
We warmly welcome you to this compendium of cases of good practices and
recommendations developed for those individuals and organisations that
would like to improve the employability of people with disabilities through
learning
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GREECE
CASE 1.1 GOOD PRACTICES FOR
STRENGTHENING EMPLOYMENT
1. Necessity of the local community
Finding employers is one of the most difficult areas of vocational rehabilitation.
Usually they proceeded by awareness-raising activities. Most of the employers
are from relatives or friendly environment. The main reasons for low levels of
occupational rehabilitation of people with mental disabilities are:
• The current legislative framework (social security benefits, disability
benefits, etc.)
• Personal and family problems (family expectations for the vocational
rehabilitation of people with disabilities, fears and doubts about their
abilities, overprotection)
• Problems related to the attitude of professionals of training centers,
who are reluctant about the ability of people to join the free labor
market and they deliver the training to encourage the individuals
rather than to actually find a job.
• Problems of economic nature (lack of financing, high unemployment,
layoffs, economic crisis)

2. Project general information
The program aims to promote inclusion in the labour market for those
unemployed persons who belong to vulnerable social groups. The programme
also provides support to these groups of people through the elimination of
barriers in the labour market and ensuring equal opportunities through
financial support for entrepreneurial initiatives. The duration of the subsidy for
each
new
professional
will
be
thirty
six
(36)
months.
The amount of the grant for anyone who participate will be twenty-eight
thousand (28,000.00) EURO, payable in the following structure: The first
tranche of EUR 7,000.00 will be paid just after the qualification decision and the
other amount of 21,000.00 Euros in six (6) equal semi-annual instalments of
3,500.00 euro each paid in at the end of the six months.34
34Grant

Program for 600 Self-Employed unemployed Persons with Disabilities
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3. Organisation that implemented the project to solve the problem
Our organisation, “Elpida” asked persons with disabilities and their relatives
(usually we have people with mental disabilities) to fill out a simple application
of interest and promoted it at the municipality. The representatives of the
Municipality after experienced their candidates offered a proper place for their
abilities and desires. They mostly employed people as gardeners and street
cleaners. Some of them were promoted to work for local businesses (mainly
businesses that had to do with agriculture), while others were offered a
placement in the food sector.
In Greece35 during the 80s in the area of mental health became some structures
such Sheltered Workshops and cooperative units for people with disabilities
were set up for the integration and Vocational Rehabilitation of people with
mental disabilities and other similar problems.
These efforts were intensified and multiplied through the co-financing of the
HORIZON project which supports such initiatives. In Athens Psychiatric
Hospitals "DAFNI" and "Dromokaitio" and in other cities like Thessaloniki,
Chania, Tripoli, Leros, psychiatric hospitals and mental health units create
Cooperative Therapeutic Units for Patient who are specialising in the areas of
agricultural crops, in providing services and various traditional occupations
(bookbinding, carpentry etc)
To enhance these efforts in Mental Health a law 2716/99 was issued
legitimizing the operating structures so now we have the function Cooperatives
Limited organizations.
The social enterprise is a business that hires people with disabilities and other
people excluded from the labour market. It is an enterprise that uses the
production of goods and services to fulfill the selected social purposes. A
certain number of people, from those who are engaged in the business, should
be disabled or people who are excluded from the labour market. All employees
of the undertaking receive a regular salary or a salary equivalent to the job, not
Recovered in 2/7/2015 from http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dl/dl.nsf/All/F053F8524C5392
E2C2257A3A002E31EC/$file/%CE%9F%CE%B4%CE%B7%CE%B3%CF%8C%CF%82%20%CE%9A%
CE%B1%CE%BB%CF%8E%CE%BD%20%CE%A0%CF%81%CE%B1%CE%BA%CF%84%CE%B9%CE%
BA%CF%8E%CE%BD.pdf?OpenElement
35SOCIAL ENTERPRISES IN GREECE
Recover at 9/7/2015 from
http://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CCYQFjAB&url=h
ttp%3A%2F%2Fkday-v.thess.sch.gr%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2Fny17.doc&ei=rSSeVZ_6D
cbaUeuJsKAL&usg=AFQjCNHXC4m0n44E0u1oEO9Qpd3BRv8qPw&bvm=bv.96952980,d.d24
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depending on the production capacity. The job opportunities within the
company should be equal to the staff of both disabled, and non-disabled, i.e. all
workers have the same rights and the same duties.

4. Project
A good example for this project is Pastries Workshop. The "Workshop" 36held in
1996 operated part of the production of bakery products (traditional cookies)
with 15 trainees and 2 officers. They originally produced traditional scones and
the aim of this workshop is the production and promotion of this food such as
jams, noodles etc. The plans were to expand the laboratory in the national
market with a variety of products that can meet the initial requirements for the
particular customers (internal or external canteen, catering carrier, seminars
carrier, events and gradually a wider market).
Initially it worked only as an output of a one specific type of donut. The
selection was based on the fact that the produced item creates a sense of
security to the purchasing public because they are fresh products and for their
quality. Based on this dynamic product it reached the market and won the trust
of consumers.
In the beginning a great effort from the people with mental disabilities was
instrumental. The people with disabilities promoted the production and there
was in local supermarkets a space where they could sell them. The most
important objectives were:
1. The promotion of the project workshop
2. Increase public awareness and remove prejudices
3. Direct and indirect market research
4. Introducing the product to the public and experience the interaction
with traders and ordinary citizens
5. To promote the product to the free market

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project
The model of supported employment has been very successful in the field of
Persons with mental disabilities and many of them have managed to secure and
retain a job through this project.

36https://el-gr.facebook.com/official.ergastiri
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The novelty of the method lies in:
 Individual approach for the candidate
 Individualistic analysis of desires
 Education in the workplace
 Continuous support for the individual and employer when it is
necessary
 Educational methodology adopted, called: "Systemic Coaching".
Problems encountered:
 The product classification issues and the competitiveness
 Transport and distribution of products, invoices and accounting
workload
 Hygiene problems to keep in line with regulations and health
certificates
 The need for professional logistics and equipment
 The legal and insurance coverage
 The sustainability of the laboratory from revenues. Rising revenue
requires further maintenance and development costs
 Worker fatigue. For the first time people with mental disabilities had to
work with a certain pattern and achieve the expected results of certain
quality and in a timely manner with precision. This fact leads to
psychological and physical fatigue
 Concerns of parents for the future of their children. Some parents
reacted to the fatigue of their children while others questioned the
development of their child in the laboratory.
 The lack of variety in the program of laboratory workers. As workers of
the laboratory did not have the same opportunity to participate in
outdoor recreational and other accompanying programs
 Work rehabilitation - Being members of this workshop did not have the
same promotion to apprenticeships and work placements in the
market as it was not easy to disrupt the composition of the staff of the
production of this workshop.
 Low material rewards. As the workshop was "protected" and despite
the admirable work, the participants did not receive any special
subsidy since it was not possible to offer normal salaries like those of
other employees. The members had to settle for a low 'pocket money'.
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Despite the difficulties faced with the original objectives of the workshop, these
were achieved and they evolved beyond expectations.

6. Outcomes
The workers, as citizens of the municipality were very satisfied because they
contributed to the needs of the municipality and performed their work great
zeal.
The Supported Employment defines the actual work with the importance of a
normal salary for People with disabilities in return for the work generated. Even
those who require individual support in the phase of adjustment to the
workplace, during training of the job, retraining if and when it is necessary to
solve problems with his employers or colleagues.

7. Innovative factors
- There was financial support from organisations so make simple
equipment turned into professional. This thing immediately facilitated
employees of the group.
- The sheltered workshop moved to the new complex with modern
facilities and equipment that allowed higher production volumes
- There was an increase in production (noodles, sweets, various cookies),
satisfying the market flows.

8. Recommendations
It's nice to have a partnership not only at local but also at national level, with
aim to train and certify the skills of people with disabilities. It is good to develop
a data format that contains entries as it allows businesses to recruit whenever
interested and to enhance the programs of disabled individuals who are
unemployed. Recently disabled people joined associations with a view to raise
awareness and utilize of their capacities with the possibility of increase
socialisation.

9. Opinions
Representative of Elpida: The subsidised grant program is very important for all
the unemployed but mainly for people with disabilities for –self-esteem and
empowerment.
Workshop participant: Now I make many things myself and can help my friends.
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I have money and can spend and buy for my family the best gifts.

References:
 http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dl/dl.nsf/All/F053F8524C5392E2C2257A3
A002E31EC/$file/%CE%9F%CE%B4%CE%B7%CE%B3%CF%8C%CF%82%
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E%B1%CE%BA%CF%84%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%8E%CE%BD.pdf?OpenEle
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CASE .1.2 GOOD PRACTICES FOR
STRENGTHENING VOLUNTEERISM
1. Necessity on national level
Volunteering is a very difficult topic thematic despite the rising number of
people who gradually participate in these activities. However, the percentage
of people with disabilities involved in volunteering is very small in our country
because of:
• Personal and family problems of people with disabilities, fears and
doubts about their abilities (overprotection).
• Problems related to the acceptance of the community.

2. Project general information
The immediate objective of the project was the supported living for people
with mental retardation, who haven’t received the necessary support
throughout their lives, when unfortunately when unfortunately the family and
parents’ support have stopped.37

3. Organisation that implemented the project to solve the problem
Our organization “Elpida” asked people with disabilities and their relatives
(usually we have people with mental disabilities) to fill out a simple application
of interest. If someone has a problem or knows someone with a problem, they
come and give their information to our organisation.
Our organisation reports this to the coordinator of the project at the national
level in order to solve the problem.
The essential support of this project contributes to a significant number of
volunteers who selflessly give support and care to people with disabilities

4. Project
The volunteers, depending on their experience and education, undertake the
appropriate jobs. These positions often differ depending on the conditions and
requirements. .
37http://blog.volunteer4greece.gr/tag/%CE%AC%CF%84%CE%BF%CE%BC%CE%B1-%CE%

BC%CE%B5-%CE%B5%CE%B9%CE%B4%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%AD%CF%82-%CE%B1%CE%
BD%CE%AC%CE%B3%CE%BA%CE%B5%CF%82/
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The duration of time that volunteers have helped for varies considerably as
there are volunteers who have three, four or more years of service to the
organization, while others only a few months. All of them are people with
disabilities, most of them physically disabilities who want to help mentally or
physically disabled people.

The government helps by sending psychologists and social workers and
facilitates formalities.
They can also help by:
1. Promoting the project workshop.
2. Raising public awareness and remove prejudices.
3. Give an introduction to the public and interact with traders and
ordinary citizens.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project
More and more people, fortunately, feel the need to contribute to the
improvement of society. The Volunteers gain satisfaction due to their selfless
giving, and help people with intellectual disabilities to stand on their own feet
as well as smoothly integrating them into society.
The basic weakness is the loss of financing.
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6. Outcomes
The outcomes are important for all who implement this project, for the
volunteers and for the beneficiaries of the program. Of course the practical
significance is important mainly for nowadays because of the economic crisis.

7. Innovative factors
Creating a platform where you can manifest your interest for volunteering.38

8. Recommendations
Any recently disabled people can join associations with a view to raise
awareness and utilization of their capacities and the possibility of socialising
more.

9. Opinions
“If someone has these raw, pure, mental matter, then surely developed a
voluntary action, which will help to improve the whole of society"
“If someone has these mental abilities maybe can feel and act with the soul so
surely developed a voluntary action, which will help to improve the whole of
society"

38http://volunteer4greece.gr/intl/404.aspx?cbRecursionCnt=1
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ITALY
CASE 2.1. TASTING TRAINING
1. Necessity/problem of the local community
For deaf people the limited access to information because of the lack of hearing
and the difficulty to reach a certification (scholastic or of any other type) are
the biggest problems that impede labour integration of deaf people. In general,
in Italy the gap between education and work is huge for everyone with or
without a disability and the transition into the world of work is something really
unusual and slow (if it happens) ; it can last is something that lasts for an
indefinite period.
In this document we want to show some good practices and recommendations
for a person in a vulnerable situation: a young deaf man with a motor disability
and a light intellectual disability who doesn’t have a diploma or a job.
2. Project/programme general information
Title: TASTING TRAINING
This project is organised into two parts.
The first one is the young deaf man’s attendance to a course called “Course for
collaborators in accommodation and hotels” from February to June: 400 hours
of theory about the rules of hygiene, the preparation of dining rooms, the
correct arrangement of dishes and cutlery, security in the workplace,
informatics, the production of wine, beer, liqueurs… and 200 hours of practice,
composed of formative training in a café, in a restaurant, in a hotel or in a
kitchen, depending on the choice made by each student.
The second part of the project is a paid internship, a so called “bag work”
(“borsalavoro” in Italian), that lasts from July to October. During this “bag
work” the person receives a salary, so there are more responsibilities and
duties that any worker has, but this work is still done in a protected place. So in
Italy there is a large difference between formative training and “bag work”.
The suggestion of this course to the young deaf man was thought for two
reasons: the first one is to give him the possibility to have a certification,
because he has no high school diploma and no others appellations. The second
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reason is to make him do something he liked and wanted to do. Therefore, he
was able to work in a café and learn how to make coffees, and serve the cafés
customers to give him the required skills that are needed to find a job.
This course has been organized by the
training agency “Salotto e Fiorito”
located in the towns of Rivoli and
Pianezza thanks to funding given by the
Piedmont Region for social purposes.
Area of intervention
The intervention given from the Turin
Institute for the Deaf through an
educator and sign language interpreter
was focused on the area of
communication and acted as a bridge
between the young deaf man, the
subjects of the course and the other
students in the class. The hours of
assistance with communication were
also important for the individual
meetings about the right to work:
during these meetings the basics of the work were explained, for example the
respect of work time, the knowledge of the hourly wage, etc.
The training agency “Salotto e Fiorito” foresaw the support of a tutor
throughout the duration of both the course and the internship.
Duration
The course lasted for five months, starting in February and ending in June.
The paid internship (“bag work”, “borsalavoro”) lasted for four months,
between June and October.
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3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the

problem
Name of organisation, website: The organisation that implemented the project
is the Turin Institute for the Deaf (Istituto dei Sordi di Torino).
www.istitutosorditorino.org
Type of organisation: The Turin Institute for the Deaf is a Foundation, a nonprofit organization, governed by a Board of Trustees who are totally
autonomous from political or religious authorities.
In detail this organisation offers:


Special need teacher and educator services in mainstream schools
(from kindergarten to university) with deaf students, in collaboration
with the local social and school authorities.



Vocational training and vocational guidance for young deaf people.
Special projects for the inclusion of deaf people in society, including
universal accessibility in museums and cultural places



Strict cooperation with universities in the fields of research, language
rehabilitation and social services.

Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation:
Other bodies that took part in the project are the training agency “Salotto e
Fiorito” and the social services of the area called C.I.S.S.A.
Financing Body: Region Piedmont, Turin Institute for the Deaf, social services of
the area.
Project/programme target group(s):
The project was designed just for one deaf person who didn’t have any kind of
degree or certification, except for a school diploma taken at the age of thirteen
according to the Italian school system. This young deaf man has got no diploma
from secondary school which means he has fewer chances to get a job.
Moreover, this deaf boy has a motor disability, so a certification can help him to
find a job, and therefore become more self-confident and more independent.
This project was certainly appropriate for the young man because it has
relevance with his ambitions.
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4. Project/programme aims
Stages of implementation:
The Turin Institute for the Deaf knew the young deaf man since he was a child
and his ambitions of working in a café. As soon as the Institute was aware of
this type of course, it proposed it to the deaf man and started to fill in all the
required paperwork, for funding both the educator and sign language
interpreter before his enrolment.
Like the others people enrolled on the course, the young deaf man had passed
an entrance exam about general knowledge.
Methods used for implementation:
Obviously the needs of the young deaf man were important to analyse: he
always needed an educator and sign language interpreter to be present and, as
the course provided it, the support of a tutor for the documentation and the
internship.
Methods used for monitoring and evaluation:
Like the other students on the course, the deaf man had to do written and oral
tests during all five months, and he had to periodically present the
documentation of the internship: the hours that he did, what he did, etc.
The evaluation has been done by the teachers on the course (catering, kitchen,
communication, security, hygiene and cafeteria) and the lady that owned the
café where he did his internship.
The tutor of the class supported him during the course in the same way as his
classmates.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project
Strengths:


Protected environment.



Presence of a tutor during the project and the internship.



Strong willingness from the young deaf man.

Weaknesses:


As the course was open for giving a chance to people without a high
school diploma, approximately half of the class was formed by young
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people with social problems or present a risk of social problems.
Sometimes this made lessons difficult heavy to attend.


Unlike practical lessons in the café and in the dining room which
where good for the deaf man, lessons in the kitchen resulted in really
hard: work in the kitchen has to be fast, and this was made really
difficult due to his motor disability.



The materials (slides, tests, etc.) prepared by the teachers had a high
level of Italian which was too hard for the deaf man to understand,
for example too many specific words or too many subordinate
clauses. It was therefore necessary for the educator to adapt the
materials that were used for this student.

6. Outcomes of the project/programme
Beneficiaries:
The most important outcome for the deaf man was to take the exam in June,
which he passed, meaning that he has got a certification in the area of his
interest and has improved his chances of finding a job.
In order to help him find a job and get some experience to write in his
curriculum vitae, the project includes an “internship with bag work” (“tirocinio
con borsalavoro”) after the exams: in Italy people with a disability can do an
internship for a few months (the number of months depends on the body
which organises it) and they receive a salary. The “internship with bag work” is
different from the formative training: the first one has to be done in a
protected place for the disabled person, like the second one, however it gives
the person more responsibility because it asks more requests and gives a
salary. The formative training is aimed at providing some practice in the area of
interest and to teach the work to the person, but it gives no remuneration. The
deaf man did the formative training in the Institute café and he will start the
“internship with bag work” in July. He will do this internship in the café of the
summer camp in Pianezza, province of Turin, just a few metres from the
Institute for the Deaf.
Institution:
The Turin Institute for the Deaf has worked towards some of its aims, especially
the one of doing special projects for the inclusion of deaf people in society and
a step towards achieving independent life.
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7. Innovative factors
The most innovative factor of the project is the whole explanation and practice
to a person with disability of the passage from a total protected place (the
training agency and the formative training) to the world of work. In fact, this
passage seems to be natural but it is not: of course deaf people are deprived of
information. In this case the situation is much more sensitive because there are
also motor and intellectual disabilities.
One more innovative factor of this project is the chance for the young deaf man
to have a certification, so to have a document demonstrating his skills and use
it, not to keep it in a drawer! The benefits of this project are thought to be not
only in a short period of time, but in view of ongoing improvements and having
a more independent life.

8. Recommendations


Explain every passage that is done at theory and practice lessons, do
not take anything for granted.



As the passages are very important, it is good to make simulations of
real situations in order to show what the best behaviour is and what
to do. In fact some people with disability take lots of actions for
granted, for example going to the bank to get the salary of the paid
internship and not bring with them their identity document.



Make mistakes. In order to learn we have to make mistakes! In the
example made in the previous point, the educator knows that the
deaf person or in general the person with a disability has not got
their identity document when they go to the bank, but he/she
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doesn’t warn them. The person will learn that his/her disability does
not guarantee that he/she could avoid the official proceedings: if
he/she wants to do something in the bank, an identity document
must be shown like for every other person and if it is not showed
he/she can do nothing, so he/she has to come back to the bank
again.

9. Opinions
The opinions of both the organisation’s staff and beneficiaries were good: this
project can reply to the lack of communication between school or formative
places and work.

CASE 2.2
SERVICE

JOB

PLACEMENT

1. Necessity/problem of the local community
In Italy the gap between education and work is huge for every person with or
without a disability and the transition to the world of work is really unusual and
slow (if it happens); it can last for an indefinite period.
This document of recommendations wants to focus on a problem that interests
a big group of deaf people: deaf university students with a degree (so have
advanced training) that after graduation want to find a job. In most cases they
find jobs that aren’t at their level, for example, they are asked to do low-level
duties for a short period of time, or they only get paid internships for brief
periods of time.

2. Project/programme general information
Title: JOB PLACEMENT SERVICE
Job Placement Service is a service established by the University of Turin in
order to help its students and those who have recently graduated to enter the
labour market.
The Job Placement Service has an intermediary function: it helps students in
their career choices and it makes preliminary contact with companies. Its
purpose is to post jobs and internships on its websites and direct students to
them.
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Moreover, the Job Placement offers students a consultation service: providing
assistance in writing CVs, preparing for job interviews and developing individual
professional projects. It also provides organisations with lists of recent
graduates and pre-selects CVs/job candidates.
Finally, this service promotes Career Day and a number of other events
connected to the job market and is involved in collecting statistics.
Area intervention:
The intervention that the Turin Institute for the Deaf provides is: 1) sign
language interpreters in order to make the communication and the search of
information easier for the deaf students; 2) preventive information in the
companies, so organize a kind of “information day” with two specific aims: the
first one is to give the companies the possibility to nominate themselves for the
hospitality of deaf workers, the second one is to give all the information in
order to welcome deaf people in the best way.

3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem
Name of organisation, website: The organisation that implemented the service
is part of the University of Turin (www.unito.it): Job Placement,
http://en.unito.it/services/job-placement
Type of organisation: The Job Placement Service is a service provided by
University of Turin.
Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation
In order to give a good service, Job Placement Service can ask other services in
the University and bodies that usually collaborate with the University to work
together. For example, if there is a student with a disability, Job Placement can
ask for collaboration and support from the Disabled Student Service, the Turin
Institute for the Deaf and other professional associations.
The employment centre is of course an important organisation that works with
the Job Placement Service because it provides a list of the available companies
for paid internships and recruiting and hiring advice.
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Financing Body: University of Turin.
Project/programme target group(s):
All the students that have to do formative training - so an internship planned in
their university career, an unwaged internship - and each student who has
already completed their degree, but who has not got a job or experience in the
workplace.
Of course, as the service is for every student of the University of Turin, students
with disability are also included. The deaf students can ask the Turin Institute
for the Deaf to receive support in getting the right information or in doing
interviews.

4. Project/programme aims
Stages of implementation:
When new students enrol themselves at the University, every type of service
that the University has is available for them. The Job Placement Service
becomes much more important when they have to do an internship and/or
when they complete their degree and attempt to enter the workplace.
Therefore, the only thing that a student has to do in order to use this service is
to be enrolled at the university.
Methods used for implementation:
To implement this service the Job Placement Service stay in contact not only
with students, but especially with the bodies that host the students. The Job
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Placement Service tries to join the wishes of the students with the requests of
the bodies: it seems to be easy work, but it is not!
Methods used for monitoring and evaluation:
An important part of the work of the Job Placement Service is to collect
statistics in order to understand:
-

If the host organisation is good and the service of the University can
continue to collaborate with it or not;

-

The number of students that need to do a paid internship after the
degree and so the number of young people without a job;

-

The university department which has the most enrolled students
needing to do an internship;

-

After the internship the Job Placement Service can ask the host
organisation to do an interview and know if the university gives the
right knowledge for enter the world of work.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project:
Strengths:


Job Placement Service has got a large number of host organisations
that can propose to students and can fit the request of both, the
students and the host organisations bodies.



Job Placement Service is a service that students can utilize, even with
no prior experiences in the world of work in order to get support and
periodical supervision.



Job Placement Service also gives help writing a student’s curriculum
vitae: some free lessons are organized and each student has the
chance to do an individual interview and review their curriculum
vitae.

Weaknesses:


Sometimes information about what the university does and its
services are not widespread, including the Job Placement Service.



After completing the degree, students have only 18 months to make
a paid internship.



The large amount of documentation that the Job Placement Service
has to fill in for each student makes the possibility to change the
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place of internship (when the student doesn’t like or it doesn’t fit
with the student’s aspirations) really slow, long and hard.

6. Outcomes of the project/programme
Beneficiaries:
The most important outcomes for the University’s students are:
-

The possibility to get a good experience of formative training for the
student, which puts into practice what was learnt in a protected
location and with the supervision of experts.

-

The possibility to do a paid internship after the degree, and enter into
the world of work. This kind of internship lets the young person get
experience and extend the curriculum.

-

The possibility for both, the University’s students and students that
have graduated, to get good training and start to work in the host
institution after the internship.

Institution:
The outcome of the Job Placement Service, according to its aim, is to
intermediate between students, recent graduates and the world of work.
Its main objectives are: for students to have good formative training which they
can learn from, for recent graduates to have their first experiences in
workplaces and start to earn a little bit money while simultaneously improve
their skills.

7. Innovative factors
The most important innovative factor of the Job Placement Service is the fact
that it addresses companies before the inclusion of deaf people and students
with disability. In this view the Job Placement Service and the Turin Institute for
the Deaf work in the framework of the ICF (International Classification of
Functions). In fact, the ICF’s aim is to make people that work with disability
aware of the importance of the environment in the growth of skills and in the
achievement of independent life.

8. Recommendation:
As the Job Placement Service, the Turin Institute for the Deaf and the other
organisations try to act on the environment, they try to make it a facilitator and
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not a barrier. If this work is done in the best way, it can help the inclusion of
some deaf people or in general of disabled people.

9. Opinions
The companies that already worked in this way and especially in the framework
of prevention in their workplaces are now satisfied because their workers can
face situations of different ability. Moreover, the companies that took disabled
workers are pleased to have participated in this collaboration because disabled
workers really can be included in the workforce and be a part of the enterprise.
Also, the beneficiaries of this service are satisfied because they can do some
paid experience and have the chance to be hired after their internship.
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LATVIA
CASE 3.1 SOCIAL INTEGRATION
STATE AGENCY PROFESSIONAL
REHABILITATION
1. Necessity/problem of the local community
In Latvia, there are many people with disabilities who don’t work. There are
many reasons why people with disabilities don’t work or don’t have job
opportunities: unwillingness, health problems, inaccessible environment,
employers’ stereotypes, etc. Another reason is that many people with
disabilities don’t have relevant education or experience based on practice. This
is because in the past many schools, colleges and universities were inaccessible.
Nowadays, the situation has improved and educational institutions have
become more accessible and more people with disabilities can get education in
the fields they want, but nevertheless, there are many educational institutions
which are not accessible.

2. Project/programme general information
One good example where people with disabilities can get education is the
Social Integration State Agency (SISA). SISA is a national institution
subordinated to the Ministry of Welfare. It was established in 2004 and offers
professional rehabilitation — a set of activities that ensure the acquisition of a
new profession, professional knowledge or skills, according to the level of
functional disorders a person has and takes into account his/her previous
education and professional qualifications. For people with disabilities,
professional rehabilitation is free and enables them to get vocational high
school and college education.
The beneficiaries of professional rehabilitation are disabled people who have
been given a recommendation from The State Medical Commission for the
Assessment of Health Condition and Working Ability.
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3. Project/programme general information:
Social Integration State Agency professional rehabilitation
Professional rehabilitation consists of:
●

Professional adequacy and job simulation tests.

●

Training programmes.

●

Psycho-social assistance.

●

Providing assistance in placement and job finding.

●

Driving lessons and car adaptation for people with disabilities.

Professional Adequacy and Job Simulation Test
Duration: up to 2 weeks depending on the applicant’s health condition, type of
disability, interests and motivation.
Applicants are provided with the services of:
● Psychologists.
● Social workers.
● Doctors.
● Occupational therapists.
● Physiotherapists.
●

Carer consultants.

●

Vocational trainers and tutors.

Steps:
●
●
●
●
●
●

An individual interview to establish the applicant’s motivation to
study and his/her professional interests.
To determine if the health status of the applicant complies with the
chosen profession.
To define the learning ability (comprehension and understanding
skills and ability to remember new information).
Test of Latvian language skills.
Simulation of practical jobs to establish specific skills linked to the
potential profession.
Create an individual recommendation for the acquisition of
professional training.

SISA offers the following professional programmes:
● Accountant.
● Computer Systems Technician.
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●

Retail work.

●

Wholesale work.

●

Hospitality service.

●

Bookkeeping.

●

Secretary.

●

Electronics assembly.

●

Cooking.

●

Baking.

College level programmes:
●

Human Resource Manager.

●

Accountant.

●

Marketing and Sales Manager.

●

Hotel Service Manager.

●

Computer System and Network Administrator.

●

Programmer.

●

Sign Language Interpreter.

There is a network of support centres across Latvia. These support centres are
located in Cēsis, Cīrava, Jelgava, Rēzekne, Daugavpils.

The tasks of the network of support centres are to:
●

Collect information regarding disabled people of the working age.

●

Inform people with disabilities about the services available at the
Social Integration State Agency.

●

Provide the professional adequacy tests.

●

Motivate people with disabilities to enter further studies and/or
employment.
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●

Investigate the regional labour market.

●

Provide professional training.

●

Assist disabled people in placement and job finding.
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The activities that help assist disabled people to find a job include:
●

Collection of information regarding placements and jobs available.

●

Job simulation training.

●

Negotiation with potential employers.

4. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem
Social Integration State agency, website – siva.gov.lv
Colleges, professional high school, rehabilitation centre
Financing Body: State institution subordinated to the Ministry of Welfare.
Project/programme target group(s): People with disabilities and predictable
disabilities.

5. Project/programme aims
The programme aims to encourage people with disabilities and predictable
disabilities to enter education and the labour market in order to provide them
with education and practice.

6. Outcomes of the project/programme
Beneficiaries of professional rehabilitation – people with disabilities and
predictable disabilities who have been given a recommendation from The State
Medical Commission for the Assessment of Health Condition and Working
Ability.
In the last five years SISA professional suitability determination service for the
state budget received 2,088 people with disabilities or predictable disabilities of
working age. 86% of them were recommended and got education in college or
a vocational secondary school.

7. Innovative factors
Schools and colleges organise a variety of activities for students, for example,
sporting events in which students learn various new things and become friends
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with other students. These measures have become very popular among
schoolchildren and students.
To ensure the Social Integration State Agency’s quality of service social partners
and NGOs are involved in service content development.

8. Recommendations
Provide education for more people with intellectual disabilities. They have the
possibility to study but there is no program that is made directly for them.
For the government: to provide more funding to be able to provide a more
effective service.

9. Opinions

The Latvian education sector and the welfare sector do not cooperate very well
and therefore, attempts should be made to improve their cooperation. To
develop new professional education training takes a long time and sometimes
it happens that training program for current profession has been established
but profession is no longer actual.
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CASE 3.2 EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT
MEASURE
1. Necessity/problem of the local community
In the municipality of Riga and across all of Latvia, there are many people with
disabilities who are unemployed, and who can’t find a job because of their
disabilities or they just don’t want to work. According to the State Employment
Agency Riga branch data on 30.09.2014 and the information from the State
Social Insurance Agency provided on 01.05.2013 the level of unemployment in
Latvia is 8.2%, equivalent to 79,104 unemployed people, including 8,442 people
with disabilities or 10.7% of the total unemployment figure.
The level of unemployment in Riga is 4.9%, equivalent to 15,599 unemployed
people, including 1,390 people with disabilities or 8.9% of the total
unemployment figure.

2. Project/programme general information
Title: Employment support measure
Area intervention: Riga Duration (if applicable): since 2013 till now

3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem
Name of organisation, website: Organisation of people with disabilities and
their friends “Apeirons”, www.apeirons.lv
Type of organisation: NGO of people with disabilities
Financing Body: Riga Municipality Welfare Department
Project/programme target group(s): People with disabilities who want to find a
job.

4. Project/programme aims
The Project aims to help people with disabilities from Riga municipality find a
job.
The service provided to each client to develop an individual support program to
help them find a job includes:
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1) Evaluation of the client:
- Analysis of the situation, the need/ problem determination.
- Assessment of the level of motivation.
- Professional suitability (client's personality type, ability, health status,
education and so on).
- Provision of information (about the labour market, the chosen
profession demanded, employment trends, and the requirements of
the profession, education opportunities, etc.).
2) If clients have low motivation levels then a plan is created so that they
can gain experience in their chosen field (It includes practice or
excursion in chosen working field area, training, consultations which
focus on the new social skills gained.
3) Individual job search plan preparation (aims and objectives
determination, preparation of activity plan).
4) Support for individual plan realisation:
-

Including consulting,
recommendations.

evaluating

results,

feedback

and

- Information about labour market news.
- Cooperation with other specialist in the interests of the client, the
necessary resources attraction (The State Employment Agency, nongovernmental organizations, etc.).
- Selection of suitable vacancies and offering the client interviews with
employers.
- Contacting and searching potential employers.
- Assistance in the preparation of documents, job search on the
Internet, etc.
5) Support for starting work.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project
Strengths:


People who help find a job for clients have disabilities and therefore,
they can better motivate clients.



Clients can get information about a job where they want to work.



Clients can get support.
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Weaknesses:


Many people don’t have the motivation to work.



There are not many companies who would like to give job
opportunities to people with disabilities.



The Service is currently only available in Riga municipality, but there
are more people in Latvia who would like to have this service.

6. Outcomes of the project/programme
Beneficiaries: in the years 2013 and 2014 the service received 246 clients. Out
of these, 64 (24%) found a job.

7. Innovative factors
For each client to have an individualised approach. Usually people who work
with clients are looking for something innovative where they can help them,
and clients are involved in the entire process to find a job step by step. With
the help of mentors, clients are learning the necessary things for finding a job,
for example, to write a CV, motivation letter, job interview technique and
practice in their chosen field, etc.

8. Recommendation
The government should play a larger role in promoting the employment of
people with disabilities and help and support them because there is now a very
large proportion of people with disabilities living on the benefits provided by
the government rather than looking for work.
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9. Opinions
Government does not contribute towards the employment system for people
with disabilities and it is difficult without state help to effectively promote
employment of people with disabilities.
Understanding of the employment of people with disabilities in local
government as well in the private sector is very low. Many are afraid to offer
jobs to disabled people because they still have stereotypes that people with
disabilities will not do the job very well, they often fall ill or believe that
workplace adaptation will cost a lot of money, etc.
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MALTA
CASE 4.1 ME2 – INTEGRATION OF
PERSONS WITH A DISABILITY IN
THE LABOUR MARKET
1. Necessity/problem of the local community
Disadvantage of disabled people in the job market and a lack of independence
of disabled people.

2. Project/programme general information
Title: ME2 – Integration of persons with a disability in the Labour Market;
Area intervention: Promoting an inclusive society, addressing labour market
distortions, ensuring that work pays and innovative activities.
Duration: 2008 – 2015.

3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem
Name of organisation, website: Agenzija Sapport (http://www.fsws.gov.mt/en/
sapport/Pages/welcome-support.aspx)
Kind of organisation: Public agency committed to enhancing the quality of life
of disabled people.
Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation
(schools, public bodies, research centres, etc.): National Commission persons
with a disability (KNPD); Employment and Training Corporation (ETC);
Financing Body: Government (former Ministry for Justice, Dialogue and the
Family); European Union;
Project/programme target group(s): People with disabilities, trainers of people
with disability, caregivers, enterprises, social enterprises, NGOs and
cooperatives, social partners and public administration.

4. Project/programme aims
Stages of implementation: Division of beneficiaries into two groups (first
group: people living in Day Centres subjected to individual care plans; second
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group: people trying to live as independently as possible, assisted at home and
subjected to training). Independent living skills (participants were helped in
order to be as independent as possible. The activities regarded: basic money
budgeting; basic cooking and nutritional needs, etc.). Seminars (participants
and their curators or significant people in their lives had the opportunity to
discuss together with the ETC, unions and employers about day to day
problems that people with disabilities face with respect to employment,
presentation of results and progress reports for the project). Workshops
(related mainly to: money management; independent living skills; job retention
skills). Conferences (events aimed at strengthening the relationship between
national agencies and employers). Skills audit and job matching (assessment of
every beneficiary’s skills; matching people to a tailor–made job). Vocational
Learning (courses held in relation to individual needs); Creation of a
Cooperative (ME2 which is still running and providing sheltered work
opportunities and training).
Methods used for implementation: Starting from the division among
beneficiaries, the project referred to a holistic approach in order to support the
social integration of disabled people and at the same time, their autonomy.
Accordingly, training and workshops were addressed to people with disabilities,
emphasizing the positive impact of work related activities. Meanwhile,
potential target groups could assist and participate in conferences aimed at
highlighting day to day problems affecting disabled people. The setting of ME2
Cooperative ensures the continuity of activities implemented, going beyond the
end of the project.
Methods used for monitoring and evaluation: Evaluation (number of:
beneficiaries, support workers, people with disability who benefitted from job
exposure and people who found a job).
5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project:
Strengths: recourse to plans addressed to individual, training, holistic approach
in relation to the inclusion of people with disabilities and setting of a reference
point for future actions in the field (ME2 Cooperative).
Weaknesses: an unclear set of methods used for monitoring, dissemination (for
instance: the lack of a website) and inadequate description of the results
achieved.
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6. Outcomes of the project/programme
Beneficiaries: 280 beneficiaries received training, 50 people found full-time or
part-time employment and 82 people benefitted from the job exposure.
Institution: participation in conferences and seminars by people with a
disability which theoretically implies more awareness about the problem.

7.
Innovati
ve factors
Considering
employment as
one
of
the
highest forms of
social inclusion.

8. Recommendation
More efforts in the follow-up of the project
and more attention towards dissemination.
9. Opinions
Staff of the organisation: “When they come
here they are very reserved. But then you see
them opening up and becoming more
independent. You see that smile on their face
as they become more sociable, when before
they would just want to stay home”. Samuel
Curmi and Anna Sciberras (Support Workers)
Beneficiaries: “I enjoy doing this. I like it that
I’m working and there are other people with me. We do good work” Christine
Bugeja
“We have a disability but we work as well as other people and are just as
capable.39” Steve Cassar

39http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20120613/local/Work-for-the-disabled.424046
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CASE
4.2
PERSONS
DISADVANTAGED SITUATIONS

IN

1. Necessity/problem of the local community
Employment rate among people with a disability

2. Project/programme general information:
Title: Persons in Disadvantaged Situations
(http://etc.gov.mt/Category/3/43/Persons_in_Disadvantaged_Situations.aspx).
Area intervention: training courses, job coaching and learning support
assistance.
Duration: not applicable

3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem:
Name of organisation, website: ETC – Employment & Training Corporation
(http://etc.gov.mt/index.aspx).
Type of organisation: Public entity.
Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation:
foundations and NGOs providing services to people with disabilities such as:
INSPIRE Foundation; Richmond Foundation Malta; Malta Chamber of
Commerce, Enterprise and Industry and Private companies.
Financing Body: Government; European Union.
Project/programme target groups: people with disabilities; families of people
with disabilities, enterprises and public administration.

4. Project/programme aims:
Stages of implementation: Registration (persons with disability must be listed
on the ETC Register of Disabled Persons, RDP Register). Assessment (an
occupational therapist assesses the person’s skills and possibly matches him
with available vacancies). Training (tailor-made courses in relation to people’s
needs, cooperative agreement with INSPIRE and Richmond Foundation for
intellectually disabled people and people suffering from mental illness). Job
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coaching and learning support assistance (service provided during the training
and the work period as well).
Methods used for implementation: collaboration with entities providing
services for people with disabilities and private companies, tailor-made services
for people with disabilities, eventual workshops and pilot actions.
Methods used for monitoring and evaluation: evaluation (employment rate of
people with disabilities and productivity).

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project
Strengths: person-centered approach, support provided to beneficiaries during
working period, dialogue with other social actors and target groups and
involvement in projects under ESF (see the ongoing JOB Bridge Programme
project).
Weaknesses: methods for monitoring and evaluation are difficult to establish,
lack of an illustration of results achieved, the need to exchange practices with
similar organizations in the EU area and possibility of people with disabilities to
find and retain jobs.

6. Outcomes of the project/programme
Beneficiaries: not mentioned;
Institution: more awareness about the unemployment of people with
disabilities.

7. Innovative factors
Job coaching, conceiving employment as a successful opportunity for social
integration, advocacy (ETC’s commitment aimed at increasing social awareness
about the low rate of employed people with a disability and engaging in
dialogue with other national entities, such as Malta Chamber of Commerce,
Enterprise and Industry).

8. Recommendations
More attention to the description of the outputs achieved, specifying the
methods used for monitoring and evaluation, more involvement in EU projects
(besides ESF) and providing objective analysis about job opportunities for
people with disabilities.
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9. Opinions:
“We are committed to help and support persons with disability to find and stay
in employment. Together with our project partner, sector NGO Inspire, we have
the experience to help these people become more independent and succeed in
life” – ETC Sheltered Employment Training staff.

Picture of Job Bridge Programme, an ongoing project under ESF coordinated by
ETC
Terms and names of official documents.
Day Centres: http://www.knpd.org/
Independent Supported
supportedliving.html

Living:

http://www.knpd.org/Issues/independent

Job Coaching: M. S. Daniel Tucker, Accommodation and Compliance Series: Job
Coaching in the Workplace, https://askjan.org/topics/jobcoaching.htm
Person-Centred Approach: http://www.bapca.org.uk/about/what-is-it.html
Sheltered Work: http://www.disabilitysecrets.com/resources/disability/howsheltered-work-affects-social-security-dis
Social Inclusion: http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/socialdevelopment/
brief/social-inclusion
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POLAND
CASE 5.1 JOB COACH AS AN
EFFECTIVE METHOD TO
INCREASE EMPLOYABILITY OF
DISABLED PEOPLE
1. Necessity/problem of the local community
The aim of the project is to improve the employability of people with
disabilities by developing, testing and implementing unified procedures for
recruitment, training, monitoring and management of the work of the Job
Coach as an effective form of professional activation of disabled people in the
open labour market. The project was implemented in 5 regions of Poland.

2. Project/programme general information
Title: Job Coach as an effective method to increase employability of disabled
people (in Polish: “Trener pracy jako sposób na zwiększenie zatrudnienia osób
niepełnosprawnych”): www.trenerpracy.eu
Area intervention: The search for new, effective methods for occupational
activation and prevention of social exclusion of people with disabilities.
Development of innovative methods for professional and social integration of
target groups requiring special support.
Duration: 31/12/2012 – 31/12/2014

3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem
Name of organisation, website: State Fund of Rehabilitation of Disabled People
(www.pfron.org.pl)
Type of organisation: Public administration organisation.
Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation:
Polish Forum of People with Disabilities (non-profit organisation)
www.pfon.org; Polish Association of Employers of People with Disabilities
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(association of employers) www.popon.pl; KARE Promoting Inclusion for People
with Intellectual Disabilities from Ireland (non-profit organisation) www.kare.ie
Financing Body: Project co-funded from the European Union within European
Structural Funds.
Project/programme target group: People with disabilities, aged 15-64, with
moderate or heavy level of disability and are unemployed.

4. Project/programme aims
Stages of implementation:
Final product of the project:
Congeneric set of tools enabling the organisation, monitoring and management
of the work of the Job Coach. Final product consists of three elements:
-

tools needed for recruitment of Job Coaches

-

tools needed for the training of Job Coaches

-

tools for monitoring and management of work of Job Coaches

To achieve the main goal the following stages of implementation were
proposed:
1. Knowledge acquisition in the field of supported employment models
in order to develop a preliminary version of the final product based
on the model of supported employment in the country of the foreign
partner (Ireland).
2. Development of the conception of the supported employment model
– guidelines regarding services provided by the Job Coach with the
aim to realise active employment policy.
3. Evaluation of the proposed supported employment model in a group
of 72 job coaches.
4. To grant access to knowledge and raising awareness about the
supported employment model among representatives of local
authorities, regional and central institutions acting in the field of
social policy, NGOs, associations of employers.
Methods used for implementation:


Recruitment of regional mentors - 5 people experienced in the field
of supported employment model with the aim to elaborate tools
needed for selection of job coaches.
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Recruitment of job coaches – 72 people from 5 regions of Poland.



Organisation of offices and work of job coaches and mentors.



Recruitment of 480 disabled people for the pilot phase of the project.



Organisation of trainings for job coaches and mentors (including
translation of foreign publications regarding the supported
employment model into Polish).



Pilot phase of preliminary version of the final product –testing of
supported employment model.



Evaluation of the pilot phase of the project by experts.



Study visits in Ireland – foreign partner of the project.



Organisation of panel meeting and workgroups with the aim to
elaborate on a final version of the project product: first workgroup
with experts from NGOs working in the field of professional and
social elicitation of people with disabilities (PwD), second workgroup
with representatives of public administration, employers and
scientists experienced in the field of employment of people with
disabilities.

Methods used for monitoring and evaluation:


Internal evaluation – ongoing evaluation using qualitative and
quantitative methods. Evaluation criteria: accuracy, usefulness,
efficiency, productivity.



External evaluation – done by external company and carried out after
the pilot phase of the project. Evaluation criteria: accuracy,
efficiency, impact, sustainability of the results, methodology
assessment.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project
Strengths:


Innovation in the field of forms of support and thematic problems;
individualised approach.



Wide spectrum of beneficiaries – target group of 480 people, 72 job
coaches trained.



Impact on national legislation – development of amendment to the
law on professional and social rehabilitation of people with
disabilities with the aim of achieving systemic acknowledgement of
job coach services.
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Weaknesses/obstacles during implementation of the project:




The supported employment model was not fully recognised in
Poland.
Insufficient cooperation of entities acting in the field of employability
of PwD, especially NGOs with public organisations.
Lack of previous systemic solutions regarding utilisation of potential
of PwD on the open labour market.

6. Outcomes of the project/programme
Beneficiaries:





Active support of 480 PwD during pilot phase of the project:
motivation to work, raising awareness regarding working potential of
PwD, definition of individual professional predispositions,
preparation to work, contact with psychologist, direct information on
possible benefits, support in CV writing.
Establishment of 5 regional offices of job coaches.
Better cooperation of different institutions working for the needs of
PwD, defined tools to adopt.

Institution:



Standardisation and acknowledgement of the work of job coaches.
More individualised offer of support for people with disabilities.



Impact on national legislation.

7. Innovative factors
Considering the lack of system solutions regulating the functional model of
supported employment and insufficient standardisation of these solutions, the
innovation of proposed solutions exists in terms of:


Problem – lack of unified requirements regulating recruitment and
training standards of people, providing professional and individual
assistance to people with disabilities in the field of transfer to
workplace and maintaining the job.



Forms of support – final product of the project - consist of three sets
of tools needed for recruitment, training and monitoring of the work
of job coaches. Until now, no public or private institution in Poland
has exploited such individualised and multi-profile approach in the
field of employment of PwD.
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Target group – qualification of PwD to the project is based not only
on the certificate of disability, but also with opinions from the job
coach describing individual needs of the given person.

8. Recommendations
Recommendations which stem from the project:


Establishment of a national association made up of entities engaged
in and responsible for supported employment processes.



Exact definition of target group to whom the support is addressed.



Standardised and common competency profile, roles and methods
for training of people working with people with disabilities.



Development of methods needed for monitoring and management of
work of professional assistants of people with disabilities.

9. Opinions

(source: http://www.trenerpracy.eu/galeriawizyty-studyjne-w-irlandii-2/)

(source: http://www.trenerpracy.eu/konsultacje-spoleczne-2/)
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CASE 5.2 SUPPORT IN OBTAINING
EDUCATION AT HIGHER LEVEL
1. Necessity/problem of the local community
The aim of the initiative is to improve standards of education for disabled
students and post-graduate students to ensure their full participation in the
educational process and better adjustment to requirements of the labour
market.

2. Project/programme general information
Title: “Support in obtaining
education
at
higher
level”
(http://www.medyk.edu.pl/kategor
ie/niepelnosprawni)
Area intervention: Creation of
better
learning
conditions,
improving accessibility for disabled
students, raising awareness among
students,
academics
and
administrative staff about different
educational needs, provision of psychological support, career guidance and
legal assistance
Duration: On-going initiative, developed during each school semester

3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem:
Name of organisation, website: WyższaSzkołaBiznesuiNauk o Zdrowiu (The
Academy of Business and Health Sciences) www.medyk.edu.pl
Type of organisation: University
Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation: Not
applicable
Some activities (like training and workshops) are organised thanks to
cooperation with NGOs experienced in different special needs, such as the
Foundation Institute for Regional Development (http://firr.org.pl/) and the
Polish Association of The Deaf in Łódź (www.pzg.org.pl)
Financing Body: State Fund of Rehabilitation of Disabled People (public
administration organisation)
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Project/programme target groups: Disabled and non-disabled students,
academics, administrative staff

4. Project/programme aims
Stages of implementation:


Establishment of the Department for Students Needs.



On-going support of the Representative of the Rector for Disabled
Students.



Financial support for disabled students.



Purchase of equipment for rental and specialised software to
facilitate the education of people with special needs.



Improving accessibility for disabled students.



Participation in training, workshops and conferences in the field of
needs of disabled learners.

Methods used for implementation:


Legal assistance regarding the rights of people with disabilities and
applying for university and non-university funds.



Creation of equipment rental with devices supporting the education
of disabled students.



Circulation desk adjusted to the needs of disabled students
(specialised software enabling the use of the library resources).



Career consulting (how to apply for a job, CV writing, selfpresentation, job interviews, tests of professional qualification).



Healthy lifestyle guidance and psychological support (motivation,
raising self-esteem).



Training and workshops addressed not only to disabled students but
to the whole university community including academics and
administration staff.

The most important activities taking place in school year 2014/2015 were:
- Workshops addressed to the staff of higher educational institutions
HEI regarding awareness of disability issues, run by the Foundation
Institute of Regional Development.
- Courses of Polish Sign Language (basic level) for two groups:
administrative staff and students, run by a representative of the
Polish Association of the Deaf in Łódź.
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Participation in national conferences devoted to the needs of
disabled people, i.e. Scientific Conference “Education of the Deaf –
yesterday, today and tomorrow” on 20-21/03/2015.

Methods used for monitoring and evaluation: At the beginning of each school
year WSBiNoZ carries out the needs analysis among their students regarding
their expectations on education requirements. Furthermore, appropriate
evaluation is conducted at the end of each semester to assess the level of
satisfaction and to diagnose further areas requiring intervention.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project
Strengths:
 Individualised approach, effective support of students with
disabilities.
 Cooperation with different NGOs, training is often run by people with
disabilities.
 Focus on better integration of whole university community.
Weaknesses/obstacles during implementation of the project:
 There is still a lot of work to be done. Buildings an d interiors require
more architectonic adjustments.
 Cooperation of students with neurological disorders, such as epilepsy
was the most difficult because being afraid of social ostracism they
decide not to ask for help.


Academics and students are not always eager to work together
during different workshops and training.

6. Outcomes of the project/programme
Beneficiaries:
 Visible support in the educational process (special equipment,
counselling, financial grants).
 Better understanding of different needs.
 Good integration of students’ community.
Institution:
 Wider educational offer for the whole community (more open
environment).
 Better understanding of different educational needs.
 Overcoming barriers, the fight against stereotypes.
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7. Innovative factors
Focus on overcoming social barriers. All of the
training and workshops are addressed to the
whole university community: disabled and nondisabled students, academics and administrative
staff. It creates opportunities for better
understanding of each group and helps with
overcoming the stereotypes. Training is mostly run
by external parties (not by institutional human
capacity) which has a positive impact on the school
environment (perspective from outside, not only from inside, possibility of
sharing good practices).

8. Recommendations
Recommendations which stem from the project:


Support for students should be
psychological, didactical guidance.



Importance of social climate at the university - good atmosphere,
integrated community affects positively on the educational process.



Cooperation with external parties, non-government institutions
experienced in providing equal opportunities.

complex

including

legal,

Opinions
Mrs Żaneta Włochyńska (Director of
Dean’s Office) taking part in the course of
Polish Sign Language – “thanks to the sign
language learning I’ve better met the world
of The Deaf. Although at the beginning of
learning this language had seemed to be
difficult and quite complicated for me, it
quickly became apparent that it was
completely different. Proceeding classes
and new acquainted phrases and signs made me realise that learning any other
foreign languages, i.e. English or German, we are not even aware the sign
language, which is in fact also foreign language, let us contact with other Poles.
Personally, I think I gained a lot thanks to this course because you never know
where and with who you will be studying, working or chatting...”
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SPAIN
CASE 6.1 WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS
AND ADJUSTMENTS
1. Necessity of the national community
Spain’s 2003 Law on Equality of Opportunities, Non-Discrimination and
Universal Accessibility of Persons with Disabilities provides for reasonable
adjustment. Under this law, “ajuste razonable” is defined as “the measures of
accommodating the physical, social and attitudin al environment to the
specific needs of persons with disabilities which, in effective and practical form
and without supposing a disproportionate burden, facilitate the accessibility or
participation of a person with a disability in equal conditions as the rest of the
citizenry” (paragraph 7.c). Still, lack of accessibility, including accessibility of
workplaces is one of the areas in which discrimination towards people with
disabilities occurs, according to the Human Rights and Disability Spain Report
2012 made by CERMI (www.convenciondiscapacidad.es).

Project general information
Title: APTRA - Workplace Adjustments, Solutions and Technical Aids
(Adaptación de puestos de trabajo, recomendaciones y ayudas técnicas )
Area of intervention: Improvement of the quality of employment of people
with disabilities. Promotion of labour integration of people with disability.
Duration: The project was launched in 2007.

2. Organisation that implemented the project to solve the problem
ONCE Foundation: http://www.fundaciononce.es/
Employment for people with disabilities and the promotion of "Universal
Accessibility" are the two priority objectives of the ONCE Foundation. Its
principal objective is to implement integration programmes of work-related
training and employment for people with disabilities, and universal
accessibility,
promoting
the
creation
of
universally
accessible environments, products and services.
APTRA forms part of the global project in support of the labour integration and
the
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improvement in quality of employment of people with disabilities lead by the
ONCE Foundation and co-financed by the European Regional Development
Fund Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation
are Vía Libre and Technosite, Fundosa Group companies, and FSC-Inserta with
the collaboration of professionals from ONCE, FEAFES and FEAPS Madrid.

3. Project
The project was developed in a few
stages. Firstly, a study was
conducted by the Human Resources Department of the ONCE Foundation and
Fundosa Group in order to ensure the confidentiality required by the Organic
Law on Data Protection. One h undred workplaces of people with different
types of disabilities, different percentage of disability and type of positions
were selected. Additionally, were selected and studied twenty work centres
that applied the Global Accessibility UNE 170000 norm. The reports
summarised the difficulties encountered and the solutions implemented to
resolve them.
A functional assessment of all the cases was made, taking into account the
requirements of the performed tasks associated with each job function and
capabilities of workers and mismatches were reported. Information on the
adjustments made/to be made was collected and appropriate
recommendations were developed. These recommendations ranged from the
incorporation of technical assistance, including furniture, to changes in
environment or work organisation. General recommendations related to
occupational health and/or prevention of risks were also added.
Moreover, there were developed:


List of requirements and capabilities: based on the International
Classification of Functioning and Health (ICF - WHO 2001).



Technical Guide of Accessibility in workplaces. Finally software
application was developed and tested.



Technical Aid Catalogue: This catalogue has been grown and modified
with the use of the tool and the appearance/ disappearance of
products on the market.



Other recommendations: made with the support of FEAFES and
FEAPS Madrid.
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5. Main Strenghts and weaknesses of the Project
Strengths of the project are as follows:


It provides solutions for people with different types of disabilities
(visual, auditory, physical, organic disorders and mental illnesses) and
therefore, the recommendations encompass a whole range of issues.



It shares with other organisations and companies the experience in
recruiting of people with disabilities and solving the problems that
arise, providing good practice cases.



It is a useful guide to follow for companies that want to hire people
with disabilities.

On the other hand, the weaknesses of the project are:


The project itself raises a lot of problematic areas that may scare
employers.



It mainly uses the experience of the companies where visually
impaired people work.



Without a social awareness campaign, the results of this project can
only be available to those companies that initially want to hire people
with disabilities and therefore, have access to the study.

6. Outcomes of the project
 Recommendations on how to adjust various business environments
and various jobs held by people with disabilities have been
elaborated.
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 Quality of jobs has been improved, which has increased productivity in
the companies.
 Good practice cases of workplace adjustments have been collected
and made available to human resources departments of the
companies, in particular, and the social partners, in general.

7. Innovation
 The Internet-based tool has become a real support for the integration
of people with disabilities into the companies by providing
information and recommendations on how to adjust workplaces in
order to eliminate possible difficulties for people with disabilities.
 It has contributed to the incorporation of people with disabilities into
the workplace, facilitating matches between requirements, job
demands and skills of employees.

8. Recommendations
The general recommendation is for non-governmental organisations to lobby
the authorities of different levels responsible for accessibility of workplaces to
control meeting the requirements of the Spanish legislation in this area. It
should create a system of incentives for companies that hire people with
disabilities and make reasonable adjustments in the workplace.

9. Opinions
See the part about strengths and weaknesses of the project.
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CASE 6.2 “SEARCH FOR A JOB 2.0”
WORKSHOPS
1. Necessity of the local community
One of the main needs identified by the Sinèrgia Laboral Employment Service
of MESTRAL-COCEMFE through conducting interviews in order to develop a
personal itinerary of the users of our employment service is the lack of the
knowledge about how to use ICT tools to activ ely search for employment by
many of the people who come to our department.

2. Project general information
Title: “Search for a Job 2.0” Workshops
Area of intervention: Upgrading of qualifications of people with disabilities.
Career guidance.
Duration: The course duration is 15 hours (with possible extension through
successive workshops or individual sessions tailored to the needs of
participants). The project was launched in 2013.

3. Organisation that implemented the project to solve the problem
MESTRAL-COCEMFE Tarragona, an umbrella organisation for Associations of
persons with physical disabilities and organic disorders. Website:
www.mestralonline.org
MESTRAL-COCEMFE is a non-profit organisation declared of public interest.
Other entities and public authorities participate in the project providing classes
with computer equipment and disseminating the information about workshops
to civil society.
The workshops are free of charge for participants. The principal funding of the
entity is through grants of public and/or private bodies as well private
donations.
The project targets people with a certified degree of disability equal/greater
than 33% or permanent disability. They can be unemployed or looking for a
better job. It is designed mainly for people with physical disabilities and/or
organic disorders, although people with other types of disabilities can also take
part in the workshops. The project is primarily aimed at the users registered
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with the Sinèrgia Laboral Employment Service of MESTRAL-COCEMFE without
previous knowledge or with limited knowledge of the job search methods and
tools using ICTs.

4. Project
The main stages of the project are:
●

Analysis and detection of the participants’ needs to upgrade their
skills or acquire new techniques of active job search through new
technologies. It is done through individualised interviews of the users
of the employment service or those who claim to participate in the
workshops responding to advertisements made by the entity.

●

Development of the workshops.

●

Monitoring of students’ progress after completion of workshops.

The contents of the course developed in the sessions have focused on:
●

CV preparation, updating and revisions, its storage in the external
memory in Word and PDF format.

●

Creation, maintenance and management of an email account.

●

Registration at job search web portals.

●

Search for jobs on the Internet and registration for job offers.

●

Job search through social networking.

During the project implementation, it used a practical, interactive,
participatory, individualised and personalised methodology because the main
objective of the project is that participants acquire the knowledge they need to
be able to autonomously manage their active job search, without having to go
to a counsellor whenever they need to update their CV or sign up for a job
offer.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project
The main strength of the project is based on the methodology used because
participants acquire the necessary skills for active job searching using new
technology in an autonomous and independent manner. Another strength is
the rapport established between the trainer and the student because the
trainer is not only limited to expose theoretical knowledge but also offers
support and clears the doubts of learners. One more strong point of the project
is the interaction between participants and the social relationships established
during the workshops: students discuss their questions and problems and help
each other in solving them.
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Among the principal weaknesses that have been detected during the
implementation of the workshops, it can be mentioned that in such
heterogeneous groups there are participants with different levels of knowledge
and there are learners who need additional hours to complete the programme
of the workshop. Another weakness detected is the difficulty to create groups
and convince users in need to use new technologies to look for a job when
changes occurred in the traditional labour market. The main difficulty or
weakness is the lack of own facilities to develop workshops and the project
depends on the availability of spaces and equipment provided by other entities
and public bodies.

6. Outcomes of the project
● It has raised awareness and promoted the use of job search
techniques appropriate to the current situation in the labour market.

● Personalised counselling has been improved and labour inclusion
itineraries tailored to the participants’ needs have been developed.

● Employability of project participants has been enhanced.
● Training resources, information and consultation concerning labour
market regulations have been provided.
● Use of new technologies among the group of people with disabilities
has been promoted.

● Self-esteem, autonomy and independence of participants have been
promoted, thereby improving the quality of life of people with
disabilities and enhancing their capabilities and their active
participation in society.

● Communication and social skills of people with disabilities have been
developed.

7. Innovative factors
●

●
●

Adaptation of the workshop content to the real needs of each
participant, without inclusion of the topics that a student has
mastered, and influencing and developing in depth the topics he/she
doesn’t know.
The project aims to train students to actively search for a job in an
autonomous and independent manner.
Personalised follow-up after completing the programme of
workshops for students to further consolidate and practice the
acquired knowledge.
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8. Recommendations
Before the changes in the traditional way of looking for a job (an unsolicited
applicant delivering CVs by hand, telephoning, job offers placed on bulletin
boards, etc.), right now we are witnessing a change of direction with the use of
new technologies, creation of employment web portals, job sections on the
websites of the major companies that offer jobs. To increase the chances of
finding a job for our users it is highly advised to promote the use of information
and communication technology and provide our users with this knowledge.
As for the methodology used to achieve this objective, it is advised to use a
practical methodology in which special prominence is given to the student and
the trainer supports students during the sessions providing answers to the
problems that may arise. It is recommended to use simple vocabulary in order
to provide accessible communication to all the participants regardless of their
academic level or knowledge and that workshop participants who have had
little or no contact with computers become familiar with them as well as
discover their benefits in the process of active job searching.

9. Opinions:
Representative of MESTRAL-COCEMFE:
“The project has been a success due to
the level of commitment and
involvement of the participants. During
the follow-up evaluation, it was
detected that the students continued to
deepen their knowledge seeking for
new web portals and job offers through
the Internet and social networks”.
Workshop participant: “After the
workshop, I myself can update my CV,
save changes, submit my CV via email,
search for online offers and register at
job portals on the internet and
company websites. Besides, the workshops have helped me to meet people
who are in a situation similar to mine and we could share our problems and
experiences and even continue our relationship through social networks to
inform our ex group-mates of possible jobs and news related to the labour
market world”.
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TURKEY
CASE
7.1
DISABLED
CENTRE PROJECT

YOUTH

1. Necessity/problem of the local community:
Due to the lack of a suitable place for joint meetings, information sharing,
access to information, consultation, socialising or social activities, university
students with various disabilities were having difficulties in improving their
personal, social and employability skills. Therefore, to give the disabled
students opportunities to organise, soc ialise and have access to various
services, such as psychological consultation or sports, a conveniently accessible
one-point of services and contact was needed to help them overcome their
personal or group difficulties.

2. Project/programme general information:
Title: Disabled Youth Centre Project
Area intervention: A disabled students’ centre was to be set up with specially
designed and equipped computers, exercise or art activity spaces to provide all
disabled university students with a joint place to organise, have access to
information and consultation services and enable them to have some personal
and social activities of their interest.

Duration: Initially a two year project. But the services are to be maintained
constantly by continuous university and/or other joint funding supporters.
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3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem:
Name of organisation: Adiyaman University.
Kind of organisation: university.
Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation:
Ministry of Youth and Sports.
Financing Body: Adiyaman University and Ministry of Youth and Sports.
Project/programme target group(s): Disabled Students.

4. Project/programme aims:
Stages of implementation: The initial project plan was developed by
contribution of all student and staff representatives from all university
departments. At every stage of the project implementation, students and staff
advices were sought until full completed and running of the services.
Methods used for implementation: A disabled youth centre was built in the
middle of the campus for ease of access, necessary equipment was bought for
common use and specialist personnel were assigned for consultation and
guidance.
Methods used for monitoring and evaluation: Methods used for monitoring
and evaluation: The project was monitored by a special inspector working for
the Sports and Culture Department of the University of Adiyaman.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project:
Strengths: One point of contact and services, specifically designed multimedia
computers for the disabled and ease of access.
Weaknesses: There aren’t any. Yet, the project could include all disabled
groups living in the city, the centre could be built bigger or larger for use of all
the disabled and provide more services, such as swimming pools, fitness salons
and special facilities for children, etc.

6. Outcomes of the project/programme:
Presently, the students are better organised amongst themselves, having more
contact with each other and therefore, they are better able to share and
express their concerns to the appropriate services and organisations as well as
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being involved in and organising joint
activities regularly. Due to the better
access to information and consultation
services, they are improving their
personal, social and employability skills.
Beneficiaries: The disabled students,
their families, local community and local
businesses.

Institution: Adiyaman University, Adiyaman City Municipality, Adiyaman Work
and Labour Institute, Adiyaman Social Policy and Families Institute, Adiyaman
Youth and Sports Institute.

7. Innovative factors:
Other local institutions and civil society
institutions are copying the project for their
services to the disabled.

8. Recommendation(s):
In order to enable people with disabilities to
access decent work, and emerge from poverty,
targeted action should be taken to promote
access of people with disabilities to education,
skills development and life-long learning.
To promote socially inclusive systems that
include people with disabilities on an equal
basis with others, their specific requirements
should be taken into account to facilitate their participation in society and
employment.

9. Opinions (of the staff of the organisation and beneficiaries):
The disabled students and staff at the centre find it is an excellent project for
the disabled, the local community and local businesses. They recommend
similar projects to be set up all over the city, the region and the country.
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CASE 7.2 DISABLED PEOPLE IN THE
LABOUR MARKET
1. Necessity/problem of the local community:
Due to legal requirements, business needs, equal opportunities policies or just
out of social resp onsibility, many employers try to employ disabled people. Yet
it may sometimes be hard for businesses to contact them, due to not having
access to appropriate networks or channels. On the other hand, disabled
people with various skills or qualifications may desire to work, while having the
same difficulties in finding a job suitable to their personal needs or skills.
Furthermore, disabled people may spot an appropriate job fitting their
qualification, skills and the disability, yet they may not have any experience in
CV preparation, presentation or just unable to express their abilities due to
various accessibility, disability or communication problems. Therefore, there is
a high need to bridge the gap for the benefit of all sides, the market needs and
the social responsibility needs.

2. Project/programme general information:
Title: I Am in the Labour Market too
Area intervention: To bridge
the gaps between the
demands of the business
world and the various needs
of the disabled people who
desire and are able to work,
but have difficulty in reaching
their employment goals, a
non-profit
social
responsibility project was set
up by a human resources
company and its several partners to help all sides by using the information and
communication technologies of the time. The social responsibility project uses
a virtual job market meeting platform by maintaining a ‘written’ or ‘video CV’
database through which employers are able to search for the disabled worker
fitting their employment requirements, while the disabled labourers do not
have to take the trouble of traveling to several places for job applications which
might not fit their skills or type of disability anyway. Therefore, the project
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platform by maintaining ‘isdunyasindabendevarim.com’ web service makes job
seeking and finding experiences for the disabled smoother and easier. In
reaching the goals of helping more disabled people get work, the platform’s
sponsors and volunteers firstly help disabled job-seekers prepare a written or
video CV in pre job interview format and put it on their database. Then, they
advertise their social responsibility project through TV channels and radio
programmes, newspaper articles, employment fairs, business associations, local
authorities, labour organisations, disability organisations, social communication
networks, etc. to increase the supply and demand for more disabled workers.
Duration: The project is in its 5th year running successfully. The services are
maintained constantly by continuous funding support from various funding and
partner sponsorship sources.

3. Organisation that implemented the project/programme to solve the
problem:
Name of organisation: INKA (Human Resources Company) and Partners.
Kind of organisation: Social Responsibility Platform.
Other organisations that have participated in the project implementation:
Jooble, IMC medical, Ake, Tele Medic, Leeta, Medi Kalbim, Vini, Medros
Medikal, Proted, Kyrangora, Çağın Ofis Mobilyaları, Ofis Mobilya, Engelsiz
Banyo, Elegan, Niobel Turism, Liftsa, SPM, Istanbul Rotary Club, BELMO.
Financing Body: INKA, Jooble and Partner Businesses.
Project/programme target group(s): Disabled Job Seekers and Businesses.
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4. Project/programme aims:
Stages of implementation:
The initial idea of the project
was developed out of social
responsibility concerns of the
INCA
(Human
Resources
Company) for employment
problems of the disabled.
Then, to be able to make the
project as effective and
comprehensive as possible for the benefit of the disabled people a number of
likely partner organizations were contacted for collaboration and support.
After a number of communication and meetings with the organizations and
getting their pledge of partnership, support and contributions to the project,
the project was initiated and started to run successfully. Presently, the project
is fully functional and running successfully in partnership with all supporting
organisations.
Methods
used
for
implementation: A disabled
employment network was
set up in Istanbul for project
work to be carried out,
necessary equipment and
software were bought for
use and specialist personnel
and
volunteers
were
assigned
for
services,
consultation and guidance.
Methods
used
for
monitoring and evaluation:
The project was monitored by project partners and sponsors.

5. Main strengths and weaknesses of the project:
Strengths: One point of contact and services, specifically designed for the
needs of the disabled, ease of access.
Weaknesses: Not many weaknesses.
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6. Outcomes of the project/programme:
As a result of the project, hundreds of disabled people could find a job they
could not dream of before.
Beneficiaries: The disabled job seekers, their families, the local community and
businesses.
Institution: http://www.isdunyasindabendevarim.com/

7. Innovative factors
Other institutions and civil society institutions are replicating the project for
their servicesto the disabled.

8. Recommendation(s):
In order to enable people with disabilities to access decent work, and emerge
from poverty, targeted action should be taken to promote access of people
with disabilities to education, skills development and life-long learning.
To promote socially inclusive systems that include people with disabilities on an
equal basis with others, their specific
requirements should be taken into account
to facilitate their participation in society and
employment.

9. Opinions (of the staff of the
organisation
and
beneficiaries):
The disabled job seekers and people who
found work through the platform find it an
excellent project for the disabled, the local community and businesses. They
recommend similar projects to be set up all over the country.
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
CONCLUSIONS
The good practice cases provided in this document and the recommendations
made, in spite of their diversity, reveal common problems in the countries of
the partnership.

GREECE
Since 2007, Greece has been following the National Action Plan, which included
the development of human capital of people with disabilities. However, there is
not a broader database for recording those people who join programs, both
regionally and locally. Although the training of people with disabilities is
theoretically possible in the various technical institutions, but in practice there
are not the appropriate tools or necessary infrastructure. In the public sector a
percentage has been set for the number of disabled people working in the
organisation; however, in the private sector, this has been overlooked multiple
times. People with disabilities have been integrated into mainstream education
and receive special lessons by qualified teachers, except in certain cases that
arise within special schools. In recent years, the Greek government has focused
on special education and training and has hired several experts to assist in the
integration of people with disabilities. However, there is a lack of accessible
equipment, even in public premises. In other words, we have the right theories,
but it is not put into practice effectively.

ITALY
Italian laws, in particular, law numbers 104/1992 and 68/1999, and the
ratification of the UN convention for persons with disability in 2007 are really
important for the inclusion of people with disability, but as usually happens,
they remain theory. In the majority of the cases, labour integration is
theoretical, not because of discrimination or unwillingness, but because it is
difficult from a practical point of view: to gather every aspect, for instance, the
wishes of the disabled person to work in a certain place, his/her skills and
characteristics, the availability of the workplace, the bureaucracy and the
worker training, in order to welcome the colleague with disability.
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The practical actions that have been undertaken, not only in Italy, have to be
known because they can be repeated and improved, but they can also be
changed and adapted to the new context. As this report shows, each partner
could find examples of at least two good practices that were useful for aiding
the integration of disabled people, which can be used as recommendations.
The best characteristic of a recommendation is that it can be repeated in the
same way or it can be modified based on the needs of the person, his/her
identity and wishes, but always in the framework of an independent life.

LATVIA
Our organisation addresses employment issues for disabled people, many of
whom come to our organisation with the aim of finding a job and we do our
best in order to accomplish this.
By interviewing and talking to people who are looking for job, we have found
that many of them do not have experience and knowledge about how to search
for jobs using technologies, such as computers, especially the elderly people
with disabilities. The reason for this is that many of them do not know how to
use a computer. It would be good to provide them with basic training about
how to use computers and we could also include training about searching for
jobs on the internet, as demonstrated by the Spanish project “Search for a job
2.0”.
Another important thing is to get the experience employers ask for which also
allows a disabled person to understand if he/she likes a profession. A good
example of how people with and without disabilities can get experience is
voluntary work, as in the Greek example “Good Practice for Strengthening
volunteerism” where people can learn how to work or similar to the Italian
project “Tasting Training” where people can learn and work and We could use
the recommendations provided for these projects to help people with
disabilities find a job.

MALTA
Maltese organisations are hesitant to hire disabled people. This is
because of the negative stereotypes associated with people affected by
disabilities and it is assumed that they are not as good or capable as
other employees. However, the “Me2” project has helped to
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demonstrate that disabled people can work just as well as other people
and are equally capable. Also, an approach similar to the Italian
initiatives could be useful in the Maltese context by providing a job
placement service, which can assist disabled students and recent
graduates to find jobs. This type of service can assist students with
finding internships, which award certificates at the end, demonstrating
the skills learnt and enhancing future job applications. Furthermore, the
Spanish workplace solutions and adjustment project could also be a
useful idea for improving accessibility and removing the discrimination of
disabled people, so that organisations will comply with all equal
opportunities legislation and can help integrate disabled people into the
workplace. Finally, the “I Am in the Labour Market too” initiative in
Turkey can be a valuable example of a medium which brings disabled
people and organisations together and facilitates the inclusion of
disabled people in employment. Nevertheless, it would be useful to
provide tips on CV writing and include a CV checking service to
demonstrate the capabilities of disabled people in the best light.
Therefore, we are optimistic that the outcomes of the Integration
through Learning project, highlighting the issues faced by disabled
people attempting to find employment, will be recognised by society, so
that they can be successfully integrated into the workplace.

POLAND
Despite many different actions taken in Poland and serious political changes in
the 1990s, people with disabilities are still less educated and less competitive in
the labour market. Based on the research and national analysis, the main
difficulties stem from: changeable law, stereotypical thinking and insufficient
education – outdated offers, especially in the field of vocational education,
deficiencies in soft skills as well as in life skills and lack of experience with
modern techniques of searching for a job4041. For this reason, any initiative
focused on social inclusion, which offers a holistic approach, such as the “Me2”
40

Analiza sytuacji osób niepełnosprawnych w Polsce i Unii Europejskiej. Raport przygotowany w
ramach projektu „Zatrudnienie osób niepełnosprawnych – perspektywy wzrostu. PFRON,
Warszawa, 2013.
41 Badania wpływu kierunku i poziomu wykształcenia na aktywność zawodową osób
niepełnosprawnych, PFRON, Warszawa.
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project developed in Malta, is highly recommended for Poland. Furthermore,
more attention should be paid to the actions which increase employability of
disabled people by offering them active tools, enabling them to find a job, such
as in the “I am in the Labour Market too” project implemented in Turkey.
However, it should be noted that even if a number of new activities are
proposed, but nothing is done to overcome the stereotypes, people with
disabilities probably would not notice any significant changes in their situation
in the labour market. Therefore, we hope that the results of the Integration
through Learning project, which raises the above-mentioned issues, will be
positively received and acknowledged by society.

SPAIN
Concerning the cases of good practice presented by the partners of this project,
we can say that all the countries that belong to the welfare state have followed
a parallel path in terms of legal protection of disabled people and their right to
social integration and labour. In Spain, for example, it was done through
adopting the LISMI in 1982 and its extension that led to the current General
Law on Disabilities (2013).
All proposals for good practice cases presented by the partner countries of this
project are very interesting, with proposals for career counselling, creating
individualised career paths and support in finding employment; actions that
have been developing for years in Spain both by public employment services
and by numerous specialised institutions working in this sector.
We highlight for its innovation the project from Poland "Support to obtain
higher education level" for one further step in the normalisation of the disabled
(including counselling and support for students with disabilities at the
University to help them obtain the academic qualification) with awarenessraising activities towards students in general, their faculties and employees of
the University.
On the other hand, we would also commend the project from Turkey "I am in
the labour market too" because it incorporates mainstream companies into the
process of labour insertion (connecting employers with workers with disabilities
through an online platform), and also because it promotes the use of ICT for job
searching.
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To conclude, we think that both in our country and in the other partner
countries of the project, the biggest weakness is that workers with disabilities
do not reach mainstream companies in most cases because of prejudice and
psychosocial barriers that still exist in society in general and the business world
in particular, so we should put more emphasis on establishing awareness
programs in business to break stereotypes and to demonstrate the value, the
spirit of effort and improvement as well as the competitiveness of people with
disabilities in the workplace with their adaptations and adjustments and
integration with co-workers without disabilities.

TURKEY
This module contains invaluable information on how to have a decent attitude
and display appropriate behaviour towards disabled people at a local, national
and global level. In this framework, there is also a greater need for personal
and institutional action to bring more disabled people into the labour force for
them to have a better income, social status and financial well-being. Thus, it is
essential to spread, implement and support projects like “I am in the labour
market too” throughout the country and around the world.
On the other hand, being of a specific and general interest as well as providing
input, solutions and regulations, these good practice cases surpass borders and
regulations, also specific and general. We hope that the good practice cases
described can be useful for all the project partners, because the interaction
between entities with the same or similar objectives promotes their general
enrichment. Likewise, administrative and governmental actions of some
countries with more advanced legislation concerning the issue of social
normalization* of people with disabilities can serve as a model and incentive to
work with other governments with less developed legislation. All of this is
aimed at achieving full normalization of people with disabilities, both within
and out of the European Union.

* The term used is taken from "The Principle of Normalization: History and
Experiences in Scandinavian Countries," Kent Ericsson. Presentation ILSMH
Congress, Hamburg 1985.
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ITALY
LEGISLATION AND RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
PROJECT RESOURCES
Published resources


Wheatley, M. and Pabsch, A. (2012) Sign Language Legislation in the
European Union, Edition II, Brussels, EUD (European Union of the
Deaf)



Ambrosetti, U. (2009) Leggi a favore delle persone con problemi di
udito e prevenzione del danno da rumore, Associazione Ascolta e Vivi,
Cologno Monzese, Gruppo Stampa GB srl

Internet resources


Law 118/71 http://www.handylex.org/stato/l300371.shtml



Law 517/77 http://www.edscuola.it/archivio/norme/leggi/l517_77.
html



Law 104/92 http://www.handylex.org/stato/l050292.shtml



Law 68/99 http://www.parlamento.it/parlam/leggi/99068l.htm



Law 328/00 http://www.parlamento.it/parlam/leggi/00328l.htm



Lane, H. (2011) The people of the eye, Oxford, University Press



Stokoe, W. (1978) Sign Language Structure, Silver Spring, Linstok
Press.



Volterra, V. (2004) La lingua dei segni italiana. La comunicazione visivogestuale dei sordi, Bologna, Il Mulino



http://www.fondazionegualandi.it/effeta

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Published resources


Dolza E. (2013), Identità: una parola al singolare o al plurale?,
“Effeta”, n.1, giugno 2013, pp.16-19.



H-Dirksen L. Bauman and Joseph J. Murray (2014), Deaf gain –
Raising the strike of human diversity, University of Minnesota Press.
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Humphries T., Padden L. (2005), Inside Deaf Culture, Harvard
University Press



Ladd P., Lane H. (2013), Deaf Ethnicity, Deafhood, and their
Relationship, “Sign Language Studies”, Gallaudet University Press,
Washington D.C., vol.13, n.4, pp. 565-579.



Mooney A., Betsy E. (2015), Language, Society & Power. An
introduction , Routledge



Morgan-Jones R. A. (2001), Hearing differently. The impact of
hearing impairment on family life, Philadelphia, Whurr Publishers Ltd.



Paddy L. (2003), Understanding Deaf Culture: in search of Deafhood,
Multilingual Matters Ltd



Sacks O. (1990), Seeing voices: a journey into the world of deafness,
Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group

Internet resources


http://libguides.gallaudet.edu/content.php?pid=114455&sid=989379



Dolza E. (2010), Deafhood, http://effeta.fondazionegualandi.it/
articolionline/deafhood-1

RECOMMENDATIONS
PROJECT RESOURCES
Published resources:


AAVV (2015), Insegnare agli studenti sordi, Bologna, Il Mulino.



Bosco, E. (2013), Comprendere la sordità. Una guida per scuole
e famiglia, Roma, Carocci Faber.



Cappanera M. (2012), Psicologia della Sordità, Roma, Aracne.



Maragna S. (2008), La sordità. Educazione, scuola, lavoro e
integrazione sociale, Roma, Ulrico Hoepli Editore.



Maragna S., Marziale B. (2008), I diritti dei sordi. Uno strumento
di orientamento per la famiglia e gli operatori: educazione,
integrazione e servizi, Milano, FrancoAngeli.
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Internet resources:


www.istitutosorditorino.org



www.unito.it



http://en.unito.it/services/job-placement



Law 68/99 http://www.parlamento.it/parlam/leggi/99068l.htm



Law 104/92 http://www.handylex.org/stato/l050292.shtml

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Published resources:


Contardi A. (2004), Verso l’autonomia. Percorsi educativi per ragazzi
con disabilità intellettiva, Roma, Carocci Editore.

Internet resources:


Law 118/71 http://www.handylex.org/stato/l300371.shtml

TRAINING COURSE
EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Published resources:


Adorni D., Balestrieri K. (2016) Un lavoro su misura. Disabilità e
disidentità, Milano, FrancoAngeli.

Internet resources:


http://www.cittametropolitana.torino.it/cms/lavoro
http://www.regione.piemonte.it/lavoro/
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GREECE
LEGISLATION AND RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
PROJECT RESOURCES
Published resources


Law 3699/2008” Special Education and education of people with
disability or special educational needs” from https://www.
european-agency.org/country-information/greece/nationaloverview/legal-system
The new Law 3699/2008 on Special Education and the Education of
People with Disabilities or Special Educational Needs regulates all the
issues concerning the degree of the learning difficulties that pupils
may meet during the everyday education process, either in the
mainstream or special system of education.



Bogdan, R. & Ksander, M (1980). Policy data as a social process: A
qualitative approach to quantitave data. Human Organization ,39 no
4



Bogdan & Ksander (1980) said that there are no “true” counts of the
number of people with disability or “correct” definitions of mental
retardation.



Bogdan R& Biklen, D. (1977, March –April). Handicapism. Social
Policy
Disability has moral and political meaning, filled with judgments
about good and bad, normal and abnormal



Sarason, S & Doris, J (1969) Psychological problems in mental
deficiency New York: Harper and Row.
In point of fact many of the mental disabled do not possess the
imperfections and characteristics imputed to them



Lorber M. (1974) Consulting the mentally retarded: An approach to
the definition of mental retardation by experts. Ph. D dissertation,
University of Michigan
Disabled people can express themselves and analyze their lives if we
care to listen.
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Mercer, J. (1973) Labeling the mentally retarded.
University of California Press.

Berkeley, CA:

Mercer demonstrated that the reported number of mentally disabled
persons in the population is more a function of age than any mental
condition, because the mentally disabled are not indentified until
school entrance and later disappear when they reaches adulthood.


Morris, R & Blatt , B (1986) Special Education Research and Trends .
New York: Pergamon Press.
The people with disabilities from the childhood feel that have been
excluded from discussion about their education. The results of this
exclusion are seen in the anger of adults with disabilities over the
education that was planned for them when they were children



Mittler,P. (1995)Special
perspective

needs

education:

an

international

Internet resources


http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.14678578.1995.tb00915.x/abstract
So human beings are social and meaning develops through
interaction with others. People who are in contact with each other
share the same situation. They may see things in a similar way.

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Internet resources
All from https://www.european-agency.org/country-information/
greece/national-overview/legal-system


Law 2683/1999, Article 7 and Law 2839/2000, Article 3. Disability is
not considered an impediment to employment, since the employee
can satisfactorily perform their duties with the appropriate technical
support.



Greek Constitution, Article 22, Work, Social Security Participation in
work constitutes a right and is under the protection of the state.
Additionally the state applies measures from the perspective of
establishing appropriate conditions for full employment joined with
moral, ethical and financial support for the working agricultural and
urban population.
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Law 2643/1998 The number of employees with a disability
constitutes 5% of the total workforce. The procedure for their
election takes place without an official competition.



Ministerial Decree 30278/23.02.2002 Employers who provide work
to people with disabilities are funded. People with disabilities are
funded to participate in free labour.



Ministerial Decree 33605/15.06.1999 Opposition to the rejection of
people with disabilities from the labour market is secured.



Ministerial Decree 30278/23.02.2000 The arrangement of the
working environment of people with disabilities is funded by
European programmes which are integrated into general financial
programmes.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PROJECT RESOURCES
Published resources


ΗeliosII,Ευρωπαϊκός Οδηγός Ορθής Πρακτικής, Παροχή Ίσων
Ευκαιριών στα ΑΜΕΑ, 1996 HeliosII, Δραστηριότητες ανταλλαγής και
πληροφόρησης , 1994 (GR)
About the European Good Practice Guide, Providing Equal
Opportunities for disabled people



Εργαστήρι Ειδικής Αγωγής «ΜΑΡΓΑΡΙΤΑ»
Αγωγής , ΕΠΕΑΕΚ, Αθήνα , 2000.

, Εγχειρίδιο Ειδικής

It is about the Special Education Workshop "MARGARITA». A Special
Education Manual


Ζώνιου – Σιδέρη, Α .(επιμέλεια) : Άτομα με ειδικές ανάγκες και η
ένταξη τους, Ελληνικά Γράμματα, Αθήνα , 2000.
It is about the people with disabilities and their integration



Υφυπουργείου Νέας Γενιάς και Αθλητισμού , Η Ειδική Αγωγή στην
Ελλάδα, Αθήνα,1988
It is a government lecture about the education for disabled people in
Greece
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Internet resources


Governed plan for disabled people and labor opportunities
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dl/dl.nsf/All/F053F8524C5392E2C2257
A3A002E31EC/$file/%CE%9F%CE%B4%CE%B7%CE%B3%CF%8C%CF%
82%20%CE%9A%CE%B1%CE%BB%CF%8E%CE%BD%20%CE%A0%CF%
81%CE%B1%CE%BA%CF%84%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%8E%CE%BD.pdf?
OpenElement from 2/7/2015



Social enterprises in Greece
http://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=
2&ved=0CCYQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fkday-v.thess.sch.gr%2Fwpcontent%2Fuploads%2Fny17.doc&ei=rSSeVZ_6DcbaUeuJsKAL&usg=A
FQjCNHXC4m0n44E0u1oEO9Qpd3BRv8qPw&bvm=bv.96952980,d.d2
4 from 9/7/2015



A blog about the volunteerism of disable people.
http://blog.volunteer4greece.gr/tag/%CE%AC%CF%84%CE%BF%CE%
BC%CE%B1-%CE%BC%CE%B5%CE%B5%CE%B9%CE%B4%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%AD%CF%82%CE%B1%CE%BD%CE%AC%CE%B3%CE%BA%CE%B5%CF%82/

EXTERNAL RESOURCES


Λογαράς Δ. (2013) Εργασία –Απασχόληση και αναπηρία (GR).Αθήνα
: Team Work Communication
This excellent work is about the labour and employment for disabled
which covers the following ten thematic sections: Disability
movement, Theories of interpretation of disability: modern
approaches Greek state function, social partners, civil society
National / European / international legislation Work-employment and
disability Education and disability Accessibility and Disability Health
and Welfare and Disabilities Accessibility and disabled Designing in
practice the new disability policy practical tools.
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TRAINING COURSES
EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Published resources


Κόντης, Θ(2001) Επιχειρησιακές Επικοινωνίες. Σύγχρονη Εκδοτική:
Αθήνα
It is about business communication in Greece. Advises for starting
and enlarge a business



Bly R.,Wiley J. & Sons(2001) Getting started in speaking, training, or
seminar consulting How you can start to work in a business ,how you
can write a cv , give the interview and manage yourself.



Poe A. (2001) Handbook of Business Letters. McGraw-Hill. It is about
the writing business communication.The 7 C (complete),(conciseness)
(consideration) (concreteness) (Clarity) (Courtesy) (Correctness)



Bλαχοπούλου M.(1999). e-Marketing .Εκδόσεις Ροσίλι: Αθήνα How
you can use the internet for your business marketing.



Jefkins,F. (1994)Δημόσιες Σχέσεις, Αθήνα: Κλειδάριθμος It is about
public relations and business



McQuail,D & Windahl,S.( 2001) Σύγχρονα Μοντέλα Επικοινωνίας: Για
τη μελέτη της Μαζικής Επικοινωνίας. Αθήνα : Καστανιώτης. It is
about the modern models of business communication. New methods
of Stakeholders.



Murphy, H. Hildbrandt, J.& Thomas,(1997) Effective Business
Communications .McGraw Hill :7th Edition. How can you use the
culture of the public and transform your business plan



Harris, R.(2000) Information Graphics. Oxford University Press.
Different diagrams for all phases of business, from SWOT analysis to
Gantt diagram and all kind of organograms and histogram



Bonnye, St., Marilin, S., and Laurence, St. (2008). Αποτελεσματική
επικοινωνία στις σύγχρονες επιχειρήσεις, Αθήνα : Κριτική. Effective
communication in modern business. Communicating in a vertical and
horizontal plane



Φιτσιλής Π. (2003). Τεχνικές έκφρασης και επικοινωνίας –
Σημειώσεις μαθήματος, Λάρισα : Τ.Ε.Ι. Θεσσαλίας. The title is
Techniques of expression and communication. Notices from
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Universtity of Management in Thessaly about a simple quid for the
first steps, how you can write a simple CV to how you can manage
your own business.

Internet resources
How to start your business
https://www.gov.uk/starting-up-a-business/research-your-market
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LATVIA
LEGISLATION AND RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
PROJECT RESOURCES
Internet resources:


Latvian Disability law (2010): http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=211494
(Latvian language) Information about what is disability in Latvia.



Project and quality management and the State Employment Agency
research “Discrimination in the Latvian labor market” (2014):
http://www.nva.gov.lv/docs/30_53217f16241943.63850296.pdf
(Latvian language) A study on discrimination in the workplaces in
Latvia.



Rimi grocery “Rimi personnel policy supports employee
diversity”(2014):
http://www.rimi.lv/rimi-rup/dialogs
(Latvian
language) Article about how Rimi store chain support employee
diversity.



Ministry of Welfare “The number of people with disabilities”(2012):
http://www.lm.gov.lv/news/id/3580 (Latvian language) Information
about the number of people with disabilities in four years from 2008
to 2011 in Latvia.



Latvian Disability law (2010): http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=211494
(Latvian language) Information about what is disability in Latvia.



Liepaja society of blind (2014): http://redzigaismu.lv/lat/parbiedribu/par-biedribu-1/ (Latvian language) Information about
people with disabilities.



World health organization “Visual impairment and blindness”
(2014):
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs282/en/
(English language)
Information about visual impairment and blindness, facts.



Latvia society of blind Riga city organization “Kas jāzina par cilvēku ar
nopietniem redzes treucējumiem” (2014): http://redzimani.lv/178kas-jazinapar-cilveku-ar-nopietniem-redzes-traucejumiem/ (Latvian
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language) Information what do people need to know about persons
with severe visual impairment.


American Foundation for the Blind “Communicating comfortably”
(2014):
http://www.afb.org/info/friends-andfamily/etiquette/
communicating-comfortably/235 (English language) Information
about communication with persons with visual impairment and
blindness.



North Dakota Center for Persons with disabilities “Communication
Strategies: Talk between people with and without visual
impairments”,
The
communication
blog
(2011):
http://tcbdevito.blogspot.com/2011/08/communication-strategiestalk-between.html
(English
language)
Information
about
communication with persons with disabilities.

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Internet resources:


United Nations Convention on the rights of Persons with Disabilities
(2010): http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=205328 (Latvian language)
Information about Convention. The aim of the Convention is to
promote, protect and ensure that all people with disabilities are on
an equal basis with others to implement all human rights and
fundamental freedoms and to promote respect for their inherent
dignity.



The United Nations Convention on the rights of Persons with
Disabilities implementation guidelines 2014 to 2020 (2013):
http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=262238 (Latvian language)
Information about what to do to implement United Convention on
the right of People with Disabilities in Latvia from 2014 to 2020.



Labor law
language)

(2001):

http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=26019

(Latvian

Information on the rights of people with disabilities in connection
with employment. Information you can find on Article 7.; 29.; 108.;
109.
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Social
Services
and
Social
Assistance
Law
(2002):
http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=68488 (Latvian language) Information
about social services and social assistance in Latvia.



Regulations on Latvian Construction Standard LBN 208-15 "Public
buildings" (2015): http://likumi.lv/ta/id/274995-noteikumi-parlatvijas-buvnormativu-lbn-208-15-publiskas-buves(Latvian
Language) Information about regulation on public buildings in
relation to the environment accessibility for people with disabilities.

National
Employment
Agency,
“Statistic”
(2016):
http://nva.gov.lv/index.php?cid=6
(Latvian
language)
Employment and unemployment statistics in Latvia and regions of
Latvia that include statistic about people with disabilities.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PROJECT RESOURCES
Internet resources


Social integration state agency (2015): http://siva.gov.lv/history.html
(English language)
Information about Social integration state agency, history, functions,
professional rehabilitation, social rehabilitation, contacts.



Organization of people with disabilities and their friends “Apeirons”
(2015)
http://www.apeirons.lv/new/
(Latvian
language)
Information about organization, organization activities.

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Internet resources:


National Employment Agency “Pasākums noteiktām personu
grupām”
(2016):
http://nva.gov.lv/index.php?cid=433&mid=53&txt=4013&mod
e=content&method=edit&from=0
(Latvian
language)
Information about state subsidized working places for people
with disabilities.
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TRAINING COURSE
EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Internet resources:


Organization of people with disabilities “Apeirons”,Atbalsta
grupas cilvēkiem ar invaliditāti” (2001): http://www.
apeirons.lv/down/Atbalsta_grupas.pdf (Latvian language)
Guide how to make support groups for people with disabilities.
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MALTA
LEGISLATION AND RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
PROJECT RESOURCES


European Commission (no date) EUROBAROMETER: Discrimination
in
the
EU
in
2012.
Available
at:
http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_393_fact_mt
_en.pdf Research comparing opinions from Malta with the EU27 on
the perceptions of discrimination, policies for combatting
discrimination, awareness of victim’s rights and views about equal
opportunities in employment



Employment & Training Corporation (2010) Job Bridge. Available at:
http://etc.gov.mt/Page/91/job-bridge.aspx
Job Bridge is a pre-employment programme based on the Supported
Employment Method. It is targeted for jobseekers with intellectual
disability between the ages of 16 to 25 and who have completed
compulsory education.



Kummissjoni Nazzjonali Persuni b'Diżabilità (2012) Research.
Available
at:
http://www.knpd.org/Issues/research.html
On this page, you can find information about research that has been
conducted about disabled people in employment.



Justice Services (no date) CHAPTER 413: EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
(PERSONS WITH DISABILITY) ACT. Available at: http://www.
justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=8879

The equal opportunities for persons with disabilities act aims to
remove discrimination of disabled people in the workplace.


KUMMISSJONI NAZZJONALI PERSUNI B'DIŻABILITÀ (2013) UNCRPD
Disabled People’s Advisory Committee.
Available at: www.knpd.org/pubs/pdf/DPAC TOR 20130227
_MT_.pdf
There is a broad concept of disability, such as a person with hearing
impairment, a person with mobility impairment, a person with visual
impairment, a person with intellectual impairment, a person with
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mental health issues, a person with specific learning difficulties, a
person with epilepsy, a person with chronic illness, a person with
multiple impairments, a person with hidden impairments.


Parliamentary Secretariat for Health (2014) A National Health
Systems Strategy for Malta 2014-2020: Securing our health system
for future generations. Available at: https://health.gov.mt/en/
CMO/Documents/alert_nhss_eng.pdf
Chronic Medical Condition: a medical condition which a. fails to
respond to medical treatment; b. is ongoing or consistently recurring;
c. requires palliative treatment; d. requires long periods of medical
supervision; e. has no known cure; f. leads to permanent disability; g.
is caused by changes to the body which cannot be reversed; h.
requires you to be specially trained or rehabilitated; noncommunicable-diseases (associated with obesity, unhealthy lifestyle
and ageing); and cancer (Malignant neoplasms).



National Commission Persons with Disability (2012) The current
situation of disabled persons with challenging behaviour in Malta:
Promoting the social inclusion of disabled persons with challenging
behaviour. Available at: http://www.knpd.org/pubs/2012091
8ESF3105execsumENG.pdf
This research is a detailed study of the quality of life of disabled
persons with challenging behaviour. Disabled persons who have
challenging behaviour are among those who are most at risk of
exclusion from society, education and training, and the labour
market.

EXTERNAL RESOURCES


European Equality Law Network (2015) Malta. Available at:
http://www.equalitylaw.eu/country/malta
Provides details about all relevant Maltese laws regarding nondiscrimination in the workplace.



United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (2014) Implementation of the Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities - Initial reports submitted by States
parties under article 35 of the Convention: Malta. Available at:
https://www.gov.mt/en/Government/Press%20Releases/Documents/pr1
50271a.pdf
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This report has been prepared in accordance with the Committee’s
Guidelines on treaty–specific document to be submitted by State
parties under article 35 paragraph 1 of the Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disability (CRPD/C/23).


Ministry for Education and Employment (2014) The National
Employment Policy. Available at: http://education.gov.mt/
employment/Documents/EMPLOYMENT%20POLICY%20DOC%20sm
l.pdf
Chapter 11 focuses on Initiatives for Persons with Disability. This
chapter looks at past as well as current schemes used in Malta to
include disabled people in the workplace.



Farrugia, N. (no date) Issues related to disability and equality – state
obligations and an agenda for action: A fieldworker’s view.
Available
at:
http://www.euroinfo.ee/malta/pdf/21.pdf
This paper looks at the expectations covering all aspects of equal
opportunities. Many of these are being addressed, but many are also
not being taken to a level where real difference can be achieved.



Parlament Ta Malta (no date) NATIONAL REPORT ON STRATEGIES
FOR SOCIAL PROTECTION AND SOCIAL INCLUSION 2008-2010:
MALTA.
Available
at:
www.parlament.mt/file.aspx?f=6525
Part 2 of the report focuses on the National Action Plan on Social
Inclusion, looking at the key challenges, priority objectives and
targets.



Vallejo, C. and Dooly, M. (2008) Educational Policies that Address
Social Inequality - Country Report: Malta. Available at:
http://www.epasi.eu/country-reports/malta.cfm
This report looks at the historical overview and impact on social and
educational disadvantage and summarised educational disadvantage
in Malta nowadays.



The Federation of Organisations for Persons with Disability (MALTA)
(no date) Implementation of the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons
with
Disabilities.
Available
at:
http://www.
internationaldisabilityalliance.org/sites/disalliance.epresentaciones.net/files/public/files/UPR17-MFOPD%20report.odt
This report looks at the practical implementation of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disability as ratified
by the Government of Malta in 2012.
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Academic Network of European Disability Networks (Maria Victoria
Gauci) (2011) Available at: http://www.disability-europe.net/
countries/malta
The Academic Network of European Disability experts (ANED) was
established by the European Commission in 2008 to provide scientific
support and advice for its disability policy Unit. In particular, the
activities of the Network will support the future development of the
EU Disability Action Plan and practical implementation of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Disabled People. The website
includes country reports for Malta



International Disability Alliance (IDA) (no date) Suggestions for
disability-relevant questions to be included in the list of issues for
Pre-sessional Working Group, CRC 61st Session. Available at:
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web
&cd=12&ved=0ahUKEwjD0_icjJ_LAhXIlCwKHWyjB5I4ChAWCDgwAQ
&url=http%3A%2F%2Ftbinternet.ohchr.org%2FTreaties%2FCRC%2F
Shared%2520Documents%2FMLT%2FINT_CRC_NGO_MLT_13926_E.
doc&usg=AFQjCNEuiLsgrbrlP13FATrosFSZ6JY4Gg&bvm=bv.1153392
55,d.bGs
This document highlights the key legal points in the inclusion of
disabled people in employment and society and included suggestions
for the list of issues, based on references to persons with disabilities
to be found in the State reports submitted to the Committee on the
Rights of the Child.



Parliamentary Secretariat For Rights Of Persons with Disability and
Active Ageing, National Commission Persons With Disability &
Kumitat Azzjoni Lejn Soċjetà Ġusta (no date) Available at:
https://activeageing.gov.mt/en/Documents/Book%20design%20en
glish.pdf
It should be acknowledged that persons with disability in Malta and
Gozo, still face an uphill struggle to find their rightful place in society.
The National Policy on the Rights of Persons with Disability attempts
to address various themes with the ultimate goal, not only of
improving the quality of life of persons with disability and their
families, but also of ensuring that they are treated at par with nondisabled people.
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Kummissjoni Nazzjonali Persuni b’Dizabilità (2010) National Policy
on Disabled Persons and Employment. Available at:
http://www.knpd.org/pubs/pdf/Employment%20Policy%20EN.pdf
Maltese society believes firmly in respecting the dignity of each
person, without distinction or discrimination, and in the provision of
equal opportunities for every citizen. This can only be achieved when
every individual citizen is fully included in the country’s social,
cultural and economic development. Therefore, in keeping with the
spirit of mainstreaming, these principles should directly inform
decision making in the employment sector.



Justice Services (no date) Employment and Industrial Relations Act.
Available at: http://www.justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.
aspx?app=lom&itemid=8918

Legislation stating that employers can’t discriminate based on
disability


Gatt, A. (no date) Protection of Disabled People under Maltese and
European Law. Available at: http://www.euroinfo.ee/malta/
pdf/20.pdf
This article looks at how disabled people are protected under
European law.



Camilleri, I. (2012) Malta praised for its special needs integration.
Available
at:
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/
20120711/local/Malta-praised-for-its-special-needsintegration.428039
This article is about Malta’s inclusive education system for people
with special needs and compares its successfulness to other EU
nations. The article also explains that in some cases, disabled people
are deprived of educational and employment opportunities
altogether and they frequently leave school with few or no
qualifications.



Burlo, E.T (2010) ‘Inclusive education: a qualitative leap’, Life Span
and
Disability,
XIII
(2),
pp.203-221.
This article aims at joining the debate triggered off by Vianello &
Lanfranchi’s (2009) article published in Life Span and Disability, 12
(1), 41-52. The Author highlights the situation of Inclusive Education
in Malta and backs Vianello and Lanfranchi’s hypothesis that children
with intellectual impairment gain more when educated in ordinary
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settings. The importance of implementing inclusive education in a
‘good enough’ way with ordinary teachers fully engaged with all their
students, including those with intellectual impairment, has been
highlighted. The Author discusses the importance of empowering and
supporting educators to include all their students in their ordinary
classrooms and providing them with the necessary support, without
creating structures which could lead to the teacher’s
disempowerment and the students’ segregation and eventual
exclusion. If inclusive education is such a powerful tool for the
development of children, not educating children in an inclusive
environment could be seen as an abuse (an educational system’s
abuse) on the children whose development it is duty bound to
facilitate.


National Commission Persons with Disability (KNPD) (2007) Rights,
not charity: Guidelines towards an inclusive society and a positive
difference in the lives of Maltese and Gozitan disabled people.
Available at: http://knpd.org/pubs/pdf/dritijietmhuxkarita_e.pdf
The ‘Rights, not charity’ manual was undertaken as a project on the
occasion of the 2007 ‘European Year of Equal Opportunities for All’
and is sponsored by funds allocated for this Year by the Maltese
Government and the European Union. This manual is divided into
two sections. In the first section, the manual explains and promotes
the social model of disability, as opposed to the medical model. If we
eliminate as many of the social obstacles as possible, we will be
facilitating total inclusion. This means that we need change in society
(attitudes, physical environment, dissemination of information, the
way we communicate) to eliminate discrimination against disabled
people.



Callus, A.-M. (2014) ‘From ‘for’ to ‘of’: a typology of Maltese
disability organisations’, Disability & Society, 29(1), pp.1-15.
The main aim of this article is to adapt the Typology of Disability
Organisations that Oliver devised, and subsequently developed
further in 1990, to a different context, in this case the Maltese
disability sector. The paper ﬁrst traces the history of the disabled
people’s movement and presents Oliver’s Typology, which makes a
clear distinction between organisations for and of disabled persons.
The article then highlights the main characteristics of the Maltese
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disability sector and develops the Typology of the organisations
operating within that sector. It shows how it is non-disabled people
that are mostly in control of disability organisations, and suggests
ways in which there can be a stronger movement towards the
development and strengthening of disabled people’s organisations.
The article shows how Oliver’s Typology can be used ﬂexibly and
adapted to various contexts. It also shows how drawing up a
Typology of Disability Organisations can shed light on the
environment within which these organisations operate, identifying
areas of strength and possible areas for growth.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PROJECT RESOURCES


Agenzija
Sapport
(2012).
Overview.
Available
at:
http://fsws.gov.mt/en/sapport/Pages/overview-sapport.aspx
Aġenzija Sapport is committed to enhance the quality of life of
persons with disability through innovative personalised support,
expertise, and advocacy.



Calleja, C. (2012) Work for the disabled. Available at:
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20120613/local/Wor
k-for-the-disabled.424046
This article demonstrates that people with disabilities can work just
as effectively as people who do not have an impairment.



Employment & Training Corporation (2010) Persons in
Disadvantaged
Situations.
Available
at:
http://etc.gov.mt/Category/3/43/Persons_in_Disadvantaged_Situa
tions.aspx
All the services we offer, including Work Exposure Schemes and
mainstream training programmes, are available to all persons in
disadvantaged situations; however, our Inclusive Employment
Services are specifically designed to help disadvantaged individuals
who have a harder time finding work.



Kummissjoni Nazzjonali Persuni b'Diżabilità (KNPD) (2012) Available
at: http://www.knpd.org/
The National Commission Persons with Disability is committed to
rendering Maltese society an inclusive one, in a way that persons
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with disability reach their full potential in all aspects of life, enjoying
a high quality of life thanks to equal opportunities. In fulfilling this
mission, KNPD works in order to eliminate any form of direct or
indirect social discrimination against persons with disability and their
families while providing them with the necessary assistance and
support. Their website provides information about Maltese
legislation, the services of the KNPD, issues and awareness raising
and has their own resources database.


Job Accommodation Network (no date) Accommodation and
Compliance Series: Job Coaching in the Workplace. Available at:
https://askjan.org/topics/jobcoaching.htm
Job coaches are individuals who specialize in assisting individuals with
disabilities to learn and accurately carry out job duties. Job coaches
provide one-on-one training tailored to the needs of the employee.



British Association for the Person Centred Approach (2015) What is
the
Person-Centred
Approach.
Available
at:
http://www.bapca.org.uk/about/what-is-it.html
Originally described as non-directive, this therapy moved away from
the idea that the therapist was the expert and towards a theory that
trusted the innate tendency (known as the actualising tendency) of
human beings to find fulfilment of their personal potentials.



Linebaugh, M. (2016) How Sheltered Work Affects Social Security
Disability.
Available
at:
http://www.disabilitysecrets.com/
resources/disability/how-sheltered-work-affects-social-security-dis
Sheltered work is work done by people with disabilities under special
supervision and is geared towards providing disabled people with the
basic skills needed to work in the general economy.



The World Bank Group (2016) Social Inclusion. Available at:
http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/socialdevelopment/brief/soci
al-inclusion The World Bank defines social inclusion as the process of
improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society.



Investing in your Future (no date) ESF 3.62: ME2 - Integration of
Persons with a Disability in the Labour Market. Available at:
https://investinginyourfuture.gov.mt/project/equalopportunities/me2-integration-of-persons-with-a-disability-in-thelabour-market-33947765
A summary of the ME2 project, outlining its purpose, objectives and
results.
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EXTERNAL RESOURCES


Bartolo, P.A. (no date) The move towards a more inclusive system in
Malta (details). Available at: http://www.inclusive-education-inaction.org/iea/index.php?menuid=25&reporeid=283
This website provides details about the relevance, aims, context as
well as issues and challenges of inclusion in Malta. The
implementation process, key outcomes and lessons learnt as well as
evaluation and future development are also discussed.



Bartolo, P.A. (2010) ‘The process of teacher education for inclusion:
the Maltese experience’, Journal of Research in Special Educational
Needs, 10(1), pp. 139–148
This paper discusses major challenges for the development of
teacher education for inclusion through an analysis of relevant recent
experience in Malta. Inclusion in society and in education has been
explicitly on the Maltese national agenda for the past two decades.
The Faculty of Education of the University of Malta has been one of
the main actors of the inclusion initiative and has also taken a
European initiative through the recent co-ordination of a sevencountry, 3-year European Union Comenius project on preparing
teachers for responding to student diversity. This paper is based
mostly on the reﬂective experience of the author at the Faculty of
Education over the past several years. A brief picture of the Maltese
education system is followed by a description of the challenges that
have been encountered in the promotion of inclusion. These include
the development of a rights-based approach to the education of
persons with disability and the widening of its application to all
minority or disadvantaged groups, and the impact of political and
social contexts on the development of inclusive schools. These
developments are then related to intertwined initiatives for teacher
education for diversity that were further inﬂuenced by the leadership
of deans and heads of the department in the faculty of education.
Finally, four current issues are highlighted, namely: the strategic
balance between the education of specialist educators and that of all
teachers for diversity, and between speciﬁc and infusion models for
such education, and, ﬁnally, the pedagogic balance between the
academic and experiential learning about inclusion, and between the
theory and practice of inclusive teaching.
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Cardona, G.C. (2013) ‘Overcoming disabling barriers: disability and
attitudes to disability within the Maltese context: an insider’s
perspective’, Disability & Society, 28 (2), pp. 279-284
This article explores the way a number of disabled people and a
parent of a disabled child living in Malta, a small island in the
Mediterranean, look at their daily experiences of disability and talk
about what changes they would like to see in Maltese society for
them to feel more equal and included. While participants
acknowledge that much progress has been made in terms of
inclusion, they still feel that there are still disabling attitudes that are
posing limits to their choices. Lacking a true disabled people’s
movement, disabled people express the need for more unity within
the disabled community. Even if the article offers hope for the
development of a grassroots disabled people’s movement, this
possibility remains inconclusive – but the report does offer hope for
future action.



Sultana, R.G. (1998) ‘Education and Social Cohesion in a MicroState: The Case of Malta’, Education and Society, 16(1). pp. 3-14
This article sets out to explore the contribution that education can
make to social cohesion in a democratic society. Particular reference
is made to the challenge faced in this regard by the small
Mediterranean state of Malta, where in the past decade and a half a
number of measures have been adopted with the hope of
intensifying solidarity between citizens. The discussion is placed
within a context which does justice to the specificity of Malta, and
particularly to the characteristic features of small scale and
homogeneity, and how this impacts on any consideration of social
inclusion and integration. The article concludes by arguing that
selecting, differentiating and channelling structures continue
subverting the educational process, and create the conditions for the
marginalisation and exclusion of specific groups of students.



Buhagiar, MA & Tanti, MB (2011) ‘Working Toward the Inclusion of
Blind Students In Malta: The Case of Mathematics Classrooms’,
Eğitimde Kuram ve Uygulama (Journal of Theory and Practice in
Education), 7 (1), pp.59-78
Basing ourselves on a case study in which one of us successfully
taught mathematics to an adult blind student on a one-to-one basis
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and her more recent positive experience of teaching a blind student
within a regular classroom, we try to shed light on the mathematics
education of blind students and the ramifications that this carries for
the inclusion of blind students in mathematics classrooms. The
ensuing discussion is embedded within the inclusion discourse that is
gradually evolving in educational spheres. Our paper ultimately
carries a message of hope: not only can blind students learn
mathematics and get certified for it, but it seems that they can also
do so within a normal classroom situation.


Cardona, G.C. (2011) Inclusive education: a special right?
Commonwealth
Education
Partnerships.
Available
at:
http://www.cedol.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/GordonCardona-article.pdf
We need to make a further shift in how we perceive the role of
education. We have to conceive educational institutions as not
simply a preparation for work but as an opportunity for children to
appreciate human diversity and build positive characters and social
values. Indeed, while there are many things I learned from my nondisabled peers at school and beyond, I hope that I also contributed to
their experience and indirectly helped them enrich their lives.



Agius Ferrante, C. (2012) A case study of inclusion and diversity: a
whole school approach using the social model of disability. Doctoral
thesis, Northumbria University. Available at: http://nrl.
northumbria.ac.uk/8772/1/agius-ferrante.charmaine_phd.pdf
This thesis evaluates the experiences of a Maltese school that
decided to embrace the philosophy of inclusion. It provides a
synthesis of knowledge about the processes of inclusive education,
derived from the experience of the main stakeholders in the school.
The main research question being: “What changes does the
implementation of the Social Model of Disability that focuses on
abilities and skills rather than labelling and deficit have on a school
population?”



Employment and Training Corporation (ETC) (2007) Peer Review –
Assisting the Disadvantaged Groups Malta, May 10-11 2007:
Summary of the Peer Review meeting. Available at:
http://pdf.mutual-learning-employment.net/pdf/MT%2007/Malta_
07_summary%20report.pdf
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The key goals of the Mutual Learning Programme are to enhance the
transferability of the most effective policies within key areas of the
European Employment Strategy and to encourage stakeholders to
promote a wider and more effective dissemination of information
about the European Employment Strategy and its implementation.
This particular review in Malta helped addressing the Employment
Guideline No. 19 with a special focus on inclusion of the
disadvantaged people into the labour market.


Clough, P., Nutbrown, C. & Page, J. (Eds.) (2012) Researching Early
Childhood Education: Voices from Malta. Sheffield: The University
of Sheffield.
The publication of this collection of research essays focuses on
various aspects of early childhood education in Malta, including living
with disabilities such as Down’s syndrome



Camilleri, M.A. & Camilleri, A. (2015) ‘Education and social cohesion
for economic growth’, International Journal of Leadership in
Education, pp.1-15.
Relevant theoretical underpinnings suggest that higher education,
continuous professional development and training provide numerous
opportunities for societal advancement. This contribution posits that
interventions in the realms of education can play a signiﬁcant role in
shaping key performance indicators for laudable social outcomes. It
suggests that education leadership may contribute to create a fair,
just and equitable society for all. This article discusses how education
fosters social cohesion. This paper sheds light on Malta’s National
Reform Programme in order to meet the European Union’s (EU’s)
2020 strategy. It presents an assessment of the economic, social and
environmental situation in Malta. The smallest EU state is pursuing its
policy efforts to reduce early school leaving. At the same time, it is
striving to address skills gaps (and mismatches) in its domestic labour
market. This case study indicates that with better education
leadership, there may be implications for economic growth, job
creation and competitiveness. It shows that family-friendly measures
including better access to childcare, more ﬂexible working schemes
and employer incentives can help individuals to return to work. In
conclusion, this contribution maintains that the pursuit towards
continuous improvements in education leadership and social
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progress can create a virtuous cycle of productivity outcomes and
economic growth.


Borg, A. (2013) Learning Support Zones: The Unheard Voices of
Students exhibiting Social, Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties.
Professional doctorate thesis, University of East London. Available
at: http://roar.uel.ac.uk/3437/
This research sets out to examine the Learning Support Zone (LSZ)
initiative, introduced in Maltese state secondary schools to promote
the inclusion of secondary students exhibiting social, emotional and
behavioural difficulties (SEBD). A mixed-methods research design was
employed with the purpose of exploring the level of application and
implementation of LSZ provisions across colleges in Malta, as well as
eliciting the students’ views about their experience of the service and
the influence this initiative has had on their life at school. The
participants included in this study consisted of 18 LSZ co-ordinators
and nine secondary students exhibiting SEBD. The findings stemming
from this research indicate that a significant number of state
secondary schools in Malta have subscribed to the LSZ initiative, and
have thus assimilated this provision in their respective schools. The
students enrolled in LSZs highlighted the pivotal role such provisions
occupy in their education. They also emphasized the effective
contribution LSZs are providing to students exhibiting SEBD, in terms
of the support that is offered in coping with the difficulties they
experience, in mainstream educational settings.



European Agency for Special Needs and Inclusive Education (no
date) EDUCATION FOR ALL - Special Needs and Inclusive Education
in
Malta:
External
Audit
Report.
Available
at:
https://education.gov.mt/en/Documents/Special%20Needs%20and
%20Inclusive%20Education%20in%20Malta%20%C2%AD-%20
External%20Audit%20Report.pdf
This report aims to provide a comprehensive picture of the current
special needs and inclusive education system in Malta. It is
anticipated that, in the longer term, this information will be used as
the basis for in-depth discussion with all stakeholders in the Maltese
education system.



Employment and Training Corporation (2005) Jobsearch and
Persons with Disability: Results of a study among persons with
disability and employers. Available at: http://etc.gov.mt/
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Resources/file/Resources/2005%20-%20Jobsearch%20and%20
Persons%20with%20Disability.pdf
The ETC has compiled this report in order to gather more information
on the job search and work experience of persons with disability. The
aims of this project are twofold. Firstly, to find out more about the
experiences and aspirations of persons with disabilities who are
seeking to enter the labour market as well as those who have
managed to do so. Secondly, to understand the factors and
conditions that positively or negatively affect the access of persons
with disability to the labour market, and what would be the best
policy approaches that respond to these factors.


European Union (2012) Supported Employment for people with
disabilities in the EU and EFTA-EEA good practices and
recommendations in support of a flexicurity approach. Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/files/cowi.final_study_r
eport_may_2011_final_en.pdf
The EU and EFTA_EEA consider participation in society as a
fundamental right for all citizens. People with disabilities do face
barriers in their daily lives, which impede their full participation. In
line with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of People with
Disabilities, disability is considered a matter of rights and law. The EU
disability strategy 2010-2020 aims at eliminating barriers, preventing
discrimination and empowering people with disabilities to enjoy fully
their rights and participation in society on equal terms with others.
The report looks at case studies from EU countries, including Malta,
with regards to supported employment.



Aquilina, L. (2014) Young Maltese people with physical disability in
the workplace. Available at: https://www.um.edu.mt/library/
oar/handle/123456789/4951
Employment is a fundamental human right for everyone.
Unfortunately, in Malta, the employment rate for people with
physical impairments remains low compared to that of people
without disabilities (Academic Network of European Disability, 2009).
Employers’ and co-workers’ attitude act an important part for the
integration of this minority group in the workplace. The purpose of
the study was to examine whether people with physical disability are
being accepted in the employment sector. In this regard, this study
uses face to face interviews with employed young people with
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physical disability to understand how they are being treated in the
workplace. Moreover, qualitative questionnaires were presented to
human resources managers as a tool to gain an insight in
understanding about the attitudes of employers and co-workers.
Results from people with physical impairment indicate that in Malta
it is difficult to be employed however once they are employed,
employers do their utmost to accommodate their employees with
physical impairment. The study shows that there is still need for
employers and co-workers to change this mentality. The data
establish that small companies show more interest in employing
people with disability than medium and large companies. Moreover,
findings show that employers need more financial support from the
government. Suggestions and conclusions based on the findings are
discussed and recommendations for employers, policy makers,
educators and co-workers are presented.


Grasselli, P., Montesi, C. & Iannone, P. (2006) Mediterranean
models of Welfare towards families and women. Available at:
http://www.econstor.eu/handle/10419/118422
The paper makes a short history of Malta’s Welfare State especially
considering legislation concerning families and women. In addition to
the description of the legislative measures, a deeper investigation is
also devoted to other programs realized at european and national
level: Equal Program (2004-2006) and Malta’s latest “Action Plan”,
alias the National Social Plan in its general lines of policy towards
families and women. Besides the illustration of the services provided
to families by the Ministry of Family and Social Solidarity in the
context of the National Action Plan, three other articulations of the
Plan are briefly examined: Gender Equity National Action Plan (20032004), National Action Plan on Poverty and Social Exclusion (20042006), National Action Plan for Employment (2004).

TRAINING COURSE
EXTERNAL RESOURCES


Foundation for Information Technology Accessibility (2012) Training
Courses. Available at: http://www.fitamalta.eu/fita-services/icttraining/
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In 2002 FITA carried out surveys across disability NGOs, which
revealed that there is not enough information about what ICT
products and services are available to disabled persons. Many
individuals also lack the knowledge to make effective use of the
technology, even when this is available to them. The study suggested
that too often persons with disability give up on improving their ICT
skills simply because they assume that no adequate services are
available, to suit their needs. Since then FITA has joined forces with
partner organisations in order to help address this gap in service
provision with a range of ICT courses.


Galea, F. (2008) Malta: Career Guidance for Persons with
Disabilities. Available at: http://cimo.multiedition.fi/newsletter/
tine/newsletter/disabilities.php
In a new publication from Malta, the focus is cast on people with
disabilities and how they often feel alienated from deciding their own
lives. In a conference launching the publication, they called for
guidance on an even footing with non-disabled people.



Azzopardi, A. (no date) Career Guidance for Persons with Disability.
Available at: http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&
source=web&cd=197&ved=0ahUKEwjvpter3J_LAhXCHQ8KHUUtA5Y
4vgEQFghCMAY&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdasta.uoi.gr%2Findex.php%3
Foption%3Dcom_docman%26task%3Ddoc_download%26gid%3D24
0%26Itemid%3D&usg=AFQjCNGZqWBgxTBHMnYgnrZ1YneAEv_Qcw
Career and vocational guidance have characterised our educational
services in Malta (Debono, Camilleri, Galea and Gravina, 2007). These
services are made available to all State schools and most Church and
Private Schools at secondary level. When it comes to the primary
level, there are resources that need to be shared between a number
of schools as the concept of career guidance is still considered part
and parcel of secondary educational provision. Most people I
interviewed for this research corroborate that it is at this stage that
students with a disability go through the most puzzling of decisions.



Falzon, R. & Camilleri, S. (2010) ‘Dyslexia and the school counsellor:
A Maltese case study’, Counselling and Psychotherapy Research,
10(4), pp.307-315
Findings from respondents indicate a need for more training,
evidencebased knowledge of specific techniques when dealing
effectively and successfully with dyslexic clients, specific specialised
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training to understand dyslexic clients and that counselling has a
positive effect on dyslexic clients.


Inspire (2015) Help create better working environments for people
with disabilities. Available at: http://inspire.org.mt/news/helpcreate-better-working-environments-for-people-with-disabilities/
Legislation in Malta is now quite strict to ensure the physical
accessibility of workplaces to people with disabilities. However, true
accessibility at the workplace is still an issue. Many companies do not
have the skills to be able to support a person with a disability in long
term employment and this hinders the possibility of people with a
disability from finding gainful employment and keeping this
employment in the medium to long term.



Investing in your future (no date) ESF 3.105: Promoting the Social
Inclusion of Disabled Persons with Challenging Behaviour. Available
at:https://investinginyourfuture.gov.mt/project/equalopportunities/promoting-the-social-inclusion-of-disabled-personswith-challenging-behaviour-33947751?lang=en
The project provides training for staff working with disabled persons
who have challenging behaviour and for family members. After the
end of the training, the staff can train other staff within their
respective organisations. The project includes a detailed study of the
quality of life of disabled persons with challenging behaviour.



Gozo News (2015) First Lifelong Learning Hub for the disabled
inaugurated in Ghajnsielem. Available at: http://gozonews.com/
59814/first-lifelong-learning-hub-for-the-disabled-inaugurated-inghajnsielem/
Agenzija Sapport will run training on independent living for people
with disabilities, the ETC will run training on sheltered employment
to help people with disabilities enter the workforce as well as
employers already willing to participate in the programme and the
Malta Communications Authority will be providing training on digital
technology to people with disabilities to learn how to make good use
of this technology and assistive devices.
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POLAND
LEGISLATION AND RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
PROJECT RESOURCES
Published resources:


Konstytucja Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej (art. 30, 32, 68 i art. 69)



The Consitution of The Republic of Poland



Ustawa o rehabilitacji zawodowej i społecznej oraz zatrudnianiu osób
niepełnosprawnych uchwalona 27 sierpnia 1997 (Dziennik Ustaw
1997 nr 123 poz. 776) wraz z poprawkami z dnia 17 czerwca 2014
roku



Act on vocational and social rehabilitation and employment of people
with disabilities enacted on 27th of August 1997 (Government
Gazette 1997 No 123 pos. 776) and its amendments of 17th June of
2014



Ustawa o emeryturach i rentach z Funduszu Pomocy Społecznej



z dnia 17 grudnia 1998 roku (Dziennik Ustaw 1998 nr 162 poz. 1118)



The law on retirement pensions and annuities from the Social
Assistance Fund of 17th December of 1998 (Government Gazette
1998 No 162 pos. 1118)



Karta Praw Osób Niepełnosprawnych z dnia 1 sierpnia 1997 roku
(Dziennik Ustaw 1997 nr 50 poz. 475).



The Charter of the Rights of People with Disabilities of 1st August of
1997 (Government Gazette 1997 No 50 pos. 475).



Sytuacja osób niepełnosprawnych na przestrzeni ostatnich lat.
Badanie aktywności ekonomicznej ludności (BAEL) GUS, Warszawa,
2011 – Labour force survey in Poland



Radosław Cichański: Wykluczenie osób niepełnosprawnych na rynku
pracy, GUS, Warszawa 2013 – Exclusion of People with disabilities
from labour market in Poland



Praktyczny poradnik savoir-vivre wobec osób niepełnosprawnych,
United Spinal Association, Adaptacja Biuro Pełnomocnika Rządu do
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spraw Osób Niepełnosprawnych – Savoir-vivre towards persons with
disabilities (Polish adaptation)


Piotr Todys: Przejawy dyskryminacji osób z niepełnosprawnością
ruchową – Symptoms of discrimination of People with disabilities



Raport w sprawie rewitalizacji dworców kolejowych, Railway Business
Forum, Warszawa 2011 – Report on revitalisation of railway stations
in Poland



Aktywność ekonomiczna ludności Polski, III kwartał 2014, GUS,
Warszawa 2015 – Labour force survey in Poland - III quarter 2014



Dr Mariusz Dametko, prof. UW Dominika Maison, Janina Paradowska,
prof. Radosław Pawelec: Dekalog mówienia o niepełnosprawności
intelektualnej, PSOUU, 2002 - the Decalogue of speaking about
intelectual disability

Internet resources:


Konstytucja Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej (tekst pełny)



The Constitution of the Republic of Poland (whole document)
http://www.sejm.gov.pl/prawo/konst/polski/2.htm



Dz.U. 1997 no 123 pos 776



http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/DetailsServlet?id=WDU19971230776



Dz.U. 1998 no 162 pos 1118



http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/DetailsServlet?id=WDU19981621118



M.P. 1997 no 50 pos 475
DetailsServlet?id=WMP19970500475



Kariera i praca zawodowa osób niepełnosprawnych – analiza
sytuacja, opis potrzeb



Career and professional work of people with disabilities – case
study,
analysis,
needs
http://www.ksiegarnia.difin.pl/
imgs_upload/fragment-osoby-niepelnosprawne.pdf



Anna Turowska Rehabilitacja osób niepełnosprawnych a
integracja
społeczna
www.web.diecezja.wloclawek.pl/
TTN/Tom_1/turowska.rtf



Rehabilitation of People with disabilities vs. social integration

http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/
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RECOMMENDATIONS
PROJECT RESOURCES
Published resources:


Strategia wdrażania projektu innowacyjnego “Trener pracy jako
sposób na zwiększenie zatrudnienia osób niepełnosprawnych”,
PFRON, 2012 – Strategy of the project implementation “Job
Coach as an effective method to increase employability of
disabled people”

Internet resources:


Strona internetowa projektu Trener Pracy opisanego w
publikacji www.trenerpracy.eu – The website of the project
described in The Recommendations



http://www.medyk.edu.pl/kategorie/niepelnosprawni
wsparcie studentów z ramienia Wyższej Szkoły Biznesu I Nauk o
Zdrowiu - Support of students organised by The Academy of
Business and Health Sciences

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Internet resources:


Prawa
studentów
niepełnosprawnych
http://www.mwse.edu.pl/zycie-studenckie/studenciniepelnosprawni/prawa-studentow-niepelnosprawnych
Rights of students with disabilities



Wsparcie niepełnosprawnych studentów i doktorantów
http://www.nauka.gov.pl/wsparcie-niepelnosprawnychstudentow-i-doktorantow/
Support of students and PhD students with disabilities
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TRAINING COURSE
EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Internet resources:


Jak zarejestrować działalność gospodarczą w Polsce - How to
establish business activity in Poland https://prod.ceidg.gov.pl/
ceidg.cms.engine/?D;49992cf6-6a74-48d6-ac6a-c06cc3774c06



Prawa dotyczące działalności gospodarczej w Polsce - Laws
regarding establishment of business activity in Poland



http://www.podatki.biz/akty/1/



Jolanta Juszczyk: Zasady i warunki prowadzenia działalności
gospodarczej w Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej - Rules how to run
business activity in the Republic of Poland



http://www.lbs.pl/projekt/dobrepraktyki/files/artykuly/JJaszcz
uk.pdf



Osoba niepełnosprawna prowadząca działalność gospodarczą –
warunki refundacji, składanie wniosku, rejestracja działalności Person with disability running his/her own business –
reimbursment, applications, registration
https://www.
pfron.org.pl/pl/obsluga-dofinansowan-i/refundacja-skladekna/osoba-niepelnosprawna



Biuro Pełnomocnika Rządu ds. Osób Niepełnosprawnych,



Refundacja składek (działalność gospodarcza) - Reimbursement
for people with disabilities running their own business



http://www.niepelnosprawni.gov.pl/index.php?c=article&id=26
&pdf=1



Inne przydatne strony - Other useful websites:



www.niepelnosprawni.gov.pl – strona internetowa Biura
Pełnomocnika Rządu ds. Osób Niepełnosprawnych – website of
The Polish Government Plenipotentary for Disabled People



www.pfron.org.pl – strona internetowa Państwowego
Funduszu Rehabilitacji Osób Niepełnosprawnych – website of
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the State Fund of Rehabilitation of People with Disabilities
(Poland)


www.popon.pl – strona internetowa Polskiej Organizacji
Pracodawców Osób Niepełnosprawnych – website of the Polish
Organisation of Employers of People with Disabilities



www.niepelnosprawni.pl – największy portal internetowy dla
osób niepełnosprawnych w Polsce – the biggest portal
addressed to people with disabilities in Poland



www.actus.free.ngo.pl – strona internetowa Stwowarzyszenia
Aktywizacja Zawodowej i Społecznej Osób Niepełnosprawnych
ACTUS – website of Assosiation devoted to Professional and
Social Activity of People with Disabilities



www.faz.org.pl – strona internetowa Fundacji Aktywności
Zawodowej – website of Labour Activity Fundation (Poland)



www.ofon.net
–
Ogólnopolskie
Forum
Osób
Niepełnosprawnych – Polish Forum of People with Disabilities



www.firr.org.pl – Fundacja Instytut Rozwoju Regionalnego –
Foundation Institute of Regional Development (Poland) –
information about different projects in field of social and
economical inclusion



Bazy danych z ofertami pracy - Databases of job offers:



www.bezbarier.pl – portal internetowy z bazą danych ofert
pracy dla osób niepełnosprawnych – database of job offers for
People with disabilities



www.pracuj.pl



www.gazetapraca.pl



http://psz.praca.gov.pl/
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SPAIN
LEGISLATION AND RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
PROJECT RESOURCES


International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
http://www.un.org/disabilities/convention/conventionfull.shtml
https://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2008/04/21/pdfs/A20648-20659.pdf



Functioning, Disability and Health International Classification:
http://psychiatr.ru/download/1313?view=1&name=ICF_18.pdf
http://conadis.gob.mx/doc/CIF_OMS.pdf



Royal Legislative Decree 1/2013, of 29 November, which approved
the text blended for the General Law for the right of persons with
disabilities and their social inclusion, text which was blended the
latest most important legislation related to inclusion of people with
disabilities.
https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2013-12632



LISMI “Law for Social Integration of people with disabilities ” ( Law
13/1982, 7 April)
http://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-1982-9983



Royal Legislative Decree 8/2015, 30 October, which approved the
text blended for the General Social Security Law.
http://www.seg-social.es/Internet_1/Normativa/095093



Law 51/2003, 2 December, on the equality of opportunities, no
discrimination and universal accessibility for people with
disabilities.
https://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2003/12/03/pdfs/A43187-43195.pdf



Decree 135/1995 Accessibility Code of Catalonia
http://www.agrescat.cat/fitxers/DECRETO%20135%20-%201995.pdf
http://www.xtec.cat/~jjordan/lleida/unitats/docs/accescat.pdf



Law 13/2014, 30 October, accessibility in Catalonia.
https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2014-11992
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Law 8/1993, 22 June. Promotion of the Accessibility and Elimination
of Architectural Barriers (Community of Madrid)
http://www.madrid.org/bdccm/normativa/PDF/Accesibilidad/Norm
as%20Tratadas/CMLe00081993.pdf



Law 49 / 1960, 21 June. Condominium.
https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-1960-10906



Law 15/1995, 30 May. Domain boundaries on properties to remove
architectural barriers for people with disabilities.
https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-1995-12914



Law 3/1990, 21 June, which modifies Law 49/1960, 21 July, the
Condominium, neutralizing the regime of adoption of agreements of
the meetings of proprietaries for elimination of architectural barriers.
https://www.boe.es/boe/dias/1990/06/22/pdfs/A17550-17550.pdf



Law 29/1994, 24 November about Urban leases in its Article 24
authorises the leaseholders with any disability to rebuilt their home
to improve its habitability.
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-1994-26003



Universal Design:
http://universaldesign.ie/
The Centre for Excellence in Universal Design is dedicated to enabling
the design of environments that can be accessed, understood and
used regardless of age, size and ability.



UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001271/127162e.pdf
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001271/127162s.pdf

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
EUROPEAN REGULATIONS:

European
Disability
Strategy.
2010
–
2020.
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/discapacidad/docs/estrategia_europea
_discapacidad_2010_2020.pdf


Council resolution of 6 February 2003 on e-Accessibility.



Unified regulations of the Equality of Opportunities for people with
disabilities.
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Communication of the Commission to the Council, the European
Parliament, Economic and Social Committee and Regional
Committee. Towards a barrier-free Europe for people with
disabilities. (COM 2000-284 ending).



Directive 2000/78/CE of the Council 27 November 2000 related to
establishment of the general framework for the employment and
occupation
equality.
http://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=DOUE-L-2000-82357



Resolution B4/0985/98 of the European Parliament about the
language
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/ES/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A51998IP0985



Consultation Document European Accessibility Act (En).

SPANISH REGULATIONS:


Spanish Constitution
https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-1978-31229



Spanish Strategy about Disability 2010 - 2020
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/discapacidad/docs/estrategia_espanol
a_discapacidad_2012_2020.pdf



Other resources related to Accessibility:



Technical Building Code, Basic Document for Security of Utilisation
and Accessibility (DB-SUA-9).



Royal Decree 2159/78 approving the regulations for development
planning and implementation of the law on land and urban planning
(BOE 09/15/78).



Royal Decree 355/80 of 25 January on reservation and situation of
social housing intended for people with disabilities (BOE 28/02/80).



Order of the Ministry of Public Works and Urbanism on the
characteristics of access, lifting and interior housing conditions for
people with disabilities designed in official protection buildings (BOE
03/18/80).



Royal Decree 248/81 on measures on distribution of reserve housing
for people with disabilities established in Royal Decree 355/80 of 25
January (BOE 10/26/81).
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Order of the Ministry of Education and Science which approves the
programmes of the needs for the drafting of construction projects
and adaptation of special education centres (BOE 04/06/81).



Royal Decree 1634/83 laying down rules for classification of hotel
establishments (BOE 17/06/83).



Royal Decree 2329/83 on protection of rehabilitation of residential
and urban heritage (BOE 09/07/83).



Order of the Ministry of Public Works and Urbanism regulating the
conditions for processing of grants for housing rehabilitation (BOE
11/25/83).



Royal Decree 3250/83 approving the use of guide dogs for visually
impaired people(BOE 02/01/84) .



Royal Decree 556/89 laying down minimum measures on accessibility
arbitrate in public buildings (BOE 31/05/89).



3/90 Law amending Law 49/60 on horizontal property, to facilitate
the adoption of agreements whose purpose is adequate habitability
of people with disabilities in the building where they live (BOE
22/06/90).



Order of the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism amending
supplementary technical instruction MIE-AEM 1 of Regulation lifting
equipment and maintenance (BOE 09/17/91).



Royal Decree 1314/1997, of 1 August, laying down rules for the
application of the Directive of the European Parliament and Council
Directive 95/16 / EC on lifts.



8/99 Law of Reform Act 49/60 of 21 July on Horizontal Property (BOE
04/08/99).



Law 38/99 of Construction Planning (BOE 06/11/99).



Royal Decree 1/2002 of 11 January on measures for financing
protected actions in housing and land of 2002-2005 Plan (BOE
12/01/02).



Order CTE / 3191/2002, of 5 December, specifying further important
reforms and modifying Annexes I and II of Royal Decree 736/1988 of
8 July, which regulates important reforms of road vehicles and
modifies Article 252 of the highway Code (BOE No. 301, December
17, 2002).
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Royal Decree 505/2007 of 20 April, approving the basic conditions of
accessibility and non-discrimination of people with disabilities to
access and use public spaces and buildings (BOE 11/05/07).
Law 27/2007, of 23 October, by which Spanish sign languages are
recognized and means of support for oral communication of the deaf,
hearing impaired and deaf-blind people are regulated (BOE
24/10/07).
Royal Decree 1494/2007, of 12 November, approving the Regulation
on the basic conditions for access of the disabled to technologies,
products and services related to information society and media
services (BOE 21/11/07).
Royal Decree 1544/2007, of 23 November, by which the basic
conditions of accessibility and non-discrimination for access and use
of transportation means for people with disabilities (BOE 4/12/07).
Order VIV / 561/2010, of 1 February, establishing the technical
document accessibility and non-discrimination for people with
disabilities to access and use public spaces (BOE 11/03/10).
Royal Decree 422/2011 of 25 March, approving the Basic Regulations
for the participation of people with disabilities in political life and in
the electoral process.
Royal Decree Law 8/2011 of 1 July, on measures to support
mortgagors, control of public spending and cancellation of debts with
companies and autonomous controlled by local authorities, to
promote
entrepreneurship,
rehabilitation
and
regulatory
simplification. (BOE 07/07/11).
Law 26/2011, of 1 August, on adaptation of the regulation at the
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (BOE 02/08/11).
Law 8/2013 of 26 June, on rehabilitation, regeneration and urban
renewal (BOE 06/27/13).

 Other resources related to labour inclusion:


Labour Synergy - Federation Mestral Cocemfe Tarragona
http://www.mestralonline.org/sinergia-laboral/legislacio



Law 49/2007 by which the system of offenses and penalties in the
field of equal opportunities, non-discrimination and universal
accessibility for people with disabilities (LISIONDAU) is established.
Royal Decree 27/2000 by which alternative exceptional measures to
comply with the quota of 2% for workers in companies with 50 or
more workers are set.
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Royal Decree 17/2004 which modifies the Royal Decree 1451/1983,
pursuant to the provisions of Law 13/1982 on selective work or
measures to promote employment of disabled workers.



Royal Decree 364/2005 regulating the alternative compliance of
exceptional character of the percentage for workers with disabilities.






Royal Decree 870/2007 by which the supported employment
program is regulated as a measure to promote employment of
people with disabilities in the mainstream labour market.
Royal Decree 5/2000 by which the revised text of the Law on offenses
and penalties of social order (TRLISOS) is approved.
Law 12/2001 on urgent measures to reform the labour market to
increase employment and improve quality.
Law 24/2001 on fiscal, administrative and social measures.
Law 43/2006 improvement in employment growth.



Law 35/2010 of urgent reforms for labour market reform.




RECOMMENDATIONS
PROJECT RESOURCES
Solutions and workplace settings


ONCE Foundation: http://www.fundaciononce.es/

Job Search Workshop 2.0


Federación Mestral Cocemfe Tarragona – Sinèrgia Laboral:
http://www.mestralonline.org/insercio-laboral



Employment Portal Feina Activa: job portal of the Generalitat de
Catalunya https://feinaactiva.gencat.cat/web/guest/home
Employment Portal Disjob: job portal for people with disabilities
http://www.disjob.com
Student Job: Portal of employment with an agreement in force with
Mestral Cocemfe Tarragona https://www.studentjob.es
Trovit: Portal of employment with an agreement in force with the
Mestral Federation Cocemfe Tarragona http://empleo.trovit.es
Portalento: Management Platform of employment and training for
people
with
disabilities
https://www.portalento.es/
Paginas/Inicio.aspx
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Infojobs: Employment website, http://www.infojobs.net



Indeed: Employment website, http://www.indeed.es



Infofeina: Employment website, http://www.infofeina.com



Infoempleo: Employment website, http://www.infoempleo.com



Buscar
Empleo:
Employment
http://buscarempleo.republica.com



Monster: Employment website, http://www.monster.es
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TRAINING COURSE
PROJECT RESOURCES


Manual on entrepreneurship cases in Spain. - Jose Maria Gomez Gros
(and others). Collects a total of 29 cases of Spanish companies,
highlighted by a unique feature, either by the novelty of their
product, due to their financial approach or a unique approach to the
market, among others.



The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. - Stephen R Covey. His
method is clear and efficient: a course divided into seven stages that
the reader must assimilate and implement on his/her own, adapting
his/her personality and applying them freely in all areas of his/her
daily life.



Concepts, strategies and applications of marketing mix. - Diaz de
Santos. In-depth analysis of the strategies and tactics of one of the
basic instruments of the marketing action.

INTERNET RESOURCES


http://catalunyaempren.gencat.cat/inicia/cat/
Entrepreneurship Portal.

Information

and

EXTERNAL RESOURCES


http://www.emprendedores.es/ - Online magazine of business
issues.



Course Las leyes del Éxito (Laws of Success) organised by Daniel
Gabarró. Face-to-face course of entrepreneurship and creation of
business.
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TURKEY
LEGISLATION AND RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
PROJECT RESOURCES
Published resources


T.C. Başbakanlık, Özürlüler İdaresi Başkanlığı, (2010) Özürlülüğe
Dayalı Ayrımcılıkla Mücadele Araştırması [T.R. Prime Ministry
Administration for Disabled People of Turkey, Measurement of
Disability Discrimination in Turkey Survey Report, 2010].
http://eyh.aile.gov.tr/data/55100dda369dc5c9d8afa5c9/rapor_tum.
pdf

Internet resources


Engelliler Hakkında Kanun, Kanun Numarası : 5378 [Law for the
Disabled, Law No: 5378] http://www.mevzuat.gov.tr/MevzuatMetin/
1.5.5378.pdf



Özürlüler Kanunu ve İlgili Mevzuat, [Law for the Disabled and
Related Legislation] http://www.erisilebiliristanbul.org/BilgiBankasi /
Documents/%C3%96Z%C3%9CRL%C3%9CLER%20KANUNU%20VE%20
%C4%B0LG%C4%B0L%C4%B0%20MEVZUAT.pdf



Engelliler için Vergi Rehberi [Tax Guide for the Disabled]
http://www.gib.gov.tr/fileadmin/beyannamerehberi/2013_engelliler
vergirehberi.pdf



Türkiyede Engelli Hakları [Rights of the Disabled in Turkey]
http://www.engelliler.biz/forum/diger/132278-2014-yili-engellihaklari.html



TÜİK Engelli İstatistikleri ve Araştırmaları [TURKSTAT Disability
statistics and Research Resources] http://www.tuik.gov.tr/
PreTablo.do?alt_id=1017
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EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Published resources


Saime Toptan (2009); Engel-siz Bir Hayat BU YAYINEVİ [Life without
Dis-Ability]



Onur Eyüp Karadoğan (2010) Azim & Spastik Engelli Bir Gencin
Mücadelesi; CAN YAYINLARI [Determination: The struggle of a Spastic
youth]



İskender Özgür (2015) Engelli Çocuklar ve Eğitimi & Özel Eğitim;
KARAHAN KİTABEVİ [Disabled Children and Education & Special
Education]

Internet resources


T.C. Aile ve Sosyal Politikalar Bakanlığı, Engelli ve Yaşlı Hizmetleri
Genel Müdürlüğü [ T. R. Ministry of Family and Social Policies, the
General Directorate of Disabled and Elderly Services]
http://eyh.aile.gov.tr/

RECOMMENDATIONS
PROJECT RESOURCES
Internet resources


Engelliler için İş Dünyasında Ben de Varım Projesi [I Am in the Labour
Market too, Jobs for the Disabled Project Website]
http://www.isdunyasindabendevarim.com



T.C. Aile ve Sosyal Politikalar Bakanlığı, Engelli ve Yaşlı Hizmetleri
Genel Müdürlüğü [ T. R. Ministry of Family and Social Policies, the
General Directorate of Disabled and Elderly Services]
http://eyh.aile.gov.tr/

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Internet resources


Gençlik ve Spor Bakanlığı, Spor Genel Müdürlüğü, Engelliler Il Spor
Merkezleri [Youth and Sports Ministry, General Directorate of Sports,
Disabled
Sports
Centers]
https://engelsizspor.sgm.gov.tr/
Public/EngelliIller.aspx
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TRAINING COURSE
PROJECT RESOURCES
Published resources


Mahmut Tekin (2014), Girişimcilik: Hayallerin Gerçeğe Dönüşümü
Günay Ofset [Entrepreneurship: Dreams Real Conversion ]

Internet resources


Türkiye İş Kurumu [Turkish Job Agency] http://www.iskur.gov.tr/



Küçük ve Orta Ölçekli İşletmeleri Geliştirme ve Destekleme İdaresi
Başkanlığı [Small and Medium Enterprises Development and Support
Administration] http://www.kosgeb.gov.tr/Pages/UI/Default.aspx



İpekyolu Kalkınma Ajansı
http://www.ika.org.tr/



Suat Aşkın, “1. Adıyaman Engelli Girişimciliği Çalıştayı”, 5 Mayıs 2016,
Adıyaman Üninversitesi [1. Adiyaman Disabled Entrepreneurship
Workshop, 5 May 2016]. http://adiyaman.edu.tr/TR/Etkinlikler/
Engelli-Girisimciligi-Calistayi-1252 http://ivas.co

[Silk

Road

Development

Agency]

EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Published resources


TOP, Seyfi. (2006). Girişimcilik Keşif Süreci. (1. Baskı), İstanbul: Beta
Yayıncılık. [Entrepreneurship Discovery Process ].



DURNA, Ufuk, (2002), “Yenilik Yönetimi”, (1. Baskı), Ankara: Nobel
Yayınları [Innovation Management ]

Internet resources


T.C. Bilim, Sanayi ve Teknoloji Bakanlığı, [T.R. Science, Indstry and
Technology Ministry] http://www.sanayi.gov.tr/



Engellilerin Sosyal Refahı Açısından Uluslararası Bilgi ve İletişim
Teknolojileri Kongresi http://engelsizbiltek.org/



[Information and Communication Technologies for disabled people
from the Perspective of Social Comfort 9-11 October 2015
ANKARA/TURKEY] http://engelsizbiltek.org/Eng/Default.aspx
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START YOUR OWN
BUSINESS

36-HOURS COURSE TARGETED AT
DISABLED YOUTHS
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OBLIGATORY OPPORTUNITY OR
CONSCIOUS ENTREPRENEURSHIP
OBJECTIVE: Conduct an analysis of labour opportunities in your region/country
and develop awareness of the reasons leading to the starting of businesses: is it
required or, otherwise, responds to a conscious initiative?


When taking the first step towards setting up a business, we must be
fully aware of the reasons that push us to take this step. We should
be able to determine the personal reasons that encourage us to
make this decision. The reasons can be diverse: to find personal
satisfaction, financial independence, free will, failure to pay bills, for
tradition, for necessity, for survival, etc.



The beginning of any business and the following daily development
will, without any doubt, bring us a lot of satisfaction, but difficult
moments will also occur. It will be in these moments of difficult
decisions where our individual strength will have to weather the
storm. Our willingness to move the business forward will be vital
during those moments of maximum adversity and - realistically when the business has been created from necessity, the overcoming
strength will not be the same as if we had made a totally free and
thoughtful decision to create a company.

Exercise: The objective is to make a conscious and thorough analysis of the
reasons that push us to start a business. If we are able to determine, in a
realistic way (not deceiving ourselves), the reasons to undertake the start-up of
a company, we will have a clear vision of our possible weaknesses, but also of
our strengths.
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 Write the five main reasons (in order of importance), which you will
consider when deciding to start your own business.

REASON 1
REASON 2
REASON 3
REASON 4
REASON 5
 Determine if the conclusion drawn puts you in a state of strength or
weakness.
STRENGTH because…
WEAKNESS because…
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1 MANAGEMENT SKILLS
OBJECTIVE: To develop the necessary skills for anyone that wants to be the
head of a company.
The management skills are the human factor of your company. The
most important person in any business is the entrepreneur himself and
by extension each person who will form part of the staff. Leading a
project involves mingling with a multitude of people in different
situations: employees, banks, customers, suppliers, potential new
customers, sale presentations, etc. An ability to act correctly in any
situation will help us to create an appropriate image and positioning.
On the contrary, not knowing how to behave can prejudice us more
than we think.
Exercise: The objective is to become aware of our management skills. As in the
previous section, we have to know our weaknesses and those aspects of
interrelationships that are well-developed. If we can visualise and analyse some
possible situations, we will be able to understand and analyse if our behaviour is
correct in order to reach our objectives.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Answer as realistically as possible, marking on a scale from 0 to 5 (0 not at
all / 5 a lot)
Am I an enterprising person?
Can I deal with people who are not very tolerant, irrelevant or
unprofessional?
Faced with a major problem, will I know how to take a decision?
Am I able to make a decision by myself or do I have to discuss it
with a business consultant?
Your company is in time of economic difficulty, you have to make
a payment to a supplier and you do not have enough money, what
do you propose to do? Visualise the situation and act as if it were
real. What steps will you take? In what way will they affect you?

6. A customer has come to your office and in a very rude way started
to criticise your product or service, insulted an employee and
demanded an explanation to something that, according to what he
said, was an error made by your company. Put yourself in this
situation and think how you will manage it. Is your answer right?
Does your behaviour fit a correct model of management skills?
Will you find it hard to behave in this way?
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2 BUSINESS EVALUATION
A. COME UP WITH THE IDEA. A business always begins with an idea, and an
idea is nothing more than a mental representation, an imagination of what
could be real. During the day, our mind is constantly thinking and thousands of
ideas come and go without any importance. Therefore, among the thousands
of ideas that you have had, there may be one that you consider important
enough to start a business? We must let the idea that has ignited the
entrepreneurship desire settle. It is necessary to work on it, put it under
pressure and draw a conclusion that provides us with data about its viability.
Exercise: Moving from idea to reality is a step that depending on the complexity
of our project can be very difficult, but also very easy. Nowadays, the
development of new technologies are enabling the emergence of professional
activities that do not require more than a computer and internet connection to
operate. Focusing on an activity without measuring its viability is a common
mistake that can in some cases cause major problems. Obviously, we will only
know the real viability of the project when we execute it, but with this initial
research we have to try to draw as rational a conclusion as possible.
You should be able to fully determine with accuracy:
1. What your business idea is: what it consists of, what you offer, what
benefit you provide, what the customer will gain with your product or
service.

2. Why your business idea can produce results: is it good if you position it in
the market? Does it already exist? Does it exist but not in this area?

3. Where the idea comes from: have you thought about it yourself? Is it the
result of a conversation with someone? Is it a branch of a business that is
already in the market? Have you searched for this product or service and
you have not found it?
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B. WHY DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE PROJECT? Believing in your own project might
seem obvious, but many businesses have a very short life cycle and usually it is
due to a deficiency in the credibility of their own promoters. If you do not
believe in the project, you cannot expect anybody (customers, suppliers,
investors, etc.) to do so.
Exercise: Believing in the project has a very strong relationship with the reasons
that led you to start your own business. The theory tells us that a person who
starts a business out of necessity, from the beginning believes less in his/her
own business than the person who has been thinking of creating his company
for a long time. Obviously, this does not mean that a business created from
necessity is not possible, and on the contrary, not all the passionate businesses
have secured their future. The important thing and the objectives of this
exercise are to determine your level of involvement with your own project and
your own ability to transmit it. Remember that you not only have to believe in it,
but you also have to transmit it.
You are in a meeting with an investor where there are 10 more entrepreneurs
like you. You have 15 seconds to convince your interlocutor to invest in your
company. If in the course of the 15 seconds you are not able to transmit your
project, the future investor will tell you that he is not interested. If what you
explain to him is interesting enough and your 15 seconds are over, he will give
you 15 seconds more and so on until you reach 75 seconds. Write a powerful
speech that allows you to explain your business and, furthermore, makes
anyone who listens to you want to know more about your business.
OUTLINE OF YOUR SPEECH

C. STRENGTHS OF THE PROMOTERS, EXPERIENCE AND PERSONAL VALUES.
We already have the idea and know your involvement level, now it is necessary
to evaluate the skills and the abilities of the person or the people who will
execute the project.
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Exercise: It will be necessary to relate the project’s idea with the abilities of the
promoter. We may have a really good idea, but not be capable of executing it.
As always, knowing and determining our strengths and weaknesses can give us
some advantage. In the case of the strong points, we have to strengthen and
favour them, and with all the deficiencies we have to work on them to convert
them into positives.
For each person involved in the promotion of the project (only you if it is the
case), you should make a list and answer the following questions;
a. What are our strengths and weaknesses?

b. Experience in the area/sector

c. Personal values than can influence (positively and negatively) the
business.

d. Do you have people who can help you to strengthen your weak points in
this business?
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D. HUMAN RESOURCES. At this point, you have mapped your project enough.
Now, it is necessary to introduce the human resources department. It may be
that you consider that your business currently does not need to hire any
employees. Nevertheless, you have to make this department, even if this is only
your position. Companies evolve and it is possible that in the future you will
need to incorporate more people in the project. If from the beginning you need
to hire some employees to try to get ahead, this point is evidently important.
Exercise: You have to foresee all the areas of your company. Any business, no
matter how small it is, will have a productive area (the products production or
the service provision), a marketing area (which is determined by the type of
business and covers the sections of sales,
after-sales, marketing, image, communication, etc.), and an administration
area (which controls the legal aspects, the accounting department, the budgets,
the billing, etc.). It is really important for you to understand that even though
you are a freelancer without employees, premises, machinery… your company
will always have these three sections. You cannot avoid them, and the three of
them deserve your efforts.
 Create a functional and nominal organisation chart for your company,
starting with the management and identifying, at least, the three areas we
have explained. Hereafter, consider all the needs.
When you have identified all the work roles (for example, director,
purchasing manager, salesman, cleaning personnel…), you will have your
functional organisation chart. After this, you have to name each job and you
will have your nominal organisation chart. Probably, your name will appear in
most (if not all) jobs, everything is fine. However, as your business advances,
you will assess the need for hiring some employees. The important thing is to
become aware that all companies, no matter how small they are, have more
jobs than those in production.
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If you need to hire employees, you have to be able to determine the following
points:
Working conditions and remuneration system.

What criterion will you use to select the employees (profile, studies,
experience…)?

Forecast in a period of two years the needs of the employees and the
corresponding budget allocation.

E. INVESTMENTS. You already have sufficiently defined a mental map of your
project. Now, it is necessary to identify the properties that you will need to
commence the project.
Exercise. We need to know exactly the required investment and the
corresponding budget to start the project. You need to perform:
A real study of the required properties to start the project. Economic value
and financing system, resources of financial investments: partners, bank
credits and sponsors.
A study of the required properties to incorporate in the next two years of the
project. Economic value and financial system.
PROPERTIES

ECONOMIC VALUE

FINANCING SYSTEM
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F. WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GET? This section implies a twofold function. On
one hand, it is necessary to determine where you want to get to on an
expectation level feeling level and moreover, where you want to get
economically. Therefore, you must work on:
Exercise. An actual positioning exercise and identifying the future vision will
help us face reality. Knowing where we start and where we want to get to,
economically as much as mentally, will help us work to achieve it.
Explain your expectations within this project, explain what you would like:
success, personal satisfaction, money, recognition, that your product or
service will be extremely useful for the people, etc.

Make an income and expenses budget, which is necessary to go ahead with
your project. Make a budget for the first year, but also one showing where
you can be in the next five years and another one showing where you will like
to get to. Make it real; adjust your income level to the corresponding needs of
the expenses sections.
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FIRST YEAR OF BUSINESS
INCOME

CONCEPT

TOTAL
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EXPENSES

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

CONCEPT

TOTAL

G. LEGAL ASPECTS OF YOUR COMPANY. However, small the company is, it has
to meet certain legal requirements. Now that you know the project’s
magnitude, you have to think about the legal form. In this section, unless you
have sufficiently broad knowledge of the legislation or the existing possibilities,
it is quite advisable to go to a public or private professional advisory service
that can provide you with necessary information.
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Exercise. The questions to answer are:
 What business management system are you planning to found (limited
company, public limited company, sole proprietorship, cooperative…)?

 In case of a company, determine if you will be a single member or with
other associates, who will they be, economic contributions, government
body, company position and status.

 Will you be able to establish your company by yourself or do you have to
ask for legal advice?

 Determine the necessary licenses and/or permits to carry out the activity.
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 According to the organisation system, determine the obligations and/or
commercial taxes that you will need to comply with.
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3. MARKET COMPETITION
OBJECTIVE: Determination of the product or service that you offer. If I don’t
know or I am not clear about the market where my company is, I cannot know
what needs I am covering or what benefit I have. Remember that a customer
always buys benefits and as a consequence, if I am unable to accurately
determine what I am contributing, I will never have the ability to correctly
communicate the usefulness of my business. This means that my potential
customers neither will be able to know it and, in this way, they will not
contemplate the possibility of buying my product or service.
Exercise. We intend to fix the product or service that I offer, as well as my
position in relation to the possible competitors.
 Clearly determine what to do.

 Clearly determine what you sell (benefits).

 With the previous questions, define your market.
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 Make a general assessment of the current or possible future competition.

 Main competitors: give details on who they are, who you foresee will
appear, their strengths and their weaknesses or where you think you can
surpass them

 Determine 5 strong points and 5 weak points from your closest
competitors.

 Analyse the results and work at the required improvement.
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4. CUSTOMERS
OBJECTIVE: Once we have identified our company’s market, we have to work to
find the customers that may be interested in our product or service.
Exercise. We intend to determine our customer(s). We should be able to make a
draft as approximately as possible of the profile(s) of our customers. It is
possible that according to our activity, we do not have any customer, but there
is also the possibility of having different customer segments. Having certain
determinate groups of customers clearly segmented and related by products or
services can give us an advantage. When making a marketing campaign, you
can evidently target the group to which each product is designed.
 Determine what your customer segments are.

SEGMENTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

DEFINITION

 Determine what type of customers there are in each segment.

SEGMENTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

TYPE OF CLIENT
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 Determine how to reach potential customers

SEGMENTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

HOW TO REACH
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5. MARKETING MIX
It is a term created in 1960 that was used to include the four basic components
of marketing (product, price, distribution, communication).
There are 4 variables that every organisation must consider in order to achieve
its objectives, and it is essential that these 4 variables are combined well and
complement each other.
1. PRODUCT. A product is any GOOD/SERVICE/IDEA that has value to the
consumer and also has the ability to satisfy a need or desire. When we talk
about a product, we can do it from two different perspectives:
THE CONCEPT OF THE PRODUCT ITSELF – we explain the product’s
characteristics, it is a technical approach.
A PRODUCT CONCEPT FOCUSED ON THE CONSUMERS NEEDS – this means that
we sell the product not because of the physical or functional characteristics
that it has, but because of the problems that the product resolves, because of
the need that it covers; it is a marketing approach.
The product is the way in which the company satisfies the customers’ and
consumers’ needs. Thus, the product should be focused on solving these needs
and not on its characteristics. Think about current marketing
Exercises.
 Think about an advertisement that explains the product’s characteristics.

 Think about an advertisement that explains the problems that it resolves.
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2. PRICE. CONCEPT - It is the only element of the marketing mix that produces
income. The other 3 produce expenses.



For the consumer, it is the amount of money paid for a product (time,
effort, inconveniences)



For the producer, it is the only resource that generates commercial
income.

We can define the price as its relation to monetary exchange, or the monetary
value needed to obtain a good.
It is very interesting to see how the good’s price relates to its quality. If we do
it, we can obtain the following chart.
Price ->

High
High

Quality ->

1 - superior

Average
2 - high value

Low
3 - overestimated

Average

4- overcharged 5 - average value 6 - good value

Low

7 - of initiation 8 - false economy 9-economical

From the chart, we get different price strategies:
Strategy 1 formed by the diagonal 1-5-9. It allows the existence of 3 companies
in the market with 3 different approaches. High-high/average-average/ lowlow.
The three business models are correct as long as there is a customer for each
group.
Strategy 2 formed by 2-3-6. This operational system offers a way of attacking
the companies that act with a 1-5-9 strategy. They offer high and intermediate
quality products at low prices. The customers concerned about quality that
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believe in our message will end up buying our products, (provided that the
products of block 1 strategy do not have an added attraction).
Strategy 3 formed by 4-7-8. Here, what we do is to charge the customers a high
and excessive price for the product related to its quality. The customers will
feel cheated and they will not recommend our company.
Exercises:
Think of three products or companies that coincide with each of the 3 abovementioned strategies. Do it using your own shopping experiences.
Price ->

High

Average

Low

High
Quality ->

Average
Low

Determine, in your own business, which strategy you will use or you should
use.

Determine which strategy you are competent at.

3. DISTRIBUTION. CONCEPT - This is the system that’s purpose is to get the
product or service to its end consumer, in the desired condition and in the
necessary volume. Basically, it has to determine the distribution channels, the
distribution system and the logistical system.
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A correct distribution policy helps to reduce the expenses, facilitate the
transport, the storeroom, and besides that, to set the price, we have to take it
into account.
In a very schematic way, we can say that the different possibilities of
distribution are:
a. Manufacturer – consumer
b. Manufacturer – retailer – consumer
c. Manufacturer – wholesaler – retailer – consumer
d. Manufacturer – agent – wholesaler – retailer – consumer
To choose your distribution channel you have to keep in mind; the
characteristics of the market, the product, the intermediaries, the competition,
available financial resources and the legal limitations.
Exercise. It is possible that your business model is not the production of a good
or a service that needs a distribution system. In this case, it is not necessary that
you work on this aspect. However, the distribution adapts to your needs, you
have to take it into account.
Make an assessment of the characteristics of your market, product, agents,
competition, expenses and legal limitations related to your product.

Study the possibilities of a channel from the simplest to the most complex
and determine what distribution channel adapts more to your needs.
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4. PROMOTION. CONCEPT - Trade promotion and business communication is
a set of technical activities conducted for: agents, sellers and end consumers,
where the objective is to communicate the benefits that the product provides
and to persuade the target market to buy it.
There are 4 basic objectives:
a. Stimulation of demand
b. Creation of an image
c. Differentiation of the product
d. Positioning the product
All communication work must have the following stages:
a. Identify the public target, who, how, when, where
b. Determine the objective of the use of communication
c. Create message design, content, structure, format
d. Determine the budget
e. Choose the communication channel (advertising, sales promotions,
public relations, direct marketing, personal selling)
f.

Measure the results
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Exercise. Prepare a plan where you identify all the points of this section. Keep in
mind which channels adjust better to your business.
CATEGORIES

IDENTIFICATION

Target group
Objectives
MESSAGE
BUDGET
CHANNEL
MEDIA

6. CONCLUSIONS
 Response to the project’s viability
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